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Introduction 
Part of my job as Editor of the Literary Review is to 
introduce this compilation of creative writing and art to you, 
the reader. I'm afraid I have no insightful, witty commentary 
for you to chew on, but as it is my obligation I am happy to 
render any thoughts I may have. 
I took over this job about halfway through from Allison 
Outschoorn, who did a terrific job of doing the initial 
organization and preparation. From the point I took over, the 
job of getting the submissions together into some kind of 
organized fashion, and preparing the format for the book in 
your hands was never an easy one, but I would like to express 
that it is a very rewarding one. You see, I was glad to fill this 
position, because the Literary Review is something we all, as 
part of the Whittier College community, should be proud of. It 
is an anthology of art, poetry, short stories, playwriting, and 
wonderfully-crafted essays (even a few witty little writer 
imitations.) It displays, in a literary sense, the best of what the 
college has to offer, and gives some of the exceptional talent 
residing here a chance to sparkle. 
With that I would like to thank a few people who 
helped make this happen. Anne Kiley, advisor the English 
Honorary Society, Sigma Tau Delta, who sponsors the Review, 
was of tremendous support. On behalf of the entire staff I 
would like to thank her for giving us the use of her living room 
to review submissions, and of her deliciously home-cooked 
goodies to feed us. I would also like to thank Patricia Enriquez 
for spending hours on end typing up submissions. Vital to the 
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timely completion of this Review were also Dr. Mike McBride, 
who let me use his office and its G3 Macintosh to get the rest 
of the formatting done, and his assistant Natalie Olivas who 
gave up her time to help me. You all were invaluable. 
Now that I have finished my rambling, you are free to 
enjoy the rest of the Literary Review. Have a good time 
reading it, and remember the wise words of my predecessor 
Raul Rios—"it makes for excellent restroom reading." 
Respectfully, 
Matt Hahn, 2000 Editor 
2000 Literary Review Staff 
Editor: Matt Hahn 
Cover Art: Sarah Tillman, "Untitled 1" 
Staff: Dr. Anne Kiley, Ryan Bradley, Natalie Neavas, 
Dana Judd, Nilanga Jayasinghe, 









POETRY BY MELISSA MORROW 
In Honor of Valentine's Day 
(though I hate it) 
Altered by the glow of a 
banana yellow T-shirt, here I 
come, an unschooled 
disciple of love, and he's an 
easy target at 2 A.M. near the 
foaming stone fountain in the 
gelatin sweet gardenia air. A 
half-hearted attempt at amour; 
I woo incognito - a new 
jujitsu technique I learned from a movie. 
Killing time with me, the 
leggy beast, sipping his 
mint julep - he's on to me - I lose. A 
nine days' wonder with a fizzled 
ovation: I'm a 
paraffin queen, melting so very 
quickly under his power, 
reeling from the mystery of my 
spoiled plans, wearing a 
ticking red plastic heart like Oz's tin man. 
Usurping my supremacy, Señor 
Valentine becomes the 
warden of my soul. 





The vaulted ceilings stretch above 
the gilded floors and papered walls. 
A satin woman stands and calls 
to lace-dressed daughters pure as doves. 
Transparent crystal goblets fill 
like pocketbooks, and appetites 
are fed with Broadway's lights. 
A lavish life is loved until 
the crash. October twenty-nine - 
from painted dolls to stick and hoop. 
Now all earthly treasures have flown, 
ashes in air. Men wait in line 
for bread and soup. They must have soup, 
for man can't live on bread alone. 
POETRY BY DANA JUDD 
"three" 
I am young, I can't come close. 
You are too old for standing. 
My eyes, like mama's, watch you. 
Mama cries. 
People standing close by smile at me, 
the ones in-between don't even see me. 
You lie still, 
asleep maybe, napping. 
I am wearing my Sunday dress, 
mama wears the dress that makes her look old 
like Grandma at church. 	
- 14 
Grandma cries. 
I think you should wake-up, 
it isn't polite to ignore company. 
The room is cold, I am cold and hungry. 
I cry. 
POETRY BY BODHI WOODSORREL 
Retracings 
A flower lays upon the shore, 
A simple Tulip, nothing more. 
Its stem is broken, petals crushed, 
Tossed aside into the dust. 
I know not why she lays unseen. 
This tulip once was all my dreams. 
Untitled 
I know you've felt it 
the chill that fills your chest and brings a smile to your eyes, 
enriches your thoughts contacts with an electricity you did not 
know they could possess. 
The birth moment, relived again and again with 
every shifting perception, every heartfelt realization, every 
thought that breaks a wall then shatters it to ashes. A woman 
once attempted to define the female orgasm. I now feel 
through her words every time I'm overtaken by the beauty of 
a landscape or a sky, every time a weighted silence breaks the 
rhythm, every time a flash of inspiration sets my mind in 
motions 
thoughts to images to words. Body mind and spirit. 
It is contact with divinity, in awe or grace or laughter, and 
smiling thinking breaks the rhythm but not the moment. 
- 15- 
POETRY BY LISA DECKER 
Today I Sat 
at the table strategically placed in the center of the room. 
Everybody was talking of poetry, and staring at each other's 
faces, watching for their reactions. I sat facing the mirror 
today. In the mirror I saw myself and my Death. Through that 
window, which gaily shattered onto the students sitting close to 
it, I saw movement. The red leaves, outside, tap danced— I 
knew I shouldn't have been looking out the window when the 
professor was talking, but I was compelled to drift onto the 
gray discovery. I saw a man's head coming through those 
happy leaves, and saw a golden bullet rush through the 
innocent window, exploding from what looked like a lead pipe. 
In loud slow motion the bullet rushed toward my back making 
a noise like a cherry bomb on the fourth of July. The bullet 
entered my back and my head hit the table in front of me. The 
rest of the students kept still to avoid spears of glass from 
stabbing at their bodies. They picked and plucked their faults 
from themselves and resumed talking about poetry. I lay there, 
meanwhile, bleeding onto my chair, staining it with my fears. 
- 16- 
Welcome 
I found a twenty-dollar bill 
when I was ten. I brought it 
up to the poor lady who 
lived next door to Stevi. 
The lady whose house 
recently caught on fire. The 
lady who taught Stevi and 
me to eat prickly pears and 
showed us different forms 
of witch craft we could 
accomplish by mixing egg 
shells, saliva and bird 
feathers in a wooden bowl. 
You know, the lady who the 
City of La Mirada hated 
because her yard was like 
an overgrown forest 
collecting more and more 
bicycle parts, trash barrels 
and random articles of 
clothing. I went to her 
thinking that she could use 
the money to buy a 
lawnmower or something. I 
rang her doorbell in delight 
at my own humble 
generosity. I knocked so 
hard on her door that my 
fists turned purple with 
grief. No one was home. I 
thought of possibly leaving 
the money in her mailbox. 
I imagined the joyous 
wrinkles as they spread 
from her eyes down to her 
lips when she opened the 
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box and found the bill. I 
would bring her a bit of 
joy. I would. But, I decided 
to leave for home. Hey, I 
was already late coming 
home from school and had 
mounds of candy to buy 
with my newly found 
twenty-dollar bill. 
Bond 
That night I sat on the Sex Couch to watch 
Bond, in all his glory, ride a woman he'd just met while 
planning to electrocute her boss. An alarm chirped 
somewhere 
off in the distance. I examined the stained wooden table with 
the 
empty Bud bottles, Brittany Spears memorabilia, and 
smelly soiled 
napkins, and found my beeper; the miniature screen 
repeating Hello enthusiastically, the neon glow 
dancing behind the tiny screen. So I looked up at the screen 
and gave him a thankful smile. 
Paul 
He was a boy who hadn't even been 
introduced to the female body, he'd 
never driven a can and yet he went away 
to fight for a victory he didn't understand. 
When he returned he decided not 
to trust anyone he once loved. 
I can still hear the moans that 
haunted me as a child staying 
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over his house. When my parents 
were away he'd fill me with sugary treats 
and kindness because he believed 
that I wasn't getting it from 
anyone else. I could see the sting in 
case she decided to poison him. 
I thought it was a joke. I remember 
the story but I never saw the helicopters 
or heard the guns firing at the 
roof of his house. I never heard 
any Commander shouting down 
to him, telling him he needed to die 
because he had been ordered to 
kill. I never heard them, saw 
them, or felt them but he did, 
and I felt him. 
POETRY BY ROBIN JUDD 
Idealism Without Practicality 
sick as a dog, 
but happier than a sow-bug 
in a steaming pile of shit - 
never questioning 
Hark! The innocence of Matthew speaks.. 
"smile," sings the 
Optimistic Caged Bird, 
"today is a new day, 
no better than yesterday 
no different than tomorrow, 
'therefore, do not worry about 
- 19- 
tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry 
about its own things. Sufficient for 
the day is its own trouble."' 
But the age-old doctrine is pure 
heartbreak and heartburn 
an ethereal wish 
a fantasy, a dream 




years since I've seen your face 
and that face is blank, your 
body bare. 
I've had 
years to think about you 
and each progressing thought 
grows stronger. 
Tied to each other, 
like two ropes in a knot, 
we resemble a similar 
dissent, a similar root. 
We are two women, blind to 
what the other looks like 
but connected by our loins. 
in-OUT, 
IN-out 
And just as I begin 
to unravel one end of this 
foresaken knot, this growing coil, 
another takes its shape. 
Lover 
It was a lusty affair, 
Wednesday, 12am. 
The town and the insects were 
crawling half asleep. 
A musty odor lingered outside 
like a pheremonal perfume 
attracting lovers, and 
provoking their beastial dance. 
She waits directly beneath 
the street lamp on his corner. 
He approaches her slowly, 
hiding his passion 
so's not to look too anxious. 
She sees him walking through 
the peripheral of her vision, hides her kisses, 
and joins him on his way to the building. 
The sidewalk bends slightly, 
wise to the night and its schematic play. 
Up the stairwell and to his door, 
still not a word spoken, 
they embrace, caressing the contours 
of the other, trapped in movement and breath. 
Deep sighs tap in and out 
like butterflies hitting a window. 
He escorts her over the threshold, 
still no words. 
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Undressed and pressing 
themselves against each other 
they undulate against the rhythm of 
their sweaty limbs. 
His mouth covers hers and the 
lovers breathe as one. 
Interlocked 
and woven between each other, 
life uncoils, spilling its 
ethereal juices into the 
deepest core of womanhood and sexuality. 
The Dichotomy of Living 
She stood in the street 
by the open drivers' side door 
of her shiny black Volvo. 
I stood next to her, white 
laundry bag at my feet 
newly cleaned clothes inside. 
The smell of Tide rose to greet my nostrils. 
The man walked past, 
across the way. 
He staggered over the sidewalk 
as if drunk, he was dirty as if homeless. 
He slurred a 'hello.' 
Recognizing him from before, 
I greeted him in response and wished him a 
'happy holiday season.' 
Then, unexpectedly, he shed a tear 
for the loss of his lovely wife 
and with misty eyes, he explained to us 
how lonely the holidays are without her. 
He staggered away until he reached his door safely, 
two down from my own. 
Shocked by his sharing, 
overcome with grief and longing, 
my friend and I stood in an embrace, 
at the center of the afternoon street, 
laundry bag still at my feet. 
Glistening atop the 
wrinkled sheets, inside 
the dark apartment bedroom, 
still sighing, still dancing, 
the lovers sleep, tangled together 
in a fleshy embrace. 
As the sun rises, the seed inside 
the woman plants itself to her. 
Unwise to this they shower together, 
and leave the apartment together, 
to greet to day 
as one. 
Upon the sidewalk, 
the lovers move apart silently, 
and already the pain 
of separation and growth begins. 
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"Untitled 1" 
by Chris Lahti 
POETRY BY CLANCY NEILSON 
Cold 
A morning once in January. 
The thermometer reads minus twelve degrees 
and the snow is soft and crunchy. 
It was a cold that warmed me somehow 
—remember the hot chocolate 
and the fire in the dark of dawn 
at five am?—but 
the moving air still stung. 
I hope one day you know 
(or maybe you know already). 
The sunlight was clear and blue 
and perhaps it wasn't the sky. 
The ice was gray 
on the winter lake and I want to say 
there were birds afloat. 
Maybe I'm just adding the color 
of a cloudy day at sea. 
In Washington once 
as I walked on the shore: 
the same quality of frozen air. 
But I think it's good and rejuvenating 
to feel so cold and free. 
Good. That's what I thought 
as I glided along on skis 
two inches wide. 
The air was good, the snow was good, 
and I was good at skiing. 
Nothing moved. 
The crreeaak of my weight 
on the snow, on the ground.The paralysis of nature. 
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Promises 
(A response to "Commandments", by Tony Barnstone) 
I will no longer walk on the surface 
of the river. 
Though the water is deep 
like a proverb, makes squeaking 
in the joints of old men 
who have abandoned the hope, 
and is turbulent as the frightening 
confusion of casinos, 
I will submerge into the turquoise depths 
sitting stagnant in muck 
on the earth. 
I will never again swell pages 
of clean paper with tears 
at the thought of someone else's crying. 
I won't smudge the ink and 
wallow in self pity 
as the pale blue lines become puddles 
of my second-hand, 
hand-me-down, thrift-store emotion. 
I will think my own thoughts, 
keep them for myself, 
and never feel anything that I 
haven't felt. 
And when skies are hard royal 
and the soil is choked, 
I will lie down in deserts 
and wake up in clovers 
to the rain of my hope. 
It will shower me and 
the back of my legs and my chest 
will be clean. 
I will walk barefoot and naked 
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toward the light 
of the dawn 
of the east that I created. 
Mother's Milk 
Mother fed you from her breast until 
it hurt, and you got teeth, 
on some Monday or Friday 
when you were 
two, and you don't remember how 
reluctantly you tested the Gerber— 
hungry like the infant that you are even now, 
alone in the rain that you love, and you notice how 
each movement of your limbs seems to slice 
through the dense humidity that 
reminds you of the womb, 
reminds you that the air has 
substance, reminds you of gelatin 
or mother's milk. 
Mid-afternoon now, 
and you sit across from her 
in the diner (she is not your mother), and she heals you with 
her eyes, 
deep wet green; rainforest eyes that 
look ancient with the light of nature 
—strange comparison: mother, nature, lover. 
Kept in her eyes, in the rain outside: 
Mother Nature's milk. 
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Wet Dream 
Two guys walk into a bar, 
and don't you hate the rest? 
But where backalley trash 
blows cold, who am I 
to say what's good? 
Lost in illusions of rum and coke—
on ice—and a splash of coconut, 
porn in their heads 
and hard-ons because of 
the girl in the cocktail dress. 
Fog-horn music. A repercussion 
of drums and pick-up lines, 
like old men in the park 
that talk to pigeons 
who do not answer back. 
That one, in the corner, 
lit like a candle, 
her breath and breasts 
afire with scotch, 
and the guy with a suit and tie. 
A chat, a seduction, 
like jazz, like the charmer 
and his snake, 
on tiptoe, falling, 
just for a fuck in the alley. 
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My Heart Belongs to Denny's 
Denny's on the corner 
a midnight sanctuary. 
The ice in a vanilla coke class 
like a transparent rose blossom; 
red and brown and clear. 
Or the bitter coffee made sweet by some sugar 
and the bitter waitress 
and the ugly, bitter cook. 
My heart belongs to daddy 
No! It only belongs to Denny's: 
the haven of my restless youth. 
And if I talk too fast about art 
and love and life 
and I can't hear the music from the ceiling, 
the scouling Mexican bus-boy 
corrects me from under his mustache 
in the corner. 
On the corner of Phildelphia 
the smell of burning rubber 
in the parking lot behind the place 
and all is dark and lost and stale 
like the thick sky that hides the stars 
with it's purple, heavy haze. 
But the night is quiet 
though rampant with lights 
and soft brown noise 
and a smooth cold wind that blows. 
It russles my skin and the leaves with their violent green, 
and stems so sharp and jagged. 
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POETRY BY RYAN FONG 
Six-Eight Vibrations: Confessions of Servitude 
a translation of maggie estep 
I am looking through my peephole at 
THE STUPID PERSON I'M OBSESSED WITH 
who stands at my door 
studying the grain like an old topographic map 
head cocked back at the precise angle 
where hairdos, even psuedo haridos, 
get forced out of shape by the pull of gravity 
who knocks again and leans closer 
providing a clear neck and clavicle shot 
where the skin stretches over calcium frame 
like melted ice cream, 
and I know what that graceful arch smells like 
because when we have felt, 
in our few embraces, 
each other's breath 
slide down our backs 
like our hands would if we slept together 
because THE STUPID PERSON I'M OBSESSED WITH 
has a primary function in life 
to be A STUPID PERSON I CAN OBSESS OVER 
and to talk to me about another obsession 
as if I wanted to hear about their 
make out sessions and their discussions 
on the color of water 
and on the uses of leather and whipped cream 
and on the dangers of underwater geothermal mining 
and, truth be told, I probably DO want to hear 
about all those dirty details 
because that's what happens when I have 
A STUPID PERSON I'M OBSESSED WITH 
who makes it a point 
to stand over my shoulder 
-30- 
when I'm trying to talk to the person 
who I'm using to distract me from my frustration 
and who actually gives a damn about my lonliness 
and would probably drop everything 
to dance with me in the rain 
but I can't even get that far 
because I'm too busy 
looking at the way 
THE STUPID PERSON I'M OBSESSED WITH 
has a shirt on the slips up periodically 
revealing the small of the back seductively 
to the point where I'm thouroughly frantic. 
I'm just gonna to go home 
eat chocolate 
and listen to Dilate 
and the being completely pissed off 
when I see in the clouds outside my window 
the face of THE STUPID PERSON I'M OBSESSED WITH 
being a beautiful as ever 
and I start yelling: "Get the hell out of the sky and let me get 
over you and spare me the next awkward encouter and painful 
stivation." 
But THE STUPID PERSON I'M OBSESSED WITH 
keeps showing up 
grinning 
in the clouds 
and in the plaster on my bedroom wall 
and in the toothpaste bubbles in the sink 
and frankly, 
I couldn't be happier. 
-31 - 
What Waiting Is 
For Aubrey and Philip Levine 
We stand in the sterile hallway in a long line 
waiting at Terminal C. For sisters. 
You know what a sister is—if you're 
opening this book you know what 
a sister is, although you may not have one. 
This is not for you. This is about anticipation, 
standing on tip toes, peeking over heads. 
Feeling the weight of your carry-on 
bear down like sadness, into your shoulders 
and forearms, causing you to shift the bag from one hand to 
another, until you stop. 
You think you see your sister 
off on the right, just outside the door, 
maybe that third girl on the right, 
and you strain the muscles of your eyes to see 
but of course it's someone else's sister, 
taller and more slender that yours 
but the same bright eyes and toothy smile, 
the excited squint that used to greet you 
every day, that will greet you now. 
You know she will be there to barely hug you 
to wrap those arms around you and pat gently with her 
fingertips 
but wanting to squeeze the life out of you 
if it were fashionable appropriate. You both understand. 
You love your sister, now suddenly you can hardly stand 
how much you love your sister. In the plane, you looked 
forward to 
the words forming in your mouth. Goobie. Goobs. Goob. 
The names that are flooded with love and filial tormenting. 
You want to utter them now, but she is not by your side now, 
or behind you, she is ahead of you because she has come 
to wait as well. For brothers. She has given 
up softball, the game she loves most, 
the game she says is the best ever invented, 
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How long has it been since you told her 
you loved her. Not those obligatory, 
good-bye-1 -love -you-at-the-end-of-a-phone-call 
I love yous, but the ones where the words grip her shoulders 
within your palms, and bury her into your chest. You've never 
done something that simple, that obvious, 
not because you don't understand separation or sisters 
not because you don't understand the meaning of good-bye 
or are incapable of fathoming the depths of 
vulnerability in the presence of the ones you love, no, 
just because you don't understand the meaning of waiting. 
POETRY BY KRIS TINE WELTER 
It Was Just the Beginning 
I was let out in full regalia 
thrown to them 
hungry 
a woman who 
enjoys her body and 
suppresses her mind. 
Dreams for the future were something 
other people enjoyed; 
they were all forgeries 
anyway 
working hard to find 
any direction 
so many falling down 
clinging to their 
most sentimental objects 
unable to live. 
Then she came to them 
wearing a key around her neck 
and stealing the moment. 
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She told them it was the end. 
She told me it was just the beginning 
and then it became clear: 
From death comes the 
light between the cracks. 
And I stepped out of my box. 
Harsh Winds and Blackberries 
I close my eyes to the hand that hits me 
The harsh wind sifts itself through 
The sheer curtains as they brush 
back and forth across my face 
Taking back with them something that 
They didn't bring 
I didn't ask for 
The wind's strong voice is left in the fabric and 
embedded in my brain as 
it sweeps across my ears 
Stop it mother 
I close my eyes to the hand that hits me 
And all I see are blackberries 
Dark and dripping juice 
Flooding through the window 
And staining my sheets 
Harsh, harsh winds 
And too many blackberries 
I close my eyes to the hand that hits me 
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POETRY BY EVA SEVCIKOYA 
Untitled 1 
They hang above my head 
like an ax of an executioner 
echoing in mockery 
Anxious to 
wrap me in silly envy 
soak me in moral inferiority 
and tie my hands with powerlessness 
They call themselves 
my kindergarten friends 
and high school mates 
Those who copied my homework at breaks 
and said afterwards 
"don't give it to nobody else, Piggy" 
have had Margaret Astor color their eyes 
with the latest shadows of mediocrity 
the yellow pimple inside their skull 
boasts with second-hand thinking 
acting as if Neil, in fact, fell off the moon 
But we all learnt 
in schools that 
the law of gravity 
will never cease to work 
So that's it, Isaac, 
and before the ax cuts the air... 
close your eyes... 
(the apple will for a change 
fall on my head 
and bring the long-awaited 
epiphany) 
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and guess what happened 
it's them 
whose hands are tied 
with ropes of ignorance 
it's them 
who cannot afford to 
lose their image battle 
I see four words 
in the mirror every morning 
Do not give up 
Untitled 2 
I don't want my living dead 
body to go in a grave 
in the cold soil of lonesome hills 
Just thinking... 
that maybe the huge tombstones 
are, in fact, 
like a heavy paperweight... 
we build them fearing 
that the dead ones 
will come back 
to our lives... 
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POETRY BY SHELLIE BANGA 
CXVI 
Let me not to the satisfaction of true students 
Admit impediments. Writing is writing 
Which alters when it alteration finds, 
Or bends with the revisor to revise: 
Oh, yes! It is an ever-evolving work, 
That looks on comments and is ever shared; 
It is the draft to every wandering diagnostic, 
Whose worth's unknown, although his grade be taken. 
Writing's not Time's fool, though rosy ink 
Within his bending conference comes; 
Writing alters with his brief hours and weeks, 
And bears it out even to the edge of office hours. 
If this be error and upon me proved, 
I never writ, nor no draft ever drew. 
—William Shakespeare and Shellie Banga 
POETRY BY NILANGA JAYASINGHE 
Wasted Days 
Each morning at the table, 
you sit in silence, 
eating bacon and eggs, 
your focus on the headlines 
of the day's newspaper. 
The song of the old black kettle 
wheezing vapor 
joins the pop of the vaulting toast 
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to break the silence. 
On cue, you stand up, 
dust your lap, 
straighten your tie 
and head for the door 
with a quick meeting 
of lips to cheek. 
I stand at the doorway 
with dry eyes, 
and a mouth dusted 
with crumbs. 
Tears on his face 
She held his face in her hands. 
"I loved you so much..." she sighed 
as her body broke into 
a million pieces on the floor, 
and yet, she didn't let go 
of the face that stared at her 
from beneath the flood in her palms. 
For hours, the only sound 
Was the thud of tears 
On an indifferent floor. 
When they were finally dry, 
She stood up and hung his face 
Back where it belonged, 
With the rest of her memories 
On a nail in the closet wall. 
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Mind full of Coconuts 
The screen blinks. 
A documentary about 
the vastness of the arctic. 
Frozen mounds and mobile glaciers 
floating on a frowning sea 
hold me prisoner. 
I sit transfixed, 
my gaze never leaving 
the icy landscape. 
But all I feel 
is the heat and humidity 
creating rivulets of sweat 
that run down my body. 
All I see 
are the hills covered 
with a green blanket, 
sheltering the sleepy 
towns below. 
And I can hear 
The ocean pushing 
Cloud-topped waves 
On sand displaying 
Shell rainbows. 
I can almost feel 
The breeze weaving 
Through the willowy arms 
Of the coconut trees, 
Where the fronds 
Nestle clusters 
of ripe coconuts 
ready for plucking. 
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POETRY BY TIM TIERNAN 
After a Morning Jog 
The utopia 
men longed for 






and no one interrupts 
the mist formation. 
Untitled 
In Khajourtola, 
in rice paddies, in mud, 
they do not know what year it is. 
Unable to name— 
the villagers thumb their thumbprints 
on a paper document, 
the clay 
that's gunna 
get them outta there. 
"We are waiting for our school," 
he says in darkness, in another language, 
lantern alighting the cracks. 
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The nine-year-old 
daughter of untouchables says 
she wants to be a poet 
in her lifetime. 
Michael presses through 
the library after an LA earthquake, 
shifts through piles of deshelved books. 
Sheer darkness doesn't scare him, 
not the picture of the family on Psychology Today, 
the women in white and Colgate twinkles. 
When the lights at last come on, the text 
around the picture startles him. Letter-dips, 
beckoning mysteries of something beyond shapes. 
His mother is a lawyer. 
She has a 2000 sq. ft. roof 
with running water. 





by Matt Stuart 
Planned Parenthood 
by Kristine Welter 
"All I want to do is piss in a cup. Do I really have to 
sign a card for that?" Rolling her eyes, she plops down on the 
stained seat next to me and crosses her legs. One leg swings 
back and forth while the other bounces with anticipation. It is 
obvious that she is scared. Her hair is stringy and red, 
matching her acne and chipped nail polish. My eyes wander 
further down her figure, and get stuck at her belly where I am 
convinced there is a small bulge. At a place like this, on a day 
like today, everyone has a different story. Boldly, as though 
there is nothing to hide here, she speaks to the young girl and 
her mother sitting across the room. 
The mother, not looking up from the magazine she is 
flipping through, answers for her daughter: "Yeah, her dad 
knew about it when she lost it at eleven. But, he doesn't know 
all that has happened since." The disproportionate rounds of 
the young girl's developing nipples peek through her tight shirt. 
She has no hips. She confesses that she's had three 
miscarriages in the past three years. "Where do you have sex?" 
the mother asks as if the question has never come to mind 
before. At school. Under a tree. 
"It's really not hard to find places to have sex," the girl 
next to me admits with experience. 
Quickly, the mother and daughter are taken to the back and I 
am alone with her. "Is today abortion day?" she leans over and 
asks me. I tell her that I believe it is. And my stomach turns. 
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Unfinished 
by Clayton Russell 
It had been a long day of nothing. The walls were 
delving into boredom and the tattered sheets were slowly 
rearranging in the wind. The windowsill sighed as it stared at 
the numerous empty Pepsi cans resting upon it. A single ray of 
sunlight found its way through the torn green velvet curtains, 
evidence of the raging sunset beyond. The north wind began 
its painstaking trip across the dwelling, kicking up numerous 
first pages of unwritten books as it went. The books paid no 
mind, of course; they only desired one thing, completion. But 
they would have to wait for another day, another man, for he 
who gave them life is in no shape to finish them. Fate had 
taken him a decade past. 
One particular book, a quite typical mystery that was 
abandoned after three pages, stared at the door, as they all did, 
waiting for the return of the creator. The mystery, titled "Just 
One Week," was corroding in the abandoned house. He looked 
over at his best friend, an epic adventure novel that spanned all 
of twenty-six and a half pages. The adventure manuscript 
shook her head, "He isn't coming back," she warned. 
"I don't know, I don't think he would leave us here," 
came the reply. "I mean, his task is incomplete. He can't just 
abandon us to the dust before finishing our stories." 
"He can and has, friend. Just be happy that your story 
doesn't have characters yet. There isn't even a hook in your 
story yet. I lie unfinished in the worst way. My plot has just 
begun to catch the reader's mind. I could so easily force them 
to finish me if only he would first. But, I know he won't return 
for he's been gone so long already. He's forgotten about us, and 
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I will not be the dog waiting for its owner by the front door. 
My tail is not wagging." 
"You think that I have no pain over this? I've just 
gotten an in depth setting. And now I wait on a boat in the 
Atlantic Ocean, a cruise ship with gambling and live 
entertainment, in the year 1968. I wait here for something to 
happen that will steal the reader's interest, but it never happens. 
Did it not occur to the author to finish us one at a time? Why 
could he not have at least told us the ending instead of leaving 
us stranded and intrigued in an endless universe? But, no, here 
we all are, waiting for that dream, that hopeless dream, to come 
true." 
"Please, let us not dwell on this, it—" There is a sound 
from the wall, almost like a knocking. The books fall into 
silence. A romance novel looks out the broken window and 
into the forest but cannot see anyone. The trees are jumping 
madly in the heavy wind, blocking the sunset and slamming 
against the small retreat cottage. The pages begin to rustle and 
find their ways around the room as the rusty typewriter comes 
to a crash on the floor. 
Just One Week gasps, "The typewriter is loaded, and 
there is something written on that paper." He allows the wind 
to carry him closer. "It.. .it says, 'Apathy's Shadow." 
The books glance at one another in awe. What worse 
fate is there than to be given a title and nothing else? How 
unfortunate that "Apathy's Shadow" had remained quiet 
throughout these many years. He stood as just another lost idea 
in a house full. "Just One Week" burst into tears, and the rest 
followed. 
They never even noticed the inferno that greeted the cottage 
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moments later. Perhaps they would have saluted the spreading 
forest fire had they known of its existence. None of them 
really had much love for life anyway. Unread, unfinished, 
unloved; the world had never really met them until it killed 
them. No matter, their author wasn't returning anyway. Fate 
had taken him decades past. 
Postcard from Metropolis 
by Clayton Russell 
The wind rips at my white linen shirt, pulling the last 
struggling bead of perspiration from my forehead and sending 
a light flurry of dust into my face to replace the moisture. I 
avert my eyes from the scene, escaping the pain of the dust, 
only to turn back. I'm stuck. The composition in front of me 
has lured my senses like old peanut butter in a mousetrap, and 
now I've been left, whimpering under my breath, unable to 
move. I don't know how far up I am or how far down the 
ground is. It's quite obvious the fall survival rate isn't very 
high. But if anyone has fallen from here this afternoon, I can't 
see evidence of it. Of course, from atop the sandstone rocks of 
Monument Valley, I can't quite see the ground either. 
I am reminded of the first photographer to capture this 
landscape on film. Josef Muench hiked through Monument 
Valley sixty years ago, later saying, "Nowhere in the world can 
one find a similar effect of nature's work. Words alone - the 
thousand-foot pyramid and castles, the slender tower, bridges 
and arches - cannot begin to describe the sandstone formations 
that dominate Monument Valley." I can't get much further than 
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that. To my left are cascading cliffs with literally thousands of 
balancing sandstone rocks. To my right are arches upon arches 
upon mesas and cliffs with drop-offs that nearly force me into 
illiteracy. Deeper, there are towers in rows and columns and 
every shape imaginable. Across the entire horizon there is an 
inconceivable clash of the sandy browns with the near purple, 
blue of the pristine skies. I can feel the enhancement of my 
peripheral vision as I try hopelessly to take it all in at once. At 
no time previously have I been encompassed by such 
magnificence. I've discovered King Solomon's Mines out in 
the middle of the desert, but instead of being trapped in a cave 
with diamonds I've been seduced outside of the cave with 
nothing but beauty to hail my eyes. I've arrived at a 
photographer's paradise, but my camera stays in its case. This 
is not something that I should take with me as a tangible 
resource. I'd rather have it as I remember it, and not how it 
really is. 
It's a wonder, with such decay going on in the world, 
that I could find this place of purity. There isn't much foliage 
out here in northern Arizona—actually it might be southern 
Utah, it isn't as if there are any signs out here anyway—but I 
can see a squirrel looking out from a small rock 20 feet below 
me. The scene impresses her as well, for she doesn't move. 
She considers what falling would be like. She wonders 
whether eventually, after a few minutes of descending, maybe 
the valley would get tired of having her fall and she would start 
to fly, or whether they would play elevator music for her so she 
didn't get bored on the long trip to the first floor. Her curiosity 
must have been defeated by her love for life, for she's 
scurrying out of my view, and my eyes, trapped as they are, 
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cannot follow. Ha... she's out, the lucky girl, and I am now 
alone in the trap. 
I breathe in. What a task it is. The wind is carrying 
strands of my hair towards the sun as I experience true 
helplessness for the first time. Rock: what a horrible name for 
such a magnificent being as this. Should she not be called 
something sweeter, something more candylike to the tongue? 
Rock. With such wonders as these she surely qualifies for at 
least ten letters, maybe eighteen. Is no depth of beauty worth 
less than such a word as rock? As I look into her eyes, the 
words begin to show. They float like butterflies in my mind 
until one solidifies. It strikes me with its fist, laughing at me 
for taking so long to remember. Her name is Neorxenawang. I 
hope she isn't mad I forgot it. 
I had often wondered whether maybe such bliss was 
unattainable. The complete, upended, way I've lost touch with 
my bodily obstructions is dumbfounding. It doesn't occur to 
me to light up a cigarette, or to search my pack for a can of 
Pepsi. I left those addictions at home. No longer do I feel the 
tiredness of my legs which, I know, must be there. I look at my 
hands. Whose hands are these that obstruct my view of 
Neorxenawang at such a perfect hour? Must I scream for them 
to disappear or shall I slash them away from my eyesight? 
They fall. Yes, I was told by the guide at the beginning of the 
trail to wait for the sunset. I wonder if maybe I should avoid it. 
If 'twere more beauty than this, I would never leave it. I'd 
stand waiting during the day, counting the nanoseconds toward 
sunset. And at night, I would lie in wait of dawn. As the moon 
rose in the sky I would sit, as a child impatiently watching the 
last preview before the premiere of this summer's blockbuster 
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hit, and wait for the sky to blaze. Maybe I have no choice, I'm 
quite immobile. 
A small dark spot of clouds has appeared to the 
southeast rumbling its way toward the valley. Otherwise, the 
sky is quite pristine. A thought arrives, asking, "If a blind man 
were to look out from this ledge, like I am now, would he not 
suddenly be able to see the rocks as well as I?" But the thought 
doesn't remain. None of them do. There is too much work to 
be done to linger on such dalliances. Too much beauty to take 
in for a break to recollect. It would take nineteen hours of 
every day in June to see it all, and even then you'd have to 
come back in winter or you'd miss the other side of the picture. 
Bear with me. I know the question. The rocks are 
there. They are right in front of me. There are cliffs and 
balancing stones and mesas and proof that erosion is just 
Mother Earth's paintbrush, but that still isn't the trap. Look 
deeper. The trap (and I hope you'll see this as it is, and not 
how you think it is) encloses me with its nearness. Think of 
when you look at the stars. You don't always gaze at every 
constellation you can find. Sometimes you just look at them as 
a whole, not because one star is very beautiful. And if the 
night is clear enough, as the day is here, you can reach out and 
carefully rearrange them, trying to draw yourself with Orion on 
your shoulder. You get lost in the endlessness and fall eagerly 
into the ecstasy of emptiness. That is Monument Valley on the 
clearest of clear days, today. 
I slowly extend my arm and grasp for the balancing 
rock of one cliff. Studying the surroundings, I find another of 
similar proportions. And another. Now, for my next trick, I 
will juggle these rocks while lying down with my eyes closed. 
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I find a nice sized mesa to relax on, fluff up a warm boulder for 
a pillow, and begin to throw them into the air. They soar for 
minutes at a time, shattering the blue of the sky. It's a good 
thing it isn't night, for I would be pelting the stars. I wouldn't 
want to make the astronomers mad. My arms begin to fatigue. 
It is quite hard to juggle stones of such magnitude for such a 
long time. If you've ever tried it then you'll know that it 
doesn't last. At least, it doesn't seem like it does. You can 
never be sure with such a sport; time likes to play tricks on you 
when you play with Neorxenawang. 
I feel something strike me in the head and wince. 
Confused, I drop the stones and begin to stand only to realize 
I'm already standing. Oh yes, my mind had gone on a hike 
while my body stayed at the top of the cliff. Such nonsense 
should be reserved for kings, but I'll indulge in it anyway. 
I am struck again. I glance back in the direction from 
which I came. Oh, I can move. I try to speak but my voice 
isn't back yet. The landscape is changing, and my hair is 
getting wet. Old Man Rain had come let me out of my trap. 
As I leave I look back and see the sun nudging through the 
clouds, trying to reset the trap and put another notch on its belt. 
I turn away, hearing Neorxenawang sigh. She had just put 
another unworthy fish back in the stream. 
Looking back on that day I wonder if the rain had done 
me a favor or not. It might have been nice to stay there, 
trapped and without worry. I reflect on the difference even 
now, typing on my computer, drinking a Pepsi, eating Cheetos, 
and listening to my CD player; isn't it nice to be free? I'll have 
to send Old Man Rain a postcard from Metropolis. 
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"For Robin" 
by Dana Judd 
The day finally came and Shin Hyun's swollen body 
released its precious gift. The past months had filled 
themselves with a strange mixture of Shin Hyun's dread and 
great joy. She had prayed again and again that a miracle would 
alter the unavoidable outcome. From the moment of 
knowledge Shin Hyun had cherished her unplanned daughter. 
She had known all along that the child was a girl. Each day 
had confirmed her belief. She could sense the child's kindred 
strength growing, much like Shin Hyun's dread. She knew 
well that being expendable in her society's reality meant 
certain bleakness for her daughter's future. She had steeled 
herself to this painful fact, but still, as all humans do, she 
hoped. 
For ten weeks and two days she hoped, and she loved 
and she sang "Ah Ri Rang" over and over to her new baby. 
But no matter how beautiful her song, the inevitable loomed 
like death. Shin Hyun spent the numbered days infusing her 
child with her dreams and her power. She spoke to her tiny 
daughter, telling her to be brave, to overcome, to fly. And even 
though the baby was too young to comprehend the words, she 
gulped and swallowed her mother's hopes. 
Finally, Shin Hyun filled the limited hours memorizing 
her daughter's details. 
(Years later, she could clearly recall only the familiar 
crookedness of her child's smallest finger and the oddly shaped 
birthmark planted on her baby's belly. She alone knew that her 
daughter shared these distinctions with him). With each day 
Shin Hyun's heart ached and weakened as her conviction grew. 
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And when May arrived, with all its evidence of rebirth, Shin 
Hyun kissed her hope for the last time and surrendered Choon 
Yang to her future. 
A lifetime later, the baby girl, now grown, returned to 
her motherland. Choon Yang knew that her journey would not 
bring her physical contact with her phantom-mother but the 
persistent need to seek that had patiently dwelt in her psyche 
could no longer be denied. The plane flew high and long, 
giving Choon Yang time to think and remember. A song from 
deep inside her, sung low and sweet, comforted her in the 
uncertainty of the moment. Finally, the big bird touched down 
and as she stepped off the plane and her foot, once again, 
touched Korean soil, Choon Yang's soul soared out over the 
land, found Shin Huyn's essence and rejoiced in the 
homecoming. 
"Apple Picking" or, The True Story of the First 
Days on Planet Earth 
by Dana Saidenberg-Judd 
(a compassionate feminist) 
When God was young and the Earth was brand new, 
although the Deity was pleased with the shiny, explosive 
planet, the Creator could not deny the feeling that the 
unexploited celestial body lacked an essential something. So, 
being omnificent, God devised a plan to create a like-being, a 
creature the Deity could spend time with locked in verbal 
communion. Speaking aloud to no one God declared "I will 
form this creature in my own image." With little forethought, 
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the Omniscient One reached down to the Earth and formed 
from the fertile soil a new creature whose name, bestowed by 
the Creator, became Allen, the Man, and God was well pleased. 
As the subsequent days wore on however, God became 
somewhat disenchanted with his most recent creation. 
Although Allen was handsome, obedient, strong and 
willing to follow Earth's rules, he wasn't capable of the 
contemplative discourse that God had hoped for. To be blunt, 
Allen was not very bright and God was disappointed. When 
the Creator gave Allen the responsibility of naming all the 
animals, Allen, with a look of puzzlement, began counting off 
as he pointed from animal to animal. Calling out "number one, 
number two, number three" and so on, he demonstrated his 
complete lack of creative thought. God eventually took over 
the animal-naming job. 
Day after day Allen made choices that caused God 
concern for Man's future well being. Allen chose, on a stormy 
Thursday, to go for a swim in the tempestuous sea; he almost 
drowned and had to be saved by the hand of God. Another day 
found Allen sitting in a wooded area, teeth clattering, his body 
shaking like a leaf in a hurricane as the icy rain poured from 
the sky soaking everything it touched, including Allen. When 
God asked Allen why he had not sought shelter from the 
downpour, Allen answered "Huh?" Completely frustrated in 
this first earthly being and still feeling the need for communion 
with a like-creature, God decided to create again. He caused 
Allen to fall into a deep sleep, took a rib from him and used it 
to create a second being. After all God felt that Man did 
display some pleasing attributes. In short, man had been a 
good first try. 
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The creature God formed from Allen's rib was similar 
to man in body, but to avoid the cognitive glitches that plagued 
Allen, God shared with this new creature a small portion of the 
supernatural intellect normally reserved for the Divine. In 
doing this, he 
hoped to ensure the previously desired cerebral exchanges with 
another being. God named this new creature Evelyn, the 
Woman. When Allen awoke from his induced slumber, saw 
God's new creation and learned of her beginnings, he was 
dumbstruck, but upon finding his voice he pontificated, "this is 
now bone of my bones, flesh of my flesh; she shall be called 
Woman because she was taken out of Man." God replied, "Get 
a grip Allen, you had nothing to do with Evelyn's creation." 
God was well pleased with his decision to upgrade Allen, the 
Man. 
The ensuing days passed slowly for Evelyn because 
although God provided she and Allen with all that they needed 
to survive, there was little to occupy the mind on planet Earth. 
This was fine with Allen, being somewhat simple-minded and 
not at all curious, but Evelyn feared that without mental 
stimulation she would soon wither and return to the dust from 
whence God had created both she and her significant other. To 
remedy her situation she first tried to engage Allen in 
conversation and debate but invariably he would grow bored 
with her intellectual ponderings and wander off mid-sentence. 
Next, Evelyn began calling out to God, requesting the physical 
presence of the Omniscient One to enable her to stimulate and 
expand her mind. But alas, although God and Evelyn did enjoy 
many hours a week of intense debate and conversation, the 
Deity was very busy and therefore incapable of spending 
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nearly enough time in active discourse with Evelyn to satisfy 
her thirst for intelligent conversation and knowledge. 
One day Evelyn met the creature that God had named 
Serpent. This creature was long, green, and scaly and 
propelled itself through life via a belly slither. Allen warned 
Evelyn against making time with Serpent, believing that the 
slitherer possessed an evil heart. Evelyn however, convinced 
that Allen was prejudiced against Serpent just because he was 
different, inclined herself to spend more and more time with 
the unusual creature, finding him highly intelligent and a 
stimulating discussion partner. Eventually Evelyn and Serpent 
began to discuss God's rule regarding the Tree-of-Knowledge. 
Previously, Allen had informed Evelyn that God had warned 
him against eating the fruit of this particular tree. Allen 
explained to Evie—a name he sometimes called her when they 
were alone—that he did not know why God had made this 
request regarding the tree's fruit, but that he did not question 
God's rules, only followed them. 
As Serpent and Evelyn debated the issue regarding the 
cloistered timber it became increasingly clear to Evelyn that 
there was no point to a Tree-of-Knowledge if the fruit thereof 
was never tasted. Evelyn, consumed by her thirst for mind 
expansion, eventually decided to partake of the tree's fruit. 
Before she bit into the red, round goodness however, Evelyn 
chose to tempt Allen with the fruit's possibilities and hope that 
he would take the first bite. You see Evie loved Allen, 
regardless of his cognitive incapacities, and she reasoned that if 
he was the first to taste the fruit he might gain the most 
substantial portion of the knowledge, thereby bettering himself 
greatly. 
Naturally, due to Evelyn's superior intelligence, she 
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managed to finagle her man into plucking the forbidden fruit 
from the Knowledge Tree and taking a big, guilty bite. With 
the sweet juice dripping down his chin, Allen heard God call 
out to him in praise, "It's about time you took a chance Allen, I 
had almost given up hope that you would ever amount to 
anything." God continued, "You have surprised a pleased me 
by your brave choice to grasp from the Tree-of Knowledge, 
ignoring your fears in order to improve your life!" Allen 
rejoiced in his newfound favor with God, forgetting that it had 
been Woman who had talked him into this heroic act. Evelyn, 
being a wise and humble creature, allowed Allen this reward 
from God without envy because she was glad to see Allen so 
happy. 
The next day while Evelyn sat by a trickling, azure 
stream contemplating the previous afternoon's events, God 
appeared to her and to Evelyn's surprise, thanked her for 
discovering the importance of grasping the gift of the Tree-of-
Knowledge. The Creator revealed to Evelyn that her decision 
to allow Allen to feel pride in himself had been an act of pure 
selflessness, one worthy of Divine praise. God then blessed 
Evelyn and all her kind, for all time, by bestowing on them the 
ability to give life; much like God, now Woman would become 
humanity's creator. Evelyn held this close to her heart, 
knowing that this gift would make her, and those after her, 
forever wondrous and she was well pleased. As for Allen, he 
and his kind spent eternity picking women's brains and taking 
credit for what they found there. 
Allen and Evie lived happily, although unbalanced, ever-after 
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Sally 
by Dave Hanson 
The temptation to sleep while lying on one's bed to 
study is so overwhelming that no man can resist her drowsy 
clutches. So, I set upon a mission to find myself a desk. Ah, 
the desk. The Key-stone in the archway of successful 
education. Healthy studying orbits around a desk like the Earth 
does to the life giving Sun. After gathering my resources and 
planning my expedition, I set out on my safari adventure of 
taming a wild desk into my services. 
I first traveled to the Goodwill in search of my cure to 
bad study habits. I found there, amongst the piles of used 
paperbacks and matchless sneakers, several ancient metal 
contraptions that early man of the 1960's and "70's used as, 
what we can only assume to be, crude and elementry forms of 
desks. These enormous shells were made of welded metal 
sheets, with jagged mouths as drawers that gave a 
bloodcurdling screech when forced open and woken from their 
ancient slumber. Each of these metal Gorgons weighed a 
metric ton. Not only were the monsters to squeeze one of them 
through the entrance of my humble apartment. I left the halls 
of Goodwill determined to find my perfect desk. "Onward" I 
said, "onward to victory!" 
I thence abandoned any hopes of finding a proper used 
desk at a discount store. Changing my strategy, I proceeded to 
Staples, a massive fortress of paper envelopes, cell phones and 
office supplies. My senses told me that here I would find what 
I was looking for. Here I would find my desk. I quickly made 
my way to the office furniture section of the store. As I entered 
and passed the first set of desks, standing there stoically like 
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sentry guards, the lights seemed to dim and slowly blot out. A 
horizon of blocky shapes seemed to encircle my location. 
Desks of monstrous proportion rose before me, spiraling 
upward, as if reaching to block out the light above from 
coming into their wooden garden. Built from the latest office 
desk technology and styles, they seemed to march around me 
in formation, strutting their pressboard armor and shiny 
handles in uniform procession. Their tall cabinets sat upon 
them like the shiny helm of a knight. I spun around and 
around, never keeping my back to them for too long. To my 
ears came a distant thunder and the pum rumpa pum pum of a 
hundred drum beats. Soon the desks all seemed to voice a Ho 
Hum of a marching song as they encircled my position. 
Around and around I spun, avoiding confrontation. Like a cat 
with a mouse, the militant desks advanced and then retreated. 
As one company backed away, another from behind me 
marched forward, bumping me in and out of the center of their 
parade ground. Always thrusting out their drawers and opening 
their cabinets, like a wild beast flashing it's teeth to it's prey. 
Closer and closer they gathered, and a warning rose in deep 
chanting voices through the air. I heard or at least I sensed it, 
Buy us! Buy one of us! Ho hum! Ho Hum! 
We'll eat your assignments and lose your staplers! Ho hum! 
Ho Hum! 
No lamp can light us! No pencil can write on us! 
We'll march on your apartment until it's a part of us! 
Buy one of us! HO HUM! 
Amongst the dark marching and singing I some how 
found a hole in their formation. During the confusion of the 
march, I exploited the opening and burst through. Confused 
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and afraid, my heart pounding, I ran lost like Alice in her 
nightmare wonderland. Slowly the darkness lifted and the 
sounds of the desk march died away. I made my way down an 
aisle, walking slowly, alert to any sound or movement. Along 
the sides of the dimly lit path were more desks. They were 
smaller than the warrior desk I had escaped. Older they looked 
and of lighter materials. They seemed not to care about me, 
more content to sleep on the shelves and display areas next to 
where I walked. I made my way down the path for sometime. 
My eyes winced suddenly as a bright light shown in the 
distance. Wearily, I tumbled into an opening and there in the 
center of the carpeted display area- surrounded by the sleeping 
tables, sitting in a holy beam of light that shown down from the 
heaven above- was my holy grail. A chorus of angels seemed 
to sing into my ears as tears crept into my eyes. I knelt on one 
knee, praying to the gods of good fortune as I noticed the "On 
Sale!" discount sign. It was there that I found her. The sign 
called her a "Student desk", but I called her Sally. 
I notified the nearest peon-employee, who seemed to 
appear like specter, coming and going through the haunted 
desk garden as easily as a naive does the jungle's of Africa. I 
informed him that I wanted to purchase Sally. After several 
confused looks and inquiring questions on who this Sally 
person was, he finally understood that I meant what his people 
called a "student desk". He took me to the back wall and 
pulled down another Sally in a flat rectangle box, from what 
appeared to be several Sally's stacked together. Disgusted, I 
grabbed my Sally-in-a-box, placed her on my cart and made 
my way to the cashier. After purchasing Sally, which cost a 
pretty penny despite the discount sign, I heaved her into the 
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back of my small car and made my way home. I gave one look 
back to the fortress of Staples. A dark air hung about her like 
the fog of a graveyard. I heaved a sigh, wondering if any other 
adventurers had mistakenly made their way into the Warrior 
Desk's deadly encampment. Upon arriving home I thus pulled 
Sally out of the back of my small car and, risking hernia and 
severe back injury, carried her up the steps, through the door, 
and into my room where I would begin to assemble her. 
I proceeded to change my clothes, moving quickly into 
an old and incredibly comfortable pair of jeans. The kind of 
jeans that look as though you've just come home from a hard 
days work on the farm, in the forest or on a highway. The kind 
of jeans that you drink a beer in on a Saturday afternoon. I also 
placed upon my body a green flannel that resonated that same 
hard working American image as the jeans and after having a 
beer I set out on my task of assembling Sally. I then removed 
to the CD player, for work music is a must on a weekend 
afternoon. Soon the cool, lonely cry of John Lee Hooker and 
his guitar could be heard along side a slow blues rhythm that 
resonated throughout the rooms of the apartment. 
"Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom!" I sang along with the 
music at full blast, unleashing a banshee like wail that if my 
roommates had been home to hear, they would have surly 
asked me to move out. I then cut away the clear, yet incredibly 
thick, moving- tape that held Sally's box together. 
"I'm gonna shoot ya right down!" I sang on. From 
inside the box, I slowly and ceremonially pulled out blocks of 
wood in different sizes with careful and holy procession. Some 
were rectangular, some were square. Some skinny, others fat 
while still move were tall and short. All had the same tan, 
wood color of oak. 
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"Take ya home with me!" The words sang as the guitar 
wailed. Along with the wood was a plastic bag filled with 
various screws, bolts, clasps and other metal items used in the 
construction of Sally. I then pulled out the instruction booklet, 
which read like a child's picture book, and proceeded to match 
each wood and metal part with the diagrams of the desk. I 
separated each screw from nail, bracket from binding. Each 
panel, block, handle and cover was placed in an orderly fashion 
around the middle of the room where I sat. 
"Put ya in my house!" Sing John, sing. I inhaled 
deeply and prepared to create my desk, my hope, my Sally. 
She was lovely, beautiful, and perfect. The prettiest thing I had 
ever seen. Everything I had dreamt and hoped for in life was 
there before me, represented in wood paneling and press-board. 
There was nothing we couldn't do, Sally and I. We could 
study, we would learn. We would plan and we would conquer. 
No one can stop up! We would be the team of teams, a union 
of unbreakable wood! 
And as I reached for the first wood piece along with the 
first screw, gently inserting it into the proper hole, my heart 
pounding, excitement and pleasure hitching a ride on the blood 
that surged through my body in a rush, it was then that I 
realized that I had no tools. Nor had I ever had any tools. Nor 
did my roommates have any tools. In fact, you could go as far 
to say that there were no tools anywhere in the vicinity of my 
apartment. I stared at the collection of useless parts now 
littering my once clean room. 
"Boom! Boom! Boom! Bummer." I said. The song 
ended. I set down the wood piece and the small, lonely, little 
screw, picked up my notebooks, sat on my bed, and began to 
study. Within a few minutes into a deep, deep sleep. 
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One Pensive Fall Morning 
by Jenia Lazarova 
Long heavy drops wound down my window and 
cut the scenery into strangely shaped angular pieces. I sat 
by the water drapery and drowsily watched the rain pursue 
its way down the glass, my head clumsily following the 
soporific rocking of the train. The train pulled over and 
the drops inertly rushed towards one another, flooding 
the whole window. 
I got down at a small rural station, which did not 
seem eager to fill my two extra hours with entertainment. 
Huge open rectangles in the walls marked the past 
existence of windows and left the impression of a shelter 
rather than of a real building. Cold air currents passed 
freely through the shattered body of the station and 
reminded me of the approaching winter. 
The station was not crowded. The remote figure 
of a middle-aged woman rose with dignity a dozen meters 
away—upright and tense, as if helping her raincoat to 
shake off the rain. A massive solitary trunk protruded from 
the cold cement floor, went all the way up and disappeared 
into a web of crannies in the ceiling. And, at the opposite 
corner of the deserted station a lean old man stood selling 
pottery. He instantly caught my attention. I walked up his 
stall and slowly examined a whole stack of perfect oval 
shapes in golden, rose, chestnut and bronze. I wondered 
how his trade might be prospering at this godforsaken 
village, and tried to calculate how many of these shapes 
he would have to bargain until he was able to support 
himself. My watchful eye inspected his lank wrinkled face 
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for the answer and it told me: positively more than he 
could ever sell here. 
Unaware of that simple mathematical reasoning, 
the man was absorbed in his work. A soft, rust-brown piece 
of clay was taking form under the tender caress of his 
fingers. Even with muddy gloves on, the man's hands 
looked tiny and graceful, and somehow strangely attached 
to his tall bony frame. His face gleamed with satisfaction. 
He did not notice my approach, and I almost heard the 
breaking of his trance when he at last looked up and saw 
me. I smiled and saw his eyes smile back. He was about 
to resume his work, when I suddenly said: "Why do you 
put that old chunk of fired clay into your sculpture?" 
"That is the soul of the fresh clay," he retorted 
briefly—and now I saw his face enliven with the smile 
too. 
During the next hour he explained to me about 
the different types of clay and how to distinguish among 
them; about the drying system he'd constructed in his yard; 
about the first time he'd visited that place... Here I could 
not but ask what held him continuously in that village, 
lost somewhere in the countryside. 
This time he smiled broadly, then explained with 
surpassing passion that the village had the finest clay he 
had ever touched. The settlement had been founded by 
the ancient Thracians at the time of the First Roman 
Empire—specifically for the ample clay deposits around. 
As if to prove his words, he took out a carved piece, 
carefully wrapped in a large cotton handkerchief, and 
explained that it had once been part of a Thracian amphora. 
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"Yet, pottery seems to be dying away in our practical 
plastic days," he sighed, while packing his little treasure 
back in the handkerchief. 
I could have asked so many more questions—but 
I did not. I sent him a farewell and climbed quietly into 
my compartment. There, I opened the book I was reading 
at that time—a Russian translation of The Alchemist - 
and the first sentences I read were a quote from the 
magician character who possessed eternal knowledge: "No 
matter who we are and what we do, to realize our dreams 
is our only obligation to life." I thought again of the old 
man and of his pots glistening from the rain in the corner 
of the station, and he suddenly reminded me of those 
Hindu monks who believe that only a fully realized person 
can come closer to God. 
Long heavy drops wound down my window and 
cut the scenery into strangely shaped angular pieces. 
The Shortest Night 
bY Jenia Lazarova 
I have dreamed of discovering the secret of light since I 
was five: I loved to gaze at the sun with narrowed eyelids, trying 
to grasp the fleeting form and color of the crispy beams which 
my lashes scarcely filtered. It did not work now, because of the 
protective glasses; still, I was hypnotized by the sun again. 
It shone unusually bright that day—as if in a last effort to 
oppose the upcoming event. The village itself did not stretch 
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beyond the everyday early-August activities. I could hear the 
giggling and scuffling of the village children playing on the beach 
as usual; the low steady humming of the flour-mill operating 
nearby; and, occasionally, distant barking from the pasture up 
the hill, where shepherd dogs chased after their unruly sheep. 
Nature, however, hushed. Grave, silent suspense 
descended slowly from the empty even-blue sky and clung over 
the leaves, so that they remained calm and motionless. The 
orchards beamed with sapphire light. The seaside air seemed thick 
with vapor, but obligingly transparent. It was high time. I looked 
up and saw a creepy black shadow cut the luminary edge. No, the 
astronomers had not been wrong, as I was secretly afraid they 
would be—the last total solar eclipse of the millennium (and the 
first one in my life) was underway. 
I spent the next two hours of tension and expectation 
watching the moon deform the fading bright globe. The devouring 
shadow was turning the hot August day into a chilly evening. A 
sudden wind scattered away the stiffness of the air and huge 
billows signaled the last shimmering thread fusing into a starry 
sky. The moon had enjoyed only a few seconds of its triumph 
over the sun, when the corona appeared in full glory and a tender 
aureole imprisoned the shade. Then, in turn, the moon began to 
break slowly its radiant confinement and a quick, blinding sun 
ray escaped from behind the black abyss, forming the magic 
beauty of the sun's diamond ring. 
Three minutes later, the silence was almost entirely 
renewed. The sea calmed down and only a few remaining bubbles 
and ripples and the fading shadow up in the sky still reminded 
me of the magnificent peak scene of the two luminaries' boisterous 
unity. New, fresh night air filled my lungs as I breathed deeply, 
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trying to grasp control over my excitement. The mill still buzzed 
somewhere and the children returned to their play. 
The next morning, newspapers published photographs of 
the rare event with a brief detached commentary: "Hens—those 
speechless and, at first sight, indifferent witnesses of the 
phenomenon—laid an extra egg during that unusual three minute 




by Matt Stuart 
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Finding Ashley 
by Dawn Fin/er 
My mother handed me the phone with an exasperated 
sigh. I asked who it was and she didn't know—which was odd. 
She always knew who it was. 
"This is Nikki, Ashley's sister. I don't really know how 
to tell you this. Ashley's in the hospital." 
Then it happened exactly like it's supposed to happen. 
I dropped into the chair and grabbed my head, hearing about 
the stream of doctors, hospitals, drugs, the straps holding her 
down, the tubes shoving food through her veins, her parents, 
whole mouths were shut—while Nikki's voice broke gently as 
a spider web. 
I couldn't imagine her parents were handling it well—
both of them had words like "yacht" and "diamond" and 
"polished" written all over their bodies. 
"Well, they don't really know I'm calling you. I 
wanted to call her other friends, but I could only find your 
phone number. She needs to hear from her friends, Dawn. But 
they don't want anyone to know. Dawn, it's bad. She can't 
feed herself—sometimes she doesn't know who I am. I don't 
know—" 
What could I have said? I wanted to comfort her, I 
wanted to comfort myself. I wanted to blow up her parents' 
cars. I wanted her to be old, reliable, brilliant Ashley with a 
tennis racket slung over her shoulder and all the libraries of the 
world rumbling through her brain. Her sister's words dropped 
into my ears and echoed on their way down into the dark space 
inside my mind. 
"Nikki, I'm sure she'll be okay—" 
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"they're afraid to move her—she might die—" 
"Nikki, I'm sure she'll be okay—" 
"—she weighs seventy—two pounds, Dawn—" 
"Nikki, I'm sorry." 
Ashley was the star. There's no other way to say it. 
The shelves in her room were lined with wet gold trophies 
from the time she was six. Spelling bees, tennis 
championships, math tests, writing contests, everything every 
little girl wants to win. Her sheets were covered with 
immaculate Laura Ashley grape vines, twisting and curling 
over the fabric like her unruly blonde hair. I was constantly 
stunned at the idea that she wanted to be my friend. She had 
perfect freckles, perfect socks, perfect fingernails and even 
perfect pitch. Why she would want to spend her time with a 
reckless fireball of teenage angst like me was incessantly 
beyond my comprehension. 
She'd applied for a scholarship at Simon's Rock 
College of Bard in Great Barrington, Massachusetts. If she 
won, she'd get handed two free years of college instead of two 
more years of slavery at our high school. She could work with 
all the resources of a good school on the east coast, and use all 
of her great gifts around people trained to appreciate them. 
Sure enough, they plucked her out from the sea of eager 
high school prodigies, and she took off. I remember waving 
good-bye from my mother's van—she stood at the edge of the 
driveway and the sun seemed to wave along with her. I had to 
pull over a few blocks out of sight and cry over the steering 
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wheel. We didn't know when we might see each other again, 
and I worried her new life would take her to places I would 
never be able to go. That when she flew away, and landed on 
that new, sparkling ground, my face would vanish from view. 
She'd been gone a semester when Nikki called. Five 
months after that, in the middle of the summer, my father woke 
me up by telling me he'd just spoken to Ashley's father, Pete. 
"His frequent-flyer miles will pay for the ticket. You're 
leaving on Thursday and you'll come back Sunday. We 
thought it might do you girls some good to see each other." 
I jumped out of bed. It would do her good to see me, 
but could I do it? Could I put the old Ashley away and take the 
new, broken one in my arms? 
This was California in August and so the air outside the 
window of the plane looked as if it were dancing. I had never 
flown alone. There I was, sitting underneath my luggage, with 
a pack of books at my feet, staring at all the confident 
commuters. My palms left sweaty, leaf-shaped spots on my 
jeans and my neck stiffened like a flag-pole. 
Ashley had had a "psychic break." I didn't understand 
what that meant, except that she had lost weight and was as 
mature as a twelve year-old--except that she couldn't 
remember too much of what her life had been like before. We 
were only seventeen years old, our birthdays were a month 
apart, and I could only imagine these things happening to 
people our parents' age. Hospitals were for people with gray 
hair. Doctors restrained crazy people. People who didn't eat 
had anorexia. Ashley was my friend. 
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I buckled my seat belt and watched the stewardess 
mime safety instructions. I opened my anthology of 
nineteenth-century French poetry and tried to hear Ashley's 
voice reading it in my head. The language sounded like water 
when she spoke it—Clean and rolling and smooth and calm. 
No one had told me her legs were like cooked strings of 
pasta. No one had told me the skin on her face hung over her 
bones like plastic wrap. No one told me her hair was thin and 
delicate as lace. I saw her walking toward me in the airport 
terminal and had anyone asked, I would've sworn she had died 
and we were waiting to leave for purgatory. 
In my arms she was a paper doll, stiff and easily torn. 
Her parent's house smelled spotless. The rugs and 
white carpets had no soft foot prints—only the straight marks 
of the vacuum cleaner. There were wood floors and white 
walls, lots of curved ironwork on the outside and fake flowers 
in vases on every flat surface. I felt cheap, battered and dirty. 
My red duffel bag looked like something her mother would 
leave on the back porch until somebody gave it a good scrub. 
I followed Ashley up the stairs to her room. The steps 
were narrow and deep, and a yellowish polished wood. She 
was rattling about tennis lessons and swimming in the pool, 
about her niece and nephew, and her brother. Her calves were 
at my eye level. I could see all of the bones in her knees and 
each muscle as it lifted one foot after the other. I looked back 
to my own shoes, tried not to listen to the high pitch of her 
voice, not to drop my bag in shock, not to look as if I'd just 
seen a ghost. 	
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I was settling in and changing "for dinner" at her 
mother's request. Ashley still babbled at me from her closet, 
where she was changing her clothes so I wouldn't see. She 
didn't know the bathroom mirror was right behind her and I 
saw he shoulder blades, like small china saucers. 
My fingers shook as I untied my shoes. I sat on the bed 
with my back to her so I wouldn't have to see any more of her 
breakable body. Then her shoes came into my range of vision 
and her voice was so small I could barely hear it. 
"Dawn, will you help me?" 
I looked up past the stiff sticks of her bare legs and saw 
her hands flapping like birds who don't realize they've been let 
out of their cages. Her starchy white shirt was unbuttoned. 
"Ashley—" 
"It's the medicine. Can you help me?" 
Her eyes shot directly at mine. She looked so helpless 
and so powerful at the same time. She looked into me without 
seeing, her eyes trained on help and not my face. I fastened the 
clear plastic buttons and didn't look back at her. 
I knew she would be fine. I thought I was the one who 
might die. 
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Sexton from Beyond the Grave 
by Dawn Fiji/er 
Rumor has it she drank her way through the last year of 
her life. That there was a bottle of something clear and acidic 
on the seat of the car next to her. After the fumes cleared, they 
dragged her out and she was as dead as she'd ever been—only 
this time her body followed suit. 
Rumor has it she popped pills before public readings. 
That her hands rustled like leaves over the poems. After her 
voice covered the room in a fog of rich liquid words, she 
walked away as quietly as she'd come. 
The audio tape in my car is a recording of Sexton 
reading selected poems, about three months before she offed 
herself in the garage. It's a wonder it still plays, I've listened 
to it so many times, and loaned it to so many friends. But still 
her voice pounds out of the speakers at me and I can almost 
hear the sound of her eyelashes opening and closing, heavily, 
sadly, endlessly. I'd had it for three years before I noticed her 
letters were oozing into each other, and the words didn't 
always end on a solid consonant. In fact, most of the time she 
sounded as if she were reading from the deck of a boat, far 
away, her voice augmented by the rolling water. 
My copy of her complete poems, with an introduction 
by Maxine Kumin, is broken in a few places where I bent the 
spine too far. I have her letters, the autobiography of her 
daughter, Linda Gray Sexton and a biography by Diane 
Middlebrook. If I could find a recording of she and her band, 
"Her Kind," I'd buy that too. I'm not sure I'd go far enough to 
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acquire that bottle from that car, where on that day she ended it 
all. But when it's Sexton, I'll go farther than most. 
Why bother? Why not lump her into that great void of 
confessional poets and be done with it? Why not read all those 
extras—the biographies and scraps of letters to other people 
long dead—and just filter the poems through them? Because 
she pissed people off. Because she looked the academy in the 
eye and menstruated, slit her wrists, blew her nose, birthed 
children and rubbed her finger in the great mess of sperm she 
found covering her life. Sexton's revolution is bigger than bras 
burning or tomatoes on the White House. She smuggled all 
that dangerous cargo past the worn, tightly guarded, 
checkpoints of propriety. The men coughed and turned their 
shoulders, and there she was—a phoenix risen out of bourgeois 
ash. 
But it's more than politics, than feminism. I read a 
eulogy written by Adrienne Rich and almost threw the book 
around the room. Suddenly this quiet, shy, though thunderous 
woman was tacked up in the long line of fighting sisters, sad 
losses in the war against men. I hope Sexton sent Rich a little 
black-magic karma for that one. The poems have voices of 
their own—each a new tone, a shadow of a different shade, and 
to bury her for the sake of a larger cause is to erase all that 
power from her pages. 
I listen to that tape, to Sexton's own voice, and I never 
tire of the new sounds I hear. After six years of reading and 
three years of listening to "The Truth the Dead Know," I finally 
discovered the poem had a rhyme scheme. How did she do it?! 
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That demon! That mysterious black ghost of a woman hid her 
own trick from me for six years! Each time, I learn something 
new, recite it to myself in the shower, turn a single line into a 
way to get through the traffic jam. 
When I read my own poems in public, I can't help 
hearing her voice rumbling inside my own. I can't read a 
stanza without her dark, chanting tone echoing constantly in 
the sounds my own words make. I've been doing it for years, 
but I never realized how deeply she'd sunk in until just 
recently. 
We were given an assignment in writing class to 
translate someone else's work. I'd already worked from 
French to English, and knew I didn't have the time or energy 
for that. So I thought I'd just take a couple of Sexton's poems 
and "translate" them into works of my own. I'd imitate, steal, 
filter, alter, transform at will. Whatever she'd done well, I 
would do well. Whenever she was uncomfortable, I was 
disgusting and offensive. The first round was agonizing, and 
not too successful. I changed the nouns, verbs, adverbs and 
adjectives, but kept her structure, let her force my hand along 
the page. 
The second time around, I punched her in the stomach 
and sent her flying across the room. Wile she dozed against the 
wall, I pulled her line breaks, her sentence structures, out of the 
poems and made them my own. And they're the best poems 
I've written so far. 
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This is the point with Sexton: she is a body, a stomach 
to be socked and a face waiting for me to lash out and give her 
a black eye. She is a presence more real even than that voice 
on the audio tape—crackling through my mind like a drug I 
can't recover from. She blankets me from the page just as 
powerfully. And nowadays, instead of contenting myself to be 
the thirteen year-old reading her poems for the ballsy content, 
I've grown into a merciless adult, tearing through her work and 
crossing out the words I don't like, chopping off the lines that 
lack subtlety. I won't let her get away with the things that 
impressed me so long ago. We're standing face-to-face, odd 
cockless actors in a Western melodrama. The salon doors 
sweep open every time I open her book, we face each other and 
draw. 















The Roles of the "Mother of Mankind" in 
Paradise Lost 
by Erin Whittemore 
Authors and critics throughout time have created 
distinctly opposing views of womanhood. In literary traditions, 
either the woman is stereotyped as a vessel of purity, the 
prototype of goodness for her male counterparts, or she is 
viewed negatively as temptress to mankind, evil seducer, or 
completely depraved individual. Perhaps no other female 
literary personage has endured such debate and severe criticism 
that has been forced upon "the Mother of Mankind," our 
distant relative, Eve. Diane K. McColley states it well in her 
study entitled Milton's Eve when she says, "At her most 
appealing, she embodies passion subjugating reason; at her 
worst she is the apt and willing instrument of evil"(McColley 
2). This is precisely the reason that John Milton had such a 
difficult task ahead of him in expressing the character of Eve in 
his achievement of literary greatness, Paradise Lost. Milton 
creates a portrayal of Eve frequently debated due to issues of 
misogyny, patriarchy, and inferiority as well as disputation on 
the extent of Eve's shortcomings and culpability in the fall of 
humankind. Though often argued, Milton's Eve is bestowed by 
her creator and her poet numerous abilities and merits not often 
enough associated with this woman. She is a "meet help" and 
responsible equal for Adam, she embodies Eden and its 
productivity in her enterprising character, and she is a graceful 
poet who understands the beauty of language and uses her 
words in a "simple, sensuous, and passionate" manner. Milton 
also does something extraordinary in representing Eve as a 
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symbol of Christ; she is the peacemaker, a hero, and an 
illustration of the Son on earth. McColley states that "All of 
Eve's speeches and actions, except the fall and its direct results, 
body forth talents, virtues, and graces developing freely." She 
is a "fit audience" for Milton and his readers, and Milton 
attempts to "regenerate" Eve from her traditional role into a 
personification of "active goodness"(McColley 4) throughout 
Paradise Lost. 
Although in paradise, Adam is lonely for an equal 
consort. He petitions God saying: 
"Let not my words offend thee, Heav'nly Power, 
My Maker, be propitious while I speak. 
Hast thou not made me here thy substitute, 
And these inferior far beneath me set? 
Among unequals what society 
Can sort, what harmony or true delight? 
Which must be mutual, in proportion due 
Giv'n and receiv'd" (VIII. 379-386). 
Adam desires a companion of equal reasoning ability and 
intelligence, since the "various living creatures" God has 
created and Adam has named are "inferior" to him. He 
declares, "In solitude, what happiness, who can enjoy alone, or 
all enjoying, what contentment find?" Thus, God creates a 
"meet help" for Adam, and this Heavenly gift is "imaginative, 
rational, sensuous and intelligent, passionate and chaste, and 
free and responsible"; for the Lord to bring into being for 
Adam's helper "a mate unmeet and helpless would be 
improvident"(McColley 3). Eve is a feminine embodiment of 
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the masculine values Adam lacks, including softness and grace, 
and "either set is essentially inadequate in the absence of the 
other"(Shullenberger 76). Therefore, God has created the 
human pair in a context of "mutual dignity," equal though 
different, and has accordingly "done his part" to provide 
fellowship for the father of humankind. 
Eve takes her place in the garden of Eden and begins to 
"participate fully in the entire range of prelapsarian human 
activities- education, working in and sharing responsibility for 
the human environment (the garden), discussing and analyzing 
new experience, exercising her powers of symbolization in 
naming the plants, composing love poetry and divine 
praises"(Lewalski 3). She is not a lesser being than Adam, but 
a colleague and partner as they work and learn together. 
Milton's initial description of the first couple utilizes plural 
pronouns to assert this equality: 
"Two of far nobler shape erect and tall, 
Godlike erect, with native Honor clad 
In naked Majesty seem'd Lords of all 
And worth seem'd, for in thir looks Divine 
The image of thir maker shone" 
IV. 288-292,emphasis added) 
Adam and Eve are described as being "not equal" in that they 
differ physically and emotionally, but this difference does not 
denote inferiority. Rather, Milton testifies that both male and 
female participate in the "Majesty" of the image of God and 
both are accordingly active in the events of Paradise. 
The Edenic life for these "Two great sexes which 
animate the world" is one of "sharing and partnership in almost 
all activities: for Adam, Eve is 'Sole partner and sole part of all 
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these joys"(Lewalski 6). Eve does her portion of the work that 
these two individuals actually find pleasant in their 
prelapsarian state, but uncertainty and debate arises over Eve 
and Adam's dinner party with the angel, Raphael. Eve prepares 
and serves the meal, but she is not merely about these tasks 
"while the gentlemen talk about higher things- the dilemma of 
the modern hostess"(Lewalski 7). She is a representation of 
hospitality in Paradise, bringing forth "Abundance, fit to honor 
and receive the Heav'nly stranger." But her gracious courtesy 
is her own choice; she decides to "haste and from each bow 
and break, / Each Plant and Juiciest gourd will pluck such 
choice / To entertain our Angel guest." Eve takes pride in her 
domestic work and creativity in Eden since she is a woman of 
aesthetic merit who delights in having Raphael as her guest. 
William Shullenberger commends Eve for her labors with 
Raphael, and elevates her domesticity to say, "food preparation 
has the dignity of ritual, and the simple, sensuous, and 
passionate completeness of art"(Shullenberger74) that this 
woman embodies. In fact, she is praised for her grace and 
warm reception of the angel when he salutes her saying, "Hail 
Mother of Mankind," likening Eve to the forthcoming Virgin 
Mary, "the second Eve." 
In Milton's Paradise, Adam and Eve are learning to 
cultivate "their love for each other, or their amorous life, their 
care of the Garden, or the active life, and the love of God, or 
their contemplative life"(McColley 73). Eve takes part in each 
of these separate activities: she develops an "unlibidenous 
love" with Adam, she is important in the couples' conversing 
with the Divine through prayer or angelic intercession, and she 
is especially significant in the tending of the Garden of Eden. 
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Diane McColley addresses the importance of "cultivating 
one's garden" by describing it as activity of "universal 
application" that can stand for "any art, science, emotion, 
virtue, or ethic" (McColley 110). Therefore, through her 
special talents with the flowers, agriculture, and hospitality of 
Eden, Eve herself becomes a representation of the divinely 
created Paradise. 
As McColley notes, "in both classical and scriptural 
imagery, flowers are metaphors of regeneration,"(McColley 
113) and nurturance and generativity are valued in Eden. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that Eve, the matriarch who is 
representing this Paradise, is responsible for the care, nurture, 
and naming of the flowers surrounding her. Eve mourns her 
and Adam's expulsion from Eden with reference to the loss of 
fellowship with nature and the flowers she has raised. She 
says: 
"0 flow'rs 
That never will in other Climate grow 
My early visitation, and my last 
At Ev'n, which I bred up with tender hand 
From the first op'ning bud, and gave ye Names, 
Who now shall rear ye to the Sun, or rank 
Your tribes, and water from th' ambrosial 
Fount?" (XI. 273-279). 
Eve also laments the deprivation of her "nuptial bower" that 
she had "adorn'd with what to sight or smell was sweet." 
Though "accustom'd to immortal fruits," she and Adam must 
leave Eden and Eve weeps for the loss of fellowship with the 
natural beauty of Paradise, which will also begin to wither and 
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die with the fall of mankind. The fact that Eve is given such a 
strong role in naming the "lesser orders of creation" while 
Adam names the animals shows her "comprehension of their 
natures, her rightful dominion over them, and her command of 
the human power of symbolization"(Lewalski 8) through 
language. In the Renaissance period, "the art of poesy was 
habitually troped by the art of gardening"(D. McColley 104), 
and therefore Eve's creative and productive work with nature 
and flowers also metaphors the poetic process. She is 
intelligent and rational with her words, whether classifying or 
soliloquizing, and she proves herself in the preceding excerpt 
and others to be "no mean rhetorician"(Lewalski 8), but rather 
a "simple, sensuous, and passionate" poet, another art that this 
original parent of humankind objectifies. 
In her essay Milton on Women- Yet Once More, Barbara 
Lewalski praises Eve's oratory abilities, saying, "Her command 
of the arts of language is evident throughout the poem... as her 
graceful, ritualistic addresses to Adam demonstrate"(Lewalski 
15). Along with her Divinely bestowed husband, Eve 
composes songs and prayers to the Lord, to which the narrator 
observes that "prompt eloquence! Flow'd from thir lips, in 
Prose or numerous Verse! More tunable than needed Lute or 
Harp." But independently, Eve is a skilled poet nonetheless, 
and as Lewaiski asserts, "nothing in Milton's epic is more 
artful, melodious, and graceful than the love lyric she addresses 
to Adam"(Lewalski 9) in Book Four. As she sings this lyric, 
Eve, with "perfect beauty adorn'd," and Adam approach their 
"nuptial bower" whose "thickest covert was inwoven shade." 
She provides a feminine gendering of the universe in this 
melodic verse, calling the earth "fertile" and incorporating 
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images of "herb, tree, fruit, and flow'r." Eve speaks adoringly 
of Adam, saying: 
"...sweet the coming on 
Of grateful Ev'ning mild; then Silent Night, 
With this her solemn Bird and this fair Moon, 
and these the Gems of Heaven, her starry train: 
But neither breath of Morn, when she ascends 
Nor charm of earliest Birds, nor rising Sun... 
.without thee is sweet"(IV. 646-655). 
Eve's speech to her spouse is "gracious" with "dancelike 
measures"(D. McColley 107), and is reminiscent of Milton's 
own exuberance in Book III, when he sings, "Sweet approach 
of Ev'n or Morn, I or sight of vernal bloom or Summer's 
Rose." 
Eve's role as a poet is so significant, and she is such an 
outstanding lyrist, that she and Adam are given almost an equal 
number of lines in their pre-fall conversations. Adam is not the 
dominant proprietor of Edenic language, nor Eve either a figure 
of the female vice of loquacity.., or an emblem of the virtue so 
often exhorted to women, silence (D. McColley 108). Their 
words enhance each other, like a song and its harmonious parts, 
and Eve proves herself to be worthy of the title of a poet in 
Paradise. Eve personifies poesy "in her work, in the imagery 
associated with her, and in the method of her vocation"(D. 
McColley 106), and for a grand patriarchal Puritan poet like 
Milton to assign such a high calling to his female protagonist is 
a complement to her character. She is called "Daughter of God 
and Man, accomplisht Eve," after proving her proficiency as a 
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rhetorician, wife, and poet, and William Shullenberger goes so 
far as to denote Eve as the "archetypal woman 
poet" (Shullenberger 74). 
Unfortunately, the joyful pastoral scenery of Adam and 
Eve in Paradise does not last forever. The poem's "notes 
change to tragic" as Eve is confronted and tempted by Satan to 
break her Lord's one commandment, thus resulting in the fall 
of humankind into sin. Her foreshadowing dream of Satan's 
enticement is recounted in words similar to the Biblical story of 
Satan's tempting of Christ in the wilderness, creating a 
connection between Eve and the Son: the serpent reveals to her 
"The Earth outstrecht immense, a prospect wide! An various." 
Later, she leaves Adam to work alone and claims that "solitude 
sometimes is best society." Eve is firm in her desire to endure 
any temptations, saying to Adam, "But that thou shouldst by 
firmness therefore doubt" since her "firm faith and love" 
cannot "by his fraud be shak'n or seduc't." When the event 
actually occurs, Eve withstands Satan's first temptations, and 
Milton is certain to emphasize her innocence until the moment 
her partakes of the fruit, calling her "yet sinless Eve" and "our 
credulous mother." This alleviates Eve of the fault often placed 
upon her- that she had already committed the mortal sin when 
left Adam's side that morning in Paradise. 
When Eve begins to question Satan's wiles and doubts 
her initial convictions, she commences soliloquizing and says, 
"What hinders then! To reach, and feed at once both Body and 
Mind" with the fruit of the forbidden tree. Such rationalizing 
leads to Eve's downfall, "completing mortal sin original" and 
therefore, "Good [is] lost, and Evil got." Milton remarks 
throughout the epic that both Adam and Eve were sufficient to 
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stand in the face of this adversary, but the subtlest beast of the 
field, "replete with guile into her heart too easy entrance won." 
Eve has stumbled under the affliction of temptation by Satan in 
serpent's form after withstanding and debating rationally and 
successfully for a time, but such a fall enables her to perform 
her next role in Paradise Lost: that of a heroic, redemptive 
peacemaker. 
Adam's irascible words to his once-beloved wife 
exemplify the post-lapsarian misogyny that often is placed 
upon Eve. He demeans her by calling her a "fair defect of 
Nature" and questions the God who once created Eve as a 
result of Adam's desires for rational companionship: "0 why 
did God, I Creator wide, that peopl'd highest Heav'n! With 
Spirits Masculine, create at last! This novelty on Earth... and 
not fill the World at once! With men as Angels without 
Feminine?" Extraordinarily, after these most misogynist 
comments in the entire poem, "spoken by a unrepentant 
Adam,"(Doerkson 3) Eve takes the heroic initiative. She 
performs the "first gracious human action after the fall" as she 
"breaks the grip of self-hatred and mutual accusation by 
subordinating herself, by pleading for Adam's forgiveness, and 
by offering her own life as a sacrifice out of her love for 
Adam"(Shullenberger 76). The contention between Adam and 
Eve after the fall needs to cease, and their marriage is the first 
thing to be repaired, since it is their basic structure in Paradise. 
Heroically, Eve is the individual who pleads to Adam, "Forsake 
me not thus, Adam.. . While we yet live, scarce one short hour 
perhaps, I Between us two let there be peace." Though they 
share a "mutual guilt," Eve takes the first step toward 
reconciliation and regaining the "Union of Mind" and 
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"Harmony" that the wedded pair had once enjoyed. 
Eve's heroism and humility in her petition shows an 
attempt to "restore the shattered human community, searching 
past guilt, self-assertion and self-justification, and terror to a 
restored interdependence with Adam" (S hul lenberger 79). 
These actions help not only to end the strife among the wedded 
pair, but leads to the "restoration of wholesome relationships 
between humans and God"(Doerkson 2). The kenosis (self-
humbling) of Eve's being "at his [Adam's] feet submissive in 
distress" is part of her effective peacemaking and shows her 
reasoning abilities used to accomplish this goal. She also 
suggests suicide ("Destruction with destruction to destroy") 
and barrenness ("Childless thou art, childless remain") as 
methods to prevent future woe from entering the world. Eve is 
not only penitent for her wrongdoing, but is also willing to 
sacrifice her own life to avert the further entrance of sin into 
the world. Through this position as a heroic, sacrificial 
conciliator, Eve not only provides good counsel for Adam, but 
also enters into another significant role as a symbol of Christ in 
Paradise Lost. 
Eve embodies Divine reconciliation and acts after the 
fall out of love towards her husband and genuine humility, 
similar to Christ's kenosis in offering himself for mankind. 
She echoes the Son's words when she tells her spouse, "The 
sentence from thy head remov'd may light I On mee, sole cause 
to thee of all this woe, / mee mee only." Christ had earlier in 
Book III petitioned the Father saying, "Behold mee then, mee 
for him, life for life / I offer, on mee let thine anger fall; / 
Account mee man." The repetition of the word "mee" by the 
Son and Eve shows their willingness to atone and receive 
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condemnation for sin- Eve for her own wrongdoing and that of 
her husband, and Christ for the transgressions of all mankind. 
The Son is positioned towards the Father as Eve is towards 
Adam, and there is also a correspondence between the Son's 
relationship to the angels and Eve's relationship to her husband 
(Grossman 153). 
The similarities between the exaltation of the Son for 
the angels and the creation of Eve for Adam are evident in the 
epic. Raphael narrates in Book VI the Father's announcement 
of the regency of his Son, saying, "Under his great Vice-regent 
Reign abide! United as one individual Soul! For ever happy." 
In like fashion, Marshall Grossman, in Servile/Sterile/Style: 
Milton and the Question of Woman, compares how "Adam 
perfects his collateral love by partaking with Eve as 'one flesh, 
one soul "'(Grossman 152). Adam honors his bride as "Best 
Image of myself and dearer half," and she thus becomes a 
reflection of him. The Son also provides an image of his 
Father by becoming a "visible, palpable, significant presence in 
the world," a symbol of his invisible Father (Shullenberger 80). 
Eve too is a representation of the Son in that he is seen to 
actualize the "more 'feminine' qualities of love and mercy." 
Therefore, the Son of God's "Divine compassion" and "Love 
without end, and without measure Grace" parallels the 
"archetypal patterns of 'maternal thought': a loving, self-giving 
concern with relationship that overcomes death 
itself'(Shullenberger 72, 73). "Graceful" Eve, hence, 
corresponds to the Son in the manner of their traditionally 
"feminine" attributes and becomes a hero herself, however 
imperfect, playing many significant roles in both pre- lapsarian 
existence and life after the fall. 
Though he suffered from and struggled with blindness 
as he composed his masterpiece, Paradise Lost, Milton saw 
Eve particularly well- intelligent, creative, Christ-like, and 
subordinate though not inferior. Milton respects this woman so 
much as to confer upon her the last human lines of the poem, 
laden with responsibility and regeneration: "though all by mee 
is lost, / Such favor I unworthy am vouchsaf't, / By mee the 
Promis'd Seed shall all restore." The loss of physical vision 
for Milton did not diminish his spiritual insight in creating his 
masterwork, and he elevates this woman to unfortunately 
uncommon merit. In his Eve, Milton is not working as a 
rigidly patriarchal or misogynistic poet, but rather presents a 
woman who is not faultless, but excels as wife, poet, and 
peacemaker. She knows her culpability and destiny in the story 
of the loss of Paradise, and Milton gives her the crucial last 
word as opportunity to express her position: to "restore" what 
has been lost through her future successors. 
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Short Response: Boethius: The Consolation of 
Philosophy 
by Dana Judd 
The joy of human happiness is shot through with 
bitterness; no matter how pleasant it seems when one has 
it, such happiness cannot be kept when it decides to 
leave. 
You see, then, how shoddy is the enjoyment 
provided by mortal things. 
They forsake those who are content with them, and they 
do not satisfy those who are discontented. Why then do 
men look outside themselves for happiness which is 
within? (Boethius 29). 
This passage appears in Book II of Boethius: The 
Consolation of Philosophy, translated by Richard Green from 
an original manuscript written in 524 A D by Boethius, an 
Orthodox Christian and high-ranking government official. The 
story of Boethius' conversation with Philosophy finds the Lady 
visiting Boethius in his prison cell, where he awaits his 
execution. His death sentence is a result of false charges 
lodged against him by unscrupulous men. Lady Philosophy 
spends the entire book helping Boethius to find his way out of 
his mind-forged prison, which has resulted from what 
Philosophy refers to as the loss of his "true country" (101). 
Book II, specifically, focuses on the human confusion about the 
distressing ways in which Lady Fortune operates and explains 
how and why material possessions and temporal pleasures are 
actually a source of suffering. 
In Book I, Philosophy finds Boethius depressed and 
confused about fate. She tells Boethius, "you have not been 
driven out of your homeland; you have willfully wandered 
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away" (16). She continues this explanation in Prose 4 of Book 
II, when she explains the concept of "true joy," which she 
refers to as "self possession" (27). In her 
attempt to explain this concept to Boethius, Philosophy makes 
a profound statement: "nothing is miserable unless you think it 
so: and on the other hand, nothing brings happiness unless you 
are content with it" (29). 
Lady Philosophy employs several examples in her 
attempt to guide Boethius back to understanding what is and is 
not important. She clearly distinguishes between "human 
happiness" and what might be considered peace. She begins a 
detailed description of the fallacy of human happiness with the 
idea that "Anxiety is the necessary condition of human 
happiness since happiness is never completely achieved and 
never permanently kept" (28). To underscore this concept, 
Philosophy describes several examples of the impending losses 
that accompany human achievements or possessions. She then 
declares, "You see, then, how shoddy is the enjoyment 
provided by mortal things. They forsake those who are content 
with them, and they do not satisfy those who are discontented. 
Why then do men look outside themselves for happiness which 
is within?" (29). This theme of "self-possession" weaves itself 
throughout Boethius' very Christian story; it is also the thread 
that binds Buddhist thought. 
The Buddhist concept of dukkha clearly connects with 
Boethius' story. Dukkha, the first of the Buddha's four noble 
truths to enlightenment, states that "suffering and pleasure are 
essential elements in all of human existence" (Monroe 113). 
The awareness of dukkha is the realization that "All forms of 
existence are impermanent states . . .. All life is transitory" 
(Monroe 113). The concept of dukkha parallels Lady 
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Philosophy's argument that human happiness "cannot depend 
on things which are uncertain" (Boethius 29). Once Boethius 
understands the concept of dukkha (in Christian terms), he can 
overcome it through detachment from the desire of the 
temporal world. In other words, it is the awareness of dukkha 
that will allow Boethius to step outside his "prison" and find 
his way back to a Christian enlightenment. As Philosophy 
explains the cure to Boethius: "if you possess yourself, [then] 
you have something you will never want to give up and 
something which Fortune cannot take from you" (29). 
Thich Nhat Hanh, an exiled Vietnamese Buddhist 
Monk, also understands the pain of losing many of his 
temporal joys; moreover, he consistently speaks about the 
value of detachment from the temporal world: "The human 
mind is always searching for possessions, and never feels 
fulfilled. Bodhisattvas [Buddha-like guides who remain on 
earth to assist temporal beings] move in the opposite direction 
and follow the principle of self-sufficiency" (Thich 93). 
Thich's "self sufficiency" mirrors Lady Philosophy's "self-
possession." As Philosophy teaches Boethius that the key to 
happiness "resides within," Thich explains that "To transform 
our minds is also to transform our situation, because the 
situation is mind, and mind is situation" (Thich 74). 
Boethius' "conversation" with Lady Philosophy can 
have as profound an effect on modern readers as it did on 
readers in the early sixth century. In his preface to Boethius: 
The Consolation of Philosophy, Richard Green writes that the 
goal of the work is to "direct men toward the discovery and 
enjoyment of the supreme good" (xiv). He goes on to explain, 
"Those who set their hearts on any or all of these limited means 
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of happiness [temporal possessions or achievements] are 
doomed to disappointment, for the 
possession of them cannot fully satisfy and, worst of all, they 
may be lost either accidentally or through the vicious actions of 
others" (xv). 
Living in a consumer-driven society, we find the 
concept of detachment from the temporal, which both the 
Buddha and Lady Philosophy present, difficult to grasp and 
even harder to achieve. But to be able to stand outside the 
norm and reach inside, to connect to that which will last, is in 
my mind, the essence of both nobility and courage. Without 
this ability, one can never be truly virtuous. I believe that Lady 
Philosophy would have loved the words of Thich Nhat Hanh, 
when he succinctly summed up the lack of this ability and its 
result: "We are imprisoned in our small selves, thinking only of 
the comfortable conditions for this small self, while we destroy 
our large self' (Thich 68). 
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Regarding Matters of the Literary Kind: A 
Rather Unnecessary Piece on the 
English Language 01  
by Sharivar Kazia 
Most people understand English. Stop. Wait! Fungus P ! 
That first sentence is fairly wrong, is over-generalized, is common 
knowledge which need not be stated, especially in opening such 
a piece, and absolutely does not catch the reader's attention. 
Moreover, the first sentence is totally useless, as it does not 
threaten or stimulate the reader's knowledge, introduces no new 
idea, and, quite frankly, is four-words-worth of wasted ink, paper 
space, writing, and reading 101143 If the writer, actually me, had 
any sense, then he would have begun this same essay with 
something more dramatic, something with a little difference in 
Even though pre-a is not normally used as a footnote symbol. it does suggest that at least one 
other footnote will be in this piece. The title Regarding Matters of the Literary Kind seemed to 
me to be an appropriate heading for this piece, even though I had considered other titles which 
will be listed in the next sentence. Other titles for this piece, made up after I had finalized the 
above title, include: English as a Second Language, The Artificiality of the English Language, 
Read This Essay, and Blue M&M's. 
Naturally, some persons may feel this is rather a long title. However, since length is relative, 
this title may seem too long to some people and too short to others. Also, because length is 
relative, one cannot really say something is long; rather, one must say something is longer than 
something else. For example, one can, and should, say a day in the United States of America is 
longer than a day in Egypt. Unfortunately, while the last sentence is technically correct in that it 
is a correct example of talking in terms of relative rather than absolute length, it is factually and 
scientifically incorrect. A day in the US of A is the same as a day in Egypt, in terms of length. 
Come to think of it, that was a horrible example. Anyway, the point lam trying to make is that we 
should not use "long" or "short" to describe the length or height of something simply because 
length (and height and other measurements) cannot stand byitself. We must use comparative or 
relative length in describing things. 
These three one-word sentences(?) are more like exclamatory phrases or surprised ejaculations 
rather than complete sentences. While I would like to explain and give an example of a complete 
sentence, I cannot explain it here since I will be explaining it in the text above. So, back you go. 
Oh, by the way, Fungus does not belong up there; it is there only to fill in the third word I needed 
to make the preceding sentences in this footnote valid. 
PO,3 It is interesting to note how writers like Mark Twain, Jules Verne, Salman Rushdie, and, 
Heavens be shattered if I dare to not write this person, William Shakespeare absorb themselves 
into the English Language, their words and works becoming part of everyday life. "To be.. .or 
not to be," Tom & Huck, Around the World in Eighty Days, and other such things appear in our 
conversations, creep into our bathtubs, and attach themselves like leeches to our language. But 
while I would never dare to compare myself to these fine writers, I would like to write a short 
story here: There once was a king in a kingdom. He died. The end. 
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order to snatch the reader's wandering thoughts and funnel his/ 
her attention to the topic at hand X.  The purpose of a introductory 
sentence or paragraph is to fling itself into the eyes of the reader, 
wrenching him from all possible distractions I and thrusting him 
so deep into the world of the writer that he returns only after 
having read and understood the whole piece. And, if the writer 
fails to dramatically elope with the reader's thoughts within the 
first few paragraphs, then the reader may read the rest of the work 
not for itself but for a reading assignment or because one has to 
grade the work. Anyway, on to the thesis. I believe the thesis 
will be coming up shortly. In fact, the thesis should be the next 
sentence. THESIS— The English language is a form of 
communication which many college students have yet to master; 
therefore, as he/she is reading, assuming the student can read 
English 0, this short guide, the reader shall revisit past teachers' 
While the topic is technically on paper rather than at hand, the reader should be comfortable 
with the idioms of the English language and should try to get the point of the sentence rather than 
divert his/her attention to a technicality which the reader would have ignored had not the writer 
placed a footnote, thereby requesting the reader to divert his/her attention to a footnote dealing 
with a technicality that no one really gives a damn about. 
Distractions from the task at hand or on paper are serious impediments to the realization of 
human potential in the various endeavors, arts, and institutions humans have created to realize 
their potential in. Have you seen the movie Brazil? It is a fairly good film that portrays the future 
(it was made in 197 1) as a dismal society that is fiercely cold and systemized. The film's focus is 
on identity; however, since my focus on this paper has wandered. I will stop my succinct synopsis 
of the film Brazil. Incidentally, distractions may some times be required to let off steam and to 
realign oneself. But, the key is to prevent yourself from allowing the distraction to tempt you and 
lure you away from the purpose of your existence. Look, and you shall see what is already in you. 
Read, and you shall know what is already in you. Oh shit, I seemed to have wandered off again. 
'While some may say 'thrusting him so deep into the world" has sexual connotations. I will say 
that certain people will inevitably check their pockets when they go to a pickpocket's funeral. 
For those who did not quite understand what I was alluding to in the last sentence, the next 
sentence shall clear things up. Dirty minds will think dirty thoughts, no matter what the situation 
or action. A side issue: Connotation means implied or suggested meaning while denotation means 
the dictionary or literal meaning. For example, a heart denotes an organ that pumps blood through 
the body. But, a heart connotes love, special feelings, intense emotional eruptions, and all that 
other mushy stuff. For another example, a pen denotes an ink-filled tube capable of conveying 
messages. A pen connotes the power of writing, the absolute strength of words, the jargonic 
manipulations of senseless heaps of camel dung, and other such powerful stuff. Denote: dictionary 
entry; Connote: non-dictionary meaning. 
It is absolutely silly of the writer to question the reader's ability to read since the reader has 
obviously read what the writer has written in the last few sentences. Then again, since only I in 
4 US students has proficiency in writing, it is a fault of the writer to assume anything®. 
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teachings and might brush up his/her writing skills. —YES, THAT 
WAS THE THESIS 
It is customary in most written works to begin in the 
beginning; however, even though readers read from the beginning, 
writers need not write from the beginning. For example, a 
character in a novel can die in the first chapter but be born in the 
sixteenth. In this case, while the reader reads the beginning as 
the death of the character, the writer has efficiently killed the 
character before it is born. Or, in other words, the writer writes 
the ending and then returns to the beginning, even though the 
ending is the beginning and the beginning the ending. In my 
case, the beginning of this literary discussion will begin with a 
® This information was shamelessly stolen from the Los Angeles Times (29 Sept. 1999) article 
written by Richard T. Cooper and Martha Groves and I will not give any credit to them. Also, 
while this may seem as if I have registered this sentence, this is just a footnote symbol. Avoid 
footnotes of footnotes. 
© However, a footnote of a footnote of a footnote is quite acceptable, except never in papers, 
poems, novels, essays, or anything else in written form. A footnote functions as a diversion; it is 
used to further explain something, give the source of a quote/idea or statistic, or point out further 
sources of similar information. Then again, a footnote could just be diversionary information 
lacking any relevance to the core focus of the paper, such as most of my footnotes in this paper 
are 
FM  The footnote of a footnote of a footnote of a footnote usually doesn't tell you anything. 
The thesis outlines the mission, goals, objectives, and/or overall purpose behind a paper. It 
gives the paper a direction from which the reader can discern where the writer is headed, even 
though most people are headed above the neck. Without a thesis, a paper may drift aimlessly into 
the Sea of Ambiguity, may tread haphazardly through the Forest of Uncertainty, and may float 
direction-less above the Clouds of vagueness. Like how a target focuses a shooter, a thesis 
focuses the writer and funnels his/her thoughts towards the subject at hand. And remember, a 
good writer first understands the question and then tries to answer it. There probably is nothing 
worse than having a thesis-less paper that runs around in circles. The paper must have a purpose. 
Except maybe this one. Also, there are worse things than a thesis-less paper like, for instance, 
severely burnt toast, missing strategic targets, and impotent bananas. 
The Mezzanine is a great example of time-twisted (footnote-infested) novel. Then again, so is 
Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughter-House Five. Come to think of it, most books for the non-children 
audience have twisted time schemes. This twisted-time style of writing could be due to either 
effective storytelling by a "great" author or lack of organizational ability; it is interesting that 
teachers support the former explanation and cannot accept that the authors writing in non-linear 
forms have lost their marbles. 
If you are reading this footnote in order to clarify the above mess, then you have come to the 
wrong place. I think another example might clear things up without really clarifying anything. 
Here it is: If A had professor B's class on Monday and professor i's class on Tuesday, then the 
reader may expect the journal handed in by 5, As ex-boyfriend, to have accounts of A's conduct 
in J'5 class before A's outrageous behavior in B's class. So, while the reader may read S's ex-
girlfriend's Tuesday's antics before 5' ex-girlfriend's Monday's escapades, S has actually written 
A's conduct in i's class before As behavior in B's class. More simply put, sometimes writers 
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simple sentence. From there, I shall illustrate certain grammatical 
things and point out several other you-know-whats. In the end, 
which really is located at the end, I shall summarize what I have 
shown, which really is nothing, but that in itself is something, 
and leave the reader, hopefully, more sharper in his/her writing 
skills. If this is a goal too 	' for this paper, then let me 
assure the reader that he/she is absolutely right. English cannot 
be learned in just one paper; however, certain basic skills which 
have already been, or are supposed to have been, taught may be 
revisited once in a while. And that is precisely what I plan to do, 
as my thesis above stated and which I will restate here even though 
this is not the conclusion. I wish to help the reader review their 
attained grammar skills, which may be none at all, to prevent 
those inexplicable repeated writing errors propagated through 
disuse of Random House Handbooks and through unjustifiably 
fierce rejections of professorial commentary on student papers'. 
First of all, I will examine a simple sentence to start things 
off in the first place. God damn" you'. Do not be shocked 
because that is actually the sentence I am going to examine. Here 
write in non-chronologically-linear formats. Also, why in the world S would want to write a journal on his 
ex-girlfriend is something the writer has not explained. And why the writer would question his writing 
instead of correcting it is beyond me. Hey. am I not the writer? 
11 Imagine a place where tolerance, knowledge, and love abound in a morally. socially, politically, 
environmentally, and economically stable community whose entire existence focuses on the happiness, 
well-being. and unhindered growth of its members. Now look around you and you will see that such a place 
cannot exist given present human knowledge and tolerance levels and the diverse perspectives from which 
to see any topic or task. excluding mammalian dung. Utopia is Greek for "no place" and so I am trying to 
imagine and describe to you a place that is no place. Still, a Utopian society is feasible if we learn to tolerate 
more, know more, and love more. And if you think as I do, then I will slowly rip your head off. 
'The first thing a student should remember is that teachers rarely bite; they may shred your wretchedly 
pathetic paper into millions and billions of pieces right in front of you, but they will never bite you. Well. 
maybe once in a while. Though they may not know everything, a teacher, having read and written for 20 to 
thirty or more years. will know enough to answer most language writing questions. So go to your professor 
or teacher to have your questions answered, to improve your writing. or just to get a little bit. If your teacher 
frightens you or you don't have insurance, then immediately consult the nearest handbook on writing. 
Remember, you didn't buy the Random House Handbook for $45.00 just for the Freshmen Writing Seminar. 
Or did you? That last sentence was not a sentence at all but was placed there as a dramatic pause for 
reflection on the real reason you had bought the book. 
11 As a subject, God is everywhere. Diverse peoples from around the flat world and from the four corners of 
the globe believe in some form of spiritual being or force or state, be it Allah, God, Jehovah, Brahma, kami. 
Nirvana. etc. While a discussion on the existence of God is debatable, this paper will not dive into the issue 
as it is a topic whose length reaches to infinity. Suffice to say that Salvador Dali once said. "Thank God I'm 
an atheist." Suffice also to say that, for this paper, God is the subject of the sentence "God damn you." 
Suffice again also to say that, since English is a screwed-up language. it is conventionality that makes God 
plural while being singular at the same time. and so it is not "damns" but, rather, "damn," as in God damn 
you. 
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it is again without the footnote symbols: God damn you. A 
sentence is a string of words whose entirety gives a complete 
thought and which must include a subject, a verb, and an object '. 
Naturally, English cannot be so easy, and so to all the rules there 
are exceptions. There can be two word sentences that do not 
have an object but yet which have completeness. But before we 
divert to the exceptions, which I did in some previous footnote, 
let's return to the sentence. God damn you. The subject of this 
sentence is God, the verb is damn, and the object is you. The 
subject of a sentence is the actor, the thing that is doing the action. 
The verb of a sentence is the act, the action that is taking place. 
The object of a sentence is the acted, the thing upon which the 
action is acted. In the sentence, God is the subject or actor, damn 
is the act, and you is the acted. This is a fairly simple sentence, 
although not much used in academia or in business situations, 
which is fairly sad. Let's analyze another simple and, again, non-
academic sentence: I damn you. I am the subject, damn is the 
verb, and you, again, is the object. Just to spice things up a bit, 
let's take another non-academic sentence: He shot Dale. He is 
the subject O, shot is the verb',and Dale is the object'. You should 
be getting the point now, and so here is a little longer sentence: 
Vulgarity, like the passive voice, should be avoided in academic papers; however, if vulgarity is 
required to fully express one's artistic creativity, then one should not hesitate to use it. In this 
case, my use of the word "damn" is totally inappropriate. But since it was my desire to use 
"damn" for my sentence, I damn well can use it damn whenever I damn want. Damn. 
Objects, in this case you, are unnecessary in some cases. Sentences such as "It rained," "He 
died," and "She wept" are examples of sentences having a subject and a verb, but having no 
object. While fairly limited, it is possible to write two-word sentences and create a story-line, 
albeit one with tremendous ambiguity. Here is one: It rained. He died. She wept. The end. 
Completion, whether in sentences or in dressing, is recommended. 
I Subjects abound in all cultures, being quite predominant during the age of kings/queens. Subjects 
cannot be defined. The American Heritage Dictionary defines subject as "a noun, noun phrase, or 
pronoun in a sentence or clause that denotes the doer of the action or what is described by the 
predicate." The subject of this sentence is subject. Besides history, English, and physics, subjects 
create controversy because of their subjectivity; this lack of "truth" hinders human growth as 
there are just too many ways to look at the same thing. This is a 6. Flip it and it becomes a 9. 
Nevertheless (what the heck kind of word is "nevertheless"?), the reader should always remember 
to check his/her subjects—pencil sharpening, ear tweaking, etc—to avoid ambiguity, incoherence, 
subject-verb agreement, etc. The secret to subjects is to remain subjective at all times. 
'The English language would be rather limited without nouns, adjectives, prepositions, articles, 
conjunctions, adverbs, and other such useful devices. English would also be limited without 
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Systematic and scientific interactions with severely disoriented 
mongooses may lead to unnatural growth spurts undetectable 
within present medical capabilities and technological parameters. 
Due to the lack of space, I will not be able to analyze the previous 
sentence, but I am sure the reader can take a couple minutes to 
figure out what the heck I was trying to say. 
Once the reader understands the essential subject-verb-
object format, he/she can then move on to more complex 
sentences v. And, truthfully, three word sentences are limited in 
their portrayal of actions. Laurel slapped Hardy. Harry likes 
Sally. Hobbes bites Calvin. God damn you. Given these literary 
limitations, you can't, obviously, write a thesis on electronically 
dysfunctional chromosomes without having the liberty to indulge 
in sentences numbering beyond one plus one. And so, over the 
years, English has accumulated such sentence-increasing elements 
as adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, possessives °, etc., and such 
sentence-organizing tools as commas, periods, parentheses, et al. 
An adjective is a word or phrase that describes a noun or a noun 
equivalent, be it the subject or the object. Hairy is a common 
adjective, used to describe certain dogs, some humans, and fairly 
verbs. Such is life that verbs add meaning to it and its complications. The joys and pains of life cannot be 
felt without verbs. Vernacular dialogue may seem inadequate to express thoughts completely if verbs are 
not there to reinforce the dialogue. As you can plainly see, a world without differences, the Internet without 
porn sites. and English without verbs can be quite dull. The secret to verbs is to be verbing all the time. 
1 Objects exist in order to prevent the successful completion of human potential, whatever the heck that 
means. Each day and age has its own objects of veneration or icons of cultural heritage: during the 1960s. 
it was the American loss in Vietnam; within the 1970s, it was Nixon's Watergate scandal; within the eighties. 
it was NASA's Challenger blast; and, finally, within the 1990s, it was a double blast - breast implants. 
While it is extremely careless, and silly. of the writer to define the last four decades with four significant-
but-not-the-only-thing-that-mattered objects or events, these objects are rather symbolic of their decades. 
Other equally if not more significant icons include Monty Python. nuclear technology. Calvin & Hobbes. 
space exploration, Duracell batteries, the Taj Mahal, Michael Jordan. tolerance (or the lack of it in most 
cases), the Internet. Viagra. Adolf Hitler. the iMac, and. of utmost significance, the first female president of 
Whittier College. The secret to objects is to remain objective at all times. 
Only creativity, and some rather illogical rules institutionalized over hundreds of years, restricts the 
complexity of a grammatically correct sentence. Here is an example of a complex sentence: Just because 
you can read this sentence does not mean you have learned anything per se; moreover, while reading this 
part of the sentence, the reader will naturally go back to read the sentence over again to find the point of 
everything and will inevitably realize that there really is no point, either in this sentence or in any of the 
other sentences that mesh together to form this rather introductory and unnecessary piece on the English 
language. 
' My, your, his, her. our. their (not there). its. Remember- It's (it is) raining; not its raining. Also, scar with 
its headlights on; not, a car with it's headlights on. Other possessive examples exist but my time is running 
Out SO you can take your filthy pieces of possessive material and permanently shift to hell, it's quite warm 
there (not their). 	
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rare sewer-pipes'. So, one such sentence could be: Hairy Shar 
eats pineapples. Another common adjective used in many 
business articles is greedy (or filthy or smelly or any other 
stereotypical adjectives associated with matters of the business 
kind): Greedy Shar likes money. An adverb is a word or phrase 
that describes a verb, an adjective, another adverb, or a whole 
statement. Slowly is a pretty common adverb, used to describe 
how college business offices operate, how dull classes pass z,  and 
how the earth evolved. A quick sentence using an adverb: Hairy 
Shar eats pineapples quickly. 
Gazelles are such fine creatures. Their fantastic horns, 
their grand eyes, their floppy ears, their magnificent neck, their 
slender legs, and their pitifully droopy look all combine to make 
these Edenish quadrupeds a sensorial delight. With their soft 
skin, with their light brown hair, with their white underbellies, 
and with their smooth escapes from half-starving cheetahs, these 
flawlessly gentle wanderers of the plains are a brilliant addition 
to the mammalian gang, worthy of the enormous attention given 
to them, which is abysmally non-existent (the attention, not the 
gazelles themselves). Gazelles are such fine creatures 4. There 
are a million reasons that make gazelles such fine creatures. Some 
I have given while others you can find out. But there is another 
quality of the gazelle that makes it my favorite animal: They sure 
do taste great! 
Forgive me for not having erased the last paragraph, as it 
certainly does not belong in this paper. And I have never actually 
had a gazelle . Anyway, back to the paper. Come to think of it, 
it may have been better if I had placed the previous paragraph in 
°While most people do not, a few friends (Riann & Kaitlin & Antonio) know me as Hairy Sewer-
Pipes. And the wonderful thing is that no one beyond those few friends will ever know that I am 
sometimes called Hairy Sewer-Pipes. 
'From the student's perspective, this sentence refers to those classes that drag on and on, causing 
the eyelids to droop and the yawns to accumulate. From the teacher's perspective, this sentence 
refers to those below-average classes, not just one or two students, that graduate and infiltrate the 
real world. 
Do not read this. 
* While vegetarians may fiercely disagree, I think meat of most quadrupeds is quite appetizing, 
except maybe the elephant, the lion, the anteater, the camel, the tiger, the giraffe, the reindeer, and 
the rhinoceros. Oh, and the hippopotamus, the bear, the dog, the cat, the cow, the goat, the horse, 
and the pig. 
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a footnote so that at least it wouldn't eat into the actual paper. I 
really am pressed for space and cannot waste even a single word 
without it having some symbolic, economic, or factual relationship 
to this paper. Anyway, back to the paper, again. A preposition 
shows the relationship of a subject to some other thing'. For 
example, prepositions like in, of, with, and (no, no, not and, and 
is a conjunction) (but I didn't mean and is a preposition, I placed 
it there as a conjunction, as in Tom and Jerry) (hey, you are right 
there, good job) (hey, who the hell are you anyway?) (oh, I don't 
know, but does it really matter? A)  about are used primarily to 
show where the subject/object is. Or, prepositions could also tell 
if something is part of something else, as in: The daughter of my 
friend; her screams during the assassination; a gun without bullets. 
Prepositions or, more correctly, prepositional phrases are helpful 
in clarifying matters; however, an overload of prepositional 
phrases can hurt the reader's brain and, more importantly, enlarge 
the hole in the ozone layer. Here is sentence with too many 
prepositions: The daughter of my friend from the farm near the 
old temple of the Hindus from Northern India was absent during 
the assassination of the son of her grandfather's step-sister with 
the nasty scar on her eyebrow and so was declared innocent by 
the jury comprised of fairly handsome sewer workers. To tell 
you the truth, that wasn't "too many" prepositions but you get 
the point. 
While this may not be the most succinct and clear definition, it is as clear as I can make it. If there is a 
clearer and better definition, and there is, please do not tell me. Let me rot in the slimy ignorance of my own 
making while you bathe in the warmth of knowledge; I don't mind. On second thoughts. damn you. 
• Does anything really matter? In the long run, we are all dead anyway, so what is the point of it all? Why 
do we ask questions which can never be satisfactorily answered? Why don't you read the next story involving 
sex (my. how excited you have become just reading the word sex)?: 
Once upon a time. there were three kids, each born, raised, lived, and died under extremely 
different conditions. The first kid, named Ghuslater. was born in a small shack in New York. raised by 
hideous wolverines in the forests of Peru, lived fairly unconsciously on the streets of Antarctica, and died of 
thirst in the beautifully scenic Sahara desert. The second kid, variously called Kid, Dirtyfilthydamnboy, and 
Sausage. was born rather uncomfortably in a Los Angeles hospital. raised fairly normally by Los Angeleans, 
lived totally in Los Angeles. and died pretty early in the morning in Los Angeles, the cause of death, as one 
Presbyterian doctor explained to me. being Los Angeles' extremely unpredictable weather. The third kid, 
named What, was born as an infant, raised as a kid. lived as an adult, and died as an old man. The end. Oh. 
while there really isn't any sex in this story, you should know that the sex had to have been involved in the 
creation of these kids. So. I did not really lie to you, I just bent the truth. This is known as emancipatory 
bullshitting. Actually. that's not what it is called. but oh well. 
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Commas are another useful tool in writing, especially 
when you want to pause and run off on a tangent'. Usually it is 
the abuse of commas in most student papers, known as comma 
splices (the abuse, not the student papers), and that is what I shall 
be concentrating on. A comma should come between a dependent 
clause and an independent clause: As it was raining fairly hard, 
he got totally drenched. The first clause cannot stand by itself, 
and so it is called a dependent clause. The second clause can 
stand by itself, although a bit damp, and so it is called an 
independent clause. When joining two independent clauses, 
remember to fit in a conjunction or something or else you shall 
have a comma splice. For example, you cannot write: She drove 
the truck into the cemetery, she killed the widow whose husband 
was being buried. You must write: She drove the truck into the 
cemetery, thereby killing the widow whose husband was being 
buried. Remember, use commas to join clauses, but for the sake 
of endangered bipeds, use them wisely and correctly. Beyond 
commas are things like colons, semicolons, hyphens, slashes, and 
dashes. But don't worry about them, they don't exist—actually, 
the government is attempting to silence all attempts to uncover 
the mysteries/enigmas behind these tools; however, self-motivated 
seekers are determined to make the public aware of such things. 
Beyond subject, verb, object, adverb, and adjective are a 
horde of special words and tools that people use to add pizzazz to 
their written works 1. Pizzazz-adders include such useful and 
grossly underutilized, or, as in most student papers, blasphemously 
Surprise! You won't find a footnote here! 
° Pizzazziness includes making new words and placing things that befuddle the reader's 
interpretation of the work. And now ... a moment of poetry: 
Amuck runs in society insanity, 
Stuck remains in filth humanity. 
(Duck roasts in oven my vanity?) 
Read not others with prejudice eyes, 
Feed not young minds with age-old lies. 
(Need I buy little elephant ties?) 
Away always time slowly blows, 
A ray yet still from yesterday flows. 
(A jay lies temporarily in my nose?) 
Will we know how to end it all? 
Still shall He all the shots call. 
(Ill am I hearing you two illogically bawl.) - 108- 
abused tools as metaphors, similes, j argonic adjectives, gerunds, 
possessives, and etc., where one learns not to write and etc., etc. 
Unfortunately, I have neither the time nor the energy to explore 
all the different grammatical areas in this essay. For this short 
paper, I believe I have pointed readers in a direction, probably 
not the right one, and will end pretty soon. There are hundreds of 
books on grammar and style in the marketplace, usually next to 
the llamayan cheese section, and so I encourage all those readers 
who have not quite grasped it all to seek help. I will be the first 
to admit that at times I do need help, literary of course; I am quite 
sane °. 
° Sanity, like most other things. is relative. A person is sane only when the majority believes he/ 
she is sane. I have ended where I began: sanity, like length, cannot stand by itself: it must be used 
when comparing two or more things. Hence, a person is not sane or not sane, but rather is more 
sane or less sane (insane if you wish) compared to another. And before I get the urge to write 
another story to hurt your brain, you should stop reading now. 
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Clouds Still Hanging Over Our Heads 
by Eva Sevcikova 
The summer before I turned 9 years old was quite 
uneventful for me. Each morning my parents left for work, and I 
had to find something to keep me occupied for the rest of the day. 
Besides playing and reading, I sometimes sat in front of TV for a 
couple of hours. Around eight o'clock in the morning, I would 
spread comfortably on a couch in our living room, surround myself 
with soft pillows, and put the tray with freshly made breakfast on 
a table in front of me. Watching movies that were on the night 
before was one of my well-kept secrets. My cheeks turned pink 
with excitement and anxiety of eating the forbidden fruit. It was 
on just another warm sunny day when I saw The Children of 
Nagasaki. 
After the bomb flashed, loud silence hung in the air all 
around me. I could almost touch the large burnt field, which spread 
across the TV screen; I could smell the smoke rising from the 
burnt buildings, and I could feel the terror of those moments 
breathing on my neck. The moaning of wounded people was 
overwhelming. Colors disappeared from their world; instead, 
various shades of black and gray prevailed. I covered my face 
with a pillow because I couldn't stand the eyes of a young woman, 
staring at me, with pieces of skin hanging from her face. 
I remember no other movie I saw at that age as vividly as 
this one. It's been several years now, and I cannot recall details, 
but what I remember is how the movie made me feel - afraid. At 
the same time, I was happy that I was living in a country where 
nothing similar could have happened. 
I guess I did not pay much attention to the world of adults. 
Back then, little did I know that, in fact, I lived during the 
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Cold War, when the ominous threat of a nuclear war was 
everywhere. Little did I know that the bombs used in 1945 were 
far less dangerous than those developed and tested in the eighties 
and nineties. And little did I know that I have just come across an 
issue that represents a big question mark not only for Japan and 
the United States, but for all human beings with a heart. . . . . 
Now I am a pacifist: I panic when somebody is 
dangerously playing around with scissors, and I cringe at the idea 
of shooting a BB gun at a funfair. I would never hurt anybody, 
and I am afraid of violence. The idea that atomic weapons with 
an unbelievably destructive power are available to humans doesn't 
exactly make me jump for joy. Twice has the world been 
frightened, both times supposedly out of necessity. I have always 
wondered about that... 
The question I am presenting in this paper seems simple: 
Was the decision to drop the bomb justified or not? In other words, 
did the U.S. do the right thing? Simple questions should have 
simple answers. Well, if this problem were easy to address, there 
would not be hundreds of books written about it, offering such a 
variety of opinions. Myriad scholars use all of their brain cells to 
solve the riddle. Even nowadays - almost 55 years after the 
bombing - there still are controversies regarding Truman's 
decision. His supporters argue that the bomb helped end the World 
War II, and was merely a reaction to the previous atrocities of the 
Japanese. On the other side, critics point out that the extreme 
measure taken by the U.S. government overlooked other options 
and that violence cannot be cured by violence. 
The truth is that there hardly is a single answer. 
When I started research on this topic, I realized that I had 
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an uneasy journey ahead of me. Upon reading numerous articles, 
documents, book excerpts, journal entries, and personal 
testimonies, I realized very fast that this issue is far more complex 
than I ever expected. At times, I felt like I had no right to pass 
judgement about it. I did not live through it, and the distance in 
time seemed too big. Now I think differently. I believe it is very 
important to read and educate ourselves about this issue, and to 
form an opinion, even though it might be tentative. Not having 
an opinion on this subject would mean that we are ignoring a 
moral question so big that it has been haunting generations upon 
generations of people - ranging from politicians to scientists, from 
experts to nonprofessionals like me. 
In my paper, I distinguish several levels of 
discussion: a political viewpoint, a moral stand, and a scientific 
angle. Seemingly unrelated, they can - and they do - affect one 
another. A political action should always keep in mind moral 
principles, while moral actions should not be guided by political 
preferences. In the case of the atomic bomb, great scientific 
discovery triggered a political decision, which failed to follow 
humanitarian principles. This abandonment of morals cannot 
solely be blamed on the simple existence of the atomic bomb. 
The principles of care and compassion were abandoned much 
earlier, at a point where the first bullets were shot at the battlefields 
of the World War II. 
While from a strictly political viewpoint the decision to 
use the bomb might have been right, from a humane perspective 
the action was unjustifiable, even though it brought about 
scientific advances. I am aware that this problem -just like many 
others - appears to have an easy solution in theory. The reality is 
not painted in black and white, and therefore it asks for insight 
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and sensitivity to distinguish its palette of colors. Although 
answering all the questions in this matter is a Herculean task, it 
does not mean we should stop asking. 
Starting in the early thirties, the European stage was 
shaking in its roots. Humankind brought upon itself the most 
horrible bloodshed there ever was. After the United States had 
hoped they would be able to avoid entering the conflict, they 
were unexpectedly drawn in. Without ever having declared war 
on the U.S., the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in December 1941. 
This "sneak attack" caused death to around 3,000 men. The ships 
sank fast, not giving the soldiers any chance to evacuate.2 People 
and the leaders of the United States were in shock. All of sudden, 
their solders became victims of a brutal and sudden aggression. 
America woke up into a cold December day, and without any 
warning, their world stopped for a moment. 
Shock, disappointment, fear - all of these stirred the 
American citizens, when the realization of having to get involved 
in another war dawned on them. Pearl Harbor - these two words 
represent a memory from history, which I, as a foreigner, can 
compare maybe to the invasion of the Soviet troops in 
Czechoslovakia in 1968, when the Russian troops marched into 
my country in the middle of a night. 
Even nowadays, many Americans cannot forgive Japan 
for the bombing of the Hawaiian naval base. Jeanne Henson, who 
was twelve years old when Pearl Harbor was attacked, still vividly 
remembers those days. "We were in horror when the Japanese 
attacked [us]. Strong patriotic feelings brought [all the people] 
together," she said.2  
The United States did what seemed to be the only feasible 
solution: strengthened by enormous public support, they entered 
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the war not merely to defend themselves, but also help out the 
Allies to fight Japan, Germany, and Italy. 
Besides the infamous Pearl Harbor story, there were also 
many other violent acts on the Japanese side that agitated the 
Allies. In their eyes, Japan, together with Germany and Italy, were 
responsible for the war, and epitomized cruelty. On several 
occasions, the Japanese acted like barbarians: for no apparent 
reason, they killed between 100,000 and 200,000 Chinese people 
during the occupation of Nanking; their Bataan death march took 
lives of 72,000 of innocent Filipino and American people; 
moreover, the bestial conditions of the Japanese prison camps 
were unbearable. I The list could continue for a while. The 
atrocities were beyond anybody's imagination. However, a 
following question enters my mind: how were these happenings 
any different from other countries' violent war actions? Are 
soldiers of other armies any more or less brutal when allowed 
killing? There might be very little difference between American, 
Japanese, or let's say, a Slovakian soldier. Almost all humans 
behave the same when given a weapon to hurt and a freedom to 
use it. We want to see what it does and how far we can go with it. 
Nevertheless, the above mentioned provocations might have 
contributed to the final decision to drop the atomic bomb in order 
to shorten the war and prevent more of those incidents to repeat. 
A probable next step by the Allies was an invasion of the 
main Japanese islands. An estimated cost of lives on both 
American and Japanese sides was breath taking: There was a 
general belief that the use of a weapon with an unusual destructive 
power would have saved countless lives of soldiers. The war 
expenses would also be lower, which would be a welcome relief 
for the depleted economy of the countries involved. Nowadays, 
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new information suggests that the island invasion was not the 
only solution, and the expected loss was exaggerated. Evidence 
galore supports both sides, and it is hard to make a clear-cut 
judgement here. 
Another factor, which might have supported the U.S. final 
decision, was the incredible stubbornness of Japan to capitulate. 
The Japanese military leaders did not look threatened, although 
the war in Europe had been over for almost four months. Germany 
surrendered in May 1945, and Italy even sooner - in September 
1943. The Japanese emperor Hirohito stood alone, facing the 
whole world that was united in a single effort to end the suffering 
for everybody involved. 
For the Allies, the war has been dragging on since 
September 1939. The overall atmosphere of those days was not 
cheerful. Everybody was tired. Everybody wanted the war to 
finally stop. Everybody was at the end with energy, financial 
sources, and patience. Pincus mentions in his article that "the 
[U.S.] top officials were worried about growing domestic 
discontent highlighted by strikes and other labor unrest.115  People 
felt that it was time to turn off the lights and go home. They 
wanted all the sons, fathers, and brothers to return to their families, 
in America and in Japan. 
That was, however, impossible because the Japanese 
would not yield at any cost. They would rather sacrifice all of 
their soldiers. "We would have kept on fighting until all Japanese 
were killed, but we would not have been defeated," said a Japanese 
Army officer in Yokohama .6  Japanese men and women were 
given weapons and trained to kill, and the existence of the 
kamikaze planes was already well known. The cost of human 
lives on both sides could hardly be predicted. 
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Berniece Walker was seventeen years old at that time. 
She had just graduated from high school in June with the class of 
1945, and this is what she recalls was going on inside her mind. 
"Japan didn't look like they were going to surrender," she said; 
in her opinion, an action was needed and "everybody who believed 
in diplomacy was a fool. It would have taken a miracle."' 
American officials were afraid that the war might have continued 
for many long months, maybe even several years. While this 
estimate is debatable and varies with experts, one of the main 
reasons to drop the bomb was to shorten the war, which, in fact, 
it did. 
Most historians agree upon the fact that the Allies several 
times begged, warned, pleaded, or ordered Japan to surrender. 
The famous Potsdam Declaration, asking for an unconditional 
surrender, is one of the examples. This was all in vain. Therefore, 
the U.S. decided to act in an uncompromising manner, and use 
the first bomb on the city of Hiroshima. Ferrell points out that 
afterwards, thousands of leaflets flooded the Japanese cities from 
the air, announcing the existence of yet another destructive 
weapon, urging to evacuate people from the towns and ask their 
Emperor to change his mind.8 The impression here is that the 
Americans were kind enough to give the Japanese a chance to 
make a choice. However, consider the fact that the second bomb 
was dropped only 3 days after the first one. The Japanese people 
had no time to awaken from the horror of destruction, let alone 
write petitions to the emperor. On the other side, even if they had 
had the time and opportunity, there are no doubts that Hirohito 
would not have listened to his people. Not all emperors honor 
"Vox populi - vox dei." And the reasons for this will be obvious 
in the next few sentences. 
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"During the whole war, not a single Japanese unit had 
surrendered,"9 McCullough mentions in his book. There is a lot 
behind this simple statement. The fear of being defeated in a 
battle and the reluctance to object to their leaders has its deep 
roots in the religious beliefs of the Japanese people. The World 
Book Encyclopedia tells us that Shintoism "[aims] to instill 
patriotism built around the Emperor, who was thought to be a 
descendant of [god]." '° The religion praises military and 
demands utter obedience of the emperor. He was not an 
ordinary human being, but more like Jesus or the Buddha, 
Alperovitz explains." Because he was viewed as deity, no 
questions about his decisions were tolerated. History teaches us 
that the voice of common people often remains unheard in 
military conflicts, and they don't have power to make decisions 
about their own country. Their leaders, majors, and generals 
climb to the top - not looking left of right - to gain prestige and 
better their reputation. 
Even though in strictly militaristic terms, Japan could 
have been close to a complete exhaustion of her troops and 
other armed forces, President Truman correctly observed that 
"in the long run it takes the psychological condition of the 
enemy's mind to cause a surrender." 12  For the longest time it 
looked like the Japanese were not even close to such a 
condition. Hiroshima was bombed on August 6, 1945. Two full 
days went by. On August 8, the USSR entered the war. The 
next day, a second bomb hit Nagasaki. The sun came out five 
more times before the Emperor agreed to surrender. This is 
what I call "taking your time to make up your mind." But the 
choice here was not between pink or white socks; the choice 
was between life and death. 
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Everybody was like a cat on a hot tin roof. The question 
of what will happen next could be read in everybody's eyes. 
"We were holding our breaths that Japan would surrender. If 
we had not [dropped the bomb], who knows where the world 
would be now..." Berniece Walker said as she recalls the great 
relief she had felt when the war was called over. 11 Her friend, 
Jeanne Henson agreed with her, when she stated, "it was 
wonderful. Everybody was singing because our loved ones 
were coming home." 11 Truman's opinion was that the bomb 
might not have necessarily won the war, but it saved the lives 
of both American and Allied soldiers. 15  And Walker explains 
that most of Americans saw it "as a God-sent to us here in the 
U.S. and other countries fighting with us." 16  J won't be far 
away from the truth when I say that the majority of Americans 
living in those days would agree with her following statement: 
"I will always feel that my country did the right thing. I believe 
we were justified to do it because it brought peace to the world. 
I am glad we did it. I might be wrong in saying that but I am 
glad we did it." 17 
When trying to find what the Japanese survivors - 
called hibakusha - thought, opinions, to my surprise, ranged. 
One of them stated strongly, "I'd be lying if I said I didn't hate 
the Americans.. .1 could have had a normal life." 18  Another 
participant in the W.W.II learnt that there is no fairness in war 
and admitted, "I hold no grudge. I'm sure if we had the bomb 
we would have dropped it on the United States." 19 
The person who gave the final order was President 
Truman. There is no dispute about the difficulty of his position. 
Nobody would want to be in his shoes during those days. Not 
only did he have to live up to the image of F.D. Roosevelt, who 
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had been repeatedly elected four times and seen as a savior of 
the nation, but Truman also became president at the most 
difficult times of all - during the war. Huge responsibility 
rested upon his shoulders. He knew that one single word of his 
would alter human destiny. About the bomb, he said, "it seems 
to be the most terrible thing ever discovered, but it can be made 
the most useful." 20  His decision was driven by a sense of 
obligation he felt towards his fellow citizens to prevent further 
bloodshed. The government had invested around $2 billion on 
the A-bomb development and expected to see results, which 
might have influenced him as well. Many of his critics also 
argue that he was led by his advisors to believe that he had no 
other options, and therefore he disregarded them. 
"As far as the bomb is concerned I ordered its use for a 
military reason - for no other cause - and it saved the lives of a 
great many of our soldiers. That is all I had in mind," he writes 
in his diary ten years after the fact. 2!  Did he set a dangerous 
precedent for the future? Did he use the bomb to impress Stalin 
at the dawn of the Cold War? Or did he want to somehow 
justify spending millions and millions of taxpayers' money? All 
these questions are still open to discussions on the pages of all 
the history books. 
Joseph Stalin once said that "a single death is a tragedy; a 
million deaths is a statistic .1122  As cynical as it might sound, there 
is a lot of truth in his statement. It quite well captures the horror 
of the atomic bomb. Death of one person affects us more than 
deaths of millions. If the opposite were correct, history would 
not have been filled with wars, fights, and battles. At a dinner 
table, we talk about a guy from around the block who shot himself 
in the head, but we are not likely to be moved by information 
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from the paper that 10,000 civilians were slaughtered in some 
"where-in-the-hell-is-it-anyway?" country. 
Similarly, there is a significant difference between using 
a weapon against one person in particular and against thousands 
of people in general. If you are aiming your revolver at somebody 
and decide to fire, the death is staring you in the face. Dropping a 
bomb on a big city is a rather abstract action that frees you from 
the responsibility for it. A spatial distance between the aggressor 
and the victim makes it much easier psychologically. 
The discovery of nuclear power was certainly a big 
milestone in the history of human culture. Several thousands of 
people cooperated to make the impossible happen. Scientists, 
who especially feel a strong urge to make an impact upon this 
world, put their brains together and showed determination that 
is rare even in their community. It is in the nature of their 
mission - know unknown, try untried, find unfound. And they 
did it. They put all their effort into one goal; their entire 
scientific heart into what they believed will make the earth 
revolve in the opposite direction. With every breath they took, 
their chest grew with hope that what they were working on 
would freeze time for a few seconds. The world did freeze for a 
moment - but in horror, not in awe. 
Humankind is always fascinated with going dangerously 
close to the edge. What happens if we jump? How far can we go? 
How will it change the course of human destiny? Joseph 
Oppenheimer, Leo Szilard, Arthur Compton, among others - all 
worked on the Manhattan Project with good intentions. The 
combination of their continuous effort and brilliant intelligence 
brought its fruit, and with the discovery of the fission of the 
uranium, humankind entered a new epoch. 
Just like I would not want to be in Truman's place, I would 
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not want to be one of the physicists who helped develop the bomb. 
The dream of scientists is, I imagine, to make a difference, to 
change the way things are. Once they do what nobody has ever 
done before them, they become immortal. Their name will forever 
be written in the scientific and history books and they will gain 
respect among the future generations of their colleagues, and 
ordinary people as well. The idea of public prestige may sound 
like music from paradise. And this is when the drive for public 
distinction may get in the way of the humanitarian principle 
science should be based on. Researchers continuously need to 
question their missions: Is what we are working on going to profit 
or harm people? If the latter is true, are we willing to quit often 
years long research, give up the invention and thus prevent any 
possible ill usage? 
This is a tough riddle to solve. Integrity and reason need 
to co-exist with passion and desire, which is hard to accomplish. 
We all are human beings. We want to know what happens if we 
touch a hot stove. We know we will probably be burnt; yet, we do 
it. And we do it again and again - our fingers covered in blisters, 
air filled with an aroma of our own burnt skin. There is hope, 
though, that we will learn one day. Maybe the atomic bomb was 
a step closer to an epiphany that if we keep destroying ourselves, 
it would eventually turn against us. Soon enough, the hot stove 
will no longer be merciful to our fingers. Its fire might burn the 
flesh off our bones. 
Although the scientists receive credit for their discovery, 
they do not always have the last say in what is going to happen 
with their inventions. In the case of the atomic bomb, they had 
no power to influence the final decision. They wrote a 
memorandum to the President in June 1945, in which they strongly 
discouraged him from the use of the bomb. 23  They predicted the 
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annihilative force of the bombs and warned the political leaders 
not to use them. Nobody listened to those who really knew what 
they were talking about. 
An interesting paradox occurs here. Seemingly in control, 
scientists often cannot predict in which direction their work will 
take them. Imagine driving your car to a house you have never 
been to. You know where you want to go - you hold the address 
in your hand. You start driving with hope that you will get there. 
Slowly you stop recognizing the streets; the neighborhoods look 
unfamiliar to you, and suddenly, a profound realization descends 
upon you: this is not where you wanted to go. You have to decide, 
and then act. Do you simply turn your car around and go back 
while you have time and while you are not too far away from 
where you started? Or do you stubbornly continue driving, praying 
that eventually you will get somewhere, without really knowing 
where? 
This is what I imagine scientists must go through. They 
need to weigh very carefully what the outcome of their work will 
mean for all of us. This is not easy, as Rotblat - one of the 
participant physicists on the Manhattan project - points out. When 
he realized what kind of weapon humans have at their disposal, 
he said the following, "In my case, my first reflex was to put the 
whole thing out of my mind, like a person trying to ignore the 
first symptom of a fatal disease in the hope that it will go away." 14 
The truth is that it won't. The gene is out of the bottle and there is 
no way back. 
Years after the bomb, both Japanese and American 
nations try to deal with their feelings about the past. Jeanne 
Henson, who at first had mixed feelings about visiting Japan, 
remembers an incident from 1991, when she went to 
Hiroshima. A Japanese woman handed her a plastic umbrella in 
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the rain, when it was obvious Hensen was an American tourist. 
"Going to Japan and seeing Hiroshima was very moving. 
Nobody mistreated us - we were treated royally there,' 25 stated 
Henson. Another story I have heard shows that the experience 
of visiting Japan could be entirely different. In this instance, a 
wife and her husband (both Americans) were spat upon when 
in Japan during the 5011 anniversary of Hiroshima. Memories 
last for a long time, especially if they are hateful. 
When trying to understand the backstage of the atomic 
attacks, I have come across people who were forced to come to 
terms with themselves. I, as well, had to look deep inside myself 
and question my truths and beliefs. Where do I stand on this topic? 
I tried to once forever make up my mind about who the bad guys 
and the good guys were. 
Well, maybe the question, in the end, is not about who 
dropped what, for what reason, and whether it was justifiable. 
Maybe the question is what had we, as humankind, done that it 
had to go as far as using nuclear power to get out of the mess we 
have created? This is no longer about using knives and swords, 
or guns and tanks. This is about a weapon that can wipe out 
thousands and thousands of people before you can say "hello." 
And we used it. 
Mahatma Gandhi said it all for me in the following 
statement: "There used to be so-called laws of war which made it 
tolerable. Now we understand the naked truth. War knows no 
law except that of might." 16  If there were a great mirror, in which 
we all could look, we would have to step back in shame. We 
cannot possibly pretend any longer that everything is OK. The 
opposite is true, in fact. We lost our dignity and reason somewhere 
on the way and reached a point on our journey where the two 
options we had left were violence, and violence. 
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by Eva Set'cikoya 
This essay is a reflection upon my visit of Russia in the summer 
of 1989, only a step ahead of the Velvet Revolution that swept my 
country, Czechoslovakia, and shook the basement of the Soviet 
Union, leaving behind the ruins of what once used to be the Iron 
Block. 
The elevator was rising fast. The lousy soup made out of 
boiled intestines and cooked tongues of dead animals we had for 
dinner the night before really wanted to leave my stomach and 
go back to the world it came from. I felt it touching the walls of 
my throat, close to the exit marked by my mouth, but still safely 
hidden in the depth of my rebellious stomach. Red digits blinked 
on the display way above me, and my neck cramped with pain as 
I held my head in almost a ninety-degree angle with the rest of 
my body. As a ten-year old kid, I often experienced slight 
discomfort in the world of giants with the height of five feet and 
more. When the lights finally stopped flashing, a gentle tingle-
ling indicated that the elevator had arrived at its destination: the 
3011 floor - the top of the world. You could not go any higher, 
unless you made friends with a chimneysweeper, who might let 
you take a cool ride on the edges of the roof. 
You see, my folks lost me as we got into the elevator. It 
had been about 3 minutes and 20 seconds since I had involuntarily 
said good-bye to them, but I knew time was relative to our different 
approaches in given situation. As far as I remember, this was the 
one and only time my mom and dad ever lost sight of me. If only 
my mom's reaction to stimuli had been faster! Of course, it 
couldn't have been because the night before she had spent endless 
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hours worrying whether I was going to sleepwalk and 
consequently fall out of a window, which for some odd reason to 
her, did not have a screen. Russia is a poor country, she kept on 
saying, but not having protective window screens on the higher 
floors is extremely irresponsible. To be completely honest, I didn't 
have the slightest intention at disturbing the quiet sleep of other 
hotel guests with my night adventures. I was quite happy after 
we had arrived at this new hotel, hoping that the staff would 
understand how essential window screens were for the well being 
and sanity of all mothers. And they did understand. So now we 
had screens on our windows. But before we even got a chance to 
test their quality and durability, my parents lost me in the elevator. 
The stimulus my mom failed to respond to was the elevator door 
closing. Sacrificing her right or left foot and sticking it among 
the door wings could have easily prevented that. Instead, she 
slapped her hands with a religious undertone, and let out a wild 
shriek. Following is a humble attempt of translation; due to lack 
of time and space, please, accept the abridged version: "Eva, my 
only daughter, my baby girl, that's it, you are lost, dead, gone 
forever, I will never see you again, the elevator is an evil machine 
and it will take you away from me, what kind of a mother am I 
???" 
I am sure that my dad, who was present, but slightly remote 
from the scene of action, operated on a more rational level. I 
could almost see his eyebrows go up and down a few times, then 
sink lower and lower, deeper and deeper into the process of coming 
up with a successful strategy for retrieving his daughter from the 
claws of ever-present red Communists occupying this hotel. I 
knew he would provide a haven for my mom's stormy emotions; 
so a few minutes after I stepped out of the elevator, I shifted 
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gears and set out to go for a fast ride. I had about 45 minutes 
before dinner started, knowing that the dining hail on the second 
floor would be a strategic meeting point, if not exactly the lost-
and-found headquarters. 
I passed by a large sign on the wall announcing the very 
top floor of the hotel and made a right turn, around a mosaic 
painting with seashells and broken glass pieces. It reminded me 
of a similar painting I had seen that morning in the Moscow 
underground, which was more of a museum than a public 
transportation facility. The polished, bright metro sharply 
contrasted with bleak and gloomy everyday life in the city. I was 
bound to discover more about this sad place with its even sadder 
lives. When I leisurely walked down the almost empty hallways 
of the second largest hotel in the large capital of even larger Russia, 
a whole new world revealed itself to me. A bellboy, with a poorly 
hidden flask of vodka in his pocket, walked right by me, with a 
warm "Zdravstvuj, dievocka." I didn't see his hungry face 
desperately watching those thick slices of ham served to foreign 
tourists. I didn't see the big empty eyes of his four children passing 
on a winter coat from generation to generation, and listening to 
their father describe the big cones of rich chocolate ice cream 
eaten every night in the second-floor dining room. I didn't see 
the hopelessness that overcomes people when they see the always 
half-empty shelves in the stores. 
What I saw, though, was a cleaning lady who had just 
finished hand washing the toilet bowl in room 3054. She pointed 
to my brand new nylons that so nicely matched with my navy 
blue skirt, and asked me whether my mom or I had more of those. 
Only later, when I mentioned this to my Dad, did I realize that 
she would have been happy to take the pair I was wearing at that 
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moment. The hotel rooms were being vacuumed and aired, 
accompanied by thorough process of getting rid of the germs. 
The black-and-white television sets, sitting on the coffee tables 
always in the left-hand corner, featured rigid old men in gray 
suits and bald heads, discussing the current diseases of society 
and babbling about the importance of the working class. 
Detergents applied to their brains would have washed away the 
stinking odor of hypocrisy and cowardice, but couldn't add the 
missing intelligence and compassion. A man from our bus tour 
group had just successfully sold a dark green suit, a garment that 
in my country was of low quality and out of fashion for many 
years; yet, the sale stirred up lot of excitement, as if it were an 
Armani outfit imported from West Germany. 
Almost an entire hour went by before I realized that the 
growling sound I could hear was not produced by cold-air fans, 
but by my very own stomach. I entrusted myself once more to 
the automatic metal hands of the elevator, and smoothly landed 
on the second floor. When the doors opened and released all 
my co-passengers, I stood quietly in the crowded hallway, 
watching my parents, whose backs were still turned. My body 
heat must have reached the cells of my mom's skin, for when 
her eyes met with mine, fireworks of joy exploded above our 
heads. She grabbed me tightly in a loving embrace, leaving my 
Dad behind to join us a few seconds later. Now I knew that 
screens mattered. I also knew that they believed in my ability 
to find my way out of any mess. There were a few more other 
things that I knew but those things didn't become conscious 
until a few months later when I saw the same old gray men on 
TV resigning from their positions. My country and Russia were 
doing some serious fall-season cleaning, exterminating all the 
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stinking germs, leaving behind a fresh smell full of hope and 
ecstasy. And every time I remember the nausea before stepping 
off an elevator, I know an adventure is beginning - a long 
journey, full of closed rooms and toilet cleaning, hungry eyes, 
and unfulfilled wishes. 
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"Untitled 3" 
by Sarah Tillman 
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Justifying the Will of God: 
A Theodical Comparison of Milton's Paradise Lost 
and the Book of Job 
b' Matt Hahn 
There have been few greater undertakings in literature 
than the attempt to justify the actions of God. Some would 
argue it cannot be done. Some would argue it can, but it 
certainly should not—at least not by mortals. Some would 
argue that to justify the actions of God would be absolutely 
irrelevant because God does not exist, or if He does, His 
actions are not necessarily even rational. However, many 
individuals, including John Milton, argue that God does indeed 
exist, and it is Milton who attempts to justify the actions of 
God in his epic poem, Paradise Lost. 
A work of literature justifying the actions of God is 
known as a theodicy, which is one of the identities of Paradise 
Lost. Another theodicy, written sometime before Milton, is the 
Book of Job, from the Holy Bible. Job is particularly relevant 
to any discussion of Paradise Lost as a theodicy, because Job 
was probably one of the first written theodicies, and the Bible 
is, of course, of primary significance to Milton's work. It is 
also relevant, however, because it is my assertion that Paradise 
Lost is, theodically speaking, in part, a reaction to the Book of 
Job. In Job, much is said about the will of God, the actions of 
God, and His justice, but it is God's assertion that His will need 
not be justified by Himself or anyone else, and that His infinite 
wisdom and grace will ultimately end in good, and Job need 
only trust in Him. Milton, however, does indeed feel it is 
necessary to "justify the ways of God to men" (PL 1.26) and 
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does so in the poem, primarily in Book III. Consequently, 
another way to read Paradise Lost is as a theodical reaction to 
the perhaps inadequate justification of the will of God in the 
Book of Job. 
If the justification aspect of Job is in fact inadequate, 
the literary quality and theodical precedent of it are certainly 
not. Job is a thorough and definitive testament to a) the 
simultaneous goodness and faltering of one mortal man, b) the 
evil that can take place in this world and befall a person before 
the eyes of God, and finally, most relevantly, c) the attempt of 
men to discuss the actions and will of God and God's reaction 
to this discussion. However, what in fact does The Book of Job 
really say about the reasons for God's actions? Does it really 
give any sufficient explanation for why Job must undergo such 
hardships, or why God does not prevent or repel the actions of 
Satan towards Job? 
In Job, Satan says, "Doth Job fear God for nought?" 
(1.9) In other words, he is asking God why Job really fears 
Him. Satan questions Job's reasons for his loyalty towards 
God, and wonders, vocally of course, if Job would feel the 
same way if extreme hardship fell upon him. What does God 
eventually say to this? He says, "Behold, he is in thine hand; 
but save his life" (2.6). God allows Satan to torment and ruin 
Job. Explanation for this is not substantially given, other than 
God telling Satan that, though Job goes through these evils, he 
still fears God and does not commit wrong against Him. God 
does not state any quantifiable reasoning or justification for 
allowing Satan to do this. The assumption is that God does not 
need to. 
As Job undergoes further evils and hardships, his faith 
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falters, and he begins to question why so many terrible things 
could happen to such a righteous and perfect man. Job says, 
"My righteousness I hold fast, and will not let it go: my heart 
shall not reproach me so long as I live" (28.6). He does not 
blame God or speak evil of God, though he does question Him, 
and when he says, "When the Almighty was yet with me..." 
(29.5), it is evident that Job believes God is no longer with 
him. God's reasoning is not evident in the book quite so much 
as Job's assertion of his own perfection. The words in the book 
are, "...he justified himself rather than God" (32.2). 
The man who was angered by the action in the 
preceding line was also the man who did in fact step forward 
and attempt to justify the actions of God. He speaks when God 
Himself sees fit to maintain silence. This man is Elihu, and he 
speaks, not only in support of God, but also in anger against 
Job and his friends who speak against God and Job. He speaks 
mainly of the greatness of God, and of His righteousness. He 
states that "God is greater than man" (33.12), so why should 
men question the will of God? He says that because God does 
not give reasoning for his actions is not cause to sin against 
Him (33.13). God will not do evil (34.12); therefore there is no 
cause to rise against Him. Elihu does not quantify or outline 
specific reasons for each of God's deeds, or, perhaps more 
appropriately, deeds that happen to humans which humans 
perceive to be God's fault; rather, he simply testifies to the 
greatness of God, and reprimands them for even questioning 
someone so good and powerful. 
Also notable, Elihu justifies God by asking Job a series 
of questions: "Dost thou know when God.. .caused the light of 
his cloud to shine?.. .Dost thou know know.. .the wondrous 
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works of him which is perfect in knowledge?" (37.15... 16) By 
asking Job and the others these rhetorical questions, he is in 
fact telling them that they have no place questioning the actions 
of God, since humans cannot possibly attain the brilliance, 
grace, and miraculous deeds of God. This method of 
justification will appear later in the book as well. 
When God does appear to Job, He speaks to him of this 
very thing, and of His disappointment with Job. He tells him 
of the infinite wisdom and strength of God, but does not justify 
His will or His actions. He omits this justification because it is 
not necessary. God asks Job a series of questions, such as, 
"Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the 
earth?... Knowest thou the ordinances of heaven?.. .Canst thou 
lift up thy voice to the clouds, that abundance of waters may 
cover thee?" (38.4.. .33.. .34) These questions have the effect of 
basically saying that Job has nowhere near the power, 
knowledge, and wisdom of God, so he has no right to judge 
God or question His actions. This method of justification 
should sound familiar, since shortly before, Elihu uses virtually 
the same argument. Even the content is almost identical, both 
referring to great deeds of nature and creation. Thus the two 
strongest arguments for God are virtually the same, both 
stressing the omniscience, omnipotence, and supremacy of 
God, as well as the utter lack of necessity for God to justify 
Himself. In fact, in one of God's closing statements when He 
speaks to Job, God urges Job simply to trust Him (39.11). 
While it all may indeed be true that justification or 
explanation for the effects of heaven on earth is not necessary, 
such things are still absent. The book ends with God granting 
Job everything he lost two-fold, yet He still does not grant Job 
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justification. One of the primary themes of the book seems to 
be that God need not justify Himself to humans, and although 
humans may endure extreme hardship, they should trust God 
and not lose faith. The Book of Job is an enduring and 
thorough theodicy, because the book discusses the justification 
of God, even though in the end it is determined that God needs 
no justification. 
Milton, however, apparently wanted to see justification 
of God. Presumably it was not that he felt God needed it, but 
that he felt people needed to hear it and understand it. Thus, a 
great theodicy is in Paradise Lost; it is not only a discussion of 
the actions of God but also a literal justification of them. 
Dennis Danielson, editor and co-writer of The Cambridge 
Companion to Milton, writes that, "...it is a measure of his 
[Milton's] theodical courage that he sets out to tell the story of 
'all our woe' in a way that nonetheless asserts God's power (his 
'eternal providence') and justifies God's ways" (CCM 115). 
Milton does this primarily in the third book of Paradise Lost, 
where God asserts Himself to the Son and, of course, to 
Milton's readers. This book has been called "the theological 
center" of the poem—"God's argument for Himself."' It has 
been called the "theological center" because the primary action 
and the central and indeed circular theme of this poem is the 
fall of humankind and the expulsion from Paradise, and this 
book is the focal point around which the action takes place, 
because it describes the need for the action and the reason for 
it. 
The crux of God's argument for Himself, and indeed for 
the fall, is what Danielson terms "The Free Will Defense" 
(117). Essentially, the argument is that God created humans 
with a will of their own. This leaves them to either do right or 
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wrong—indeed, to obey or disobey. Humans were made "just 
and right" (FL 3.98); they were not designed to fall, nor in fact 
preordained to do so either. God says in Book 3, 
They therefore as to right belongd, 
So were created, nor can justly accuse 
Thir maker, or thir making, or thir Fate; 
As if Predestination over-rul'd 
Thir will...... 
(3.111-115) 
The concept of free will is one constantly discussed and 
debated in theology and philosophy in general. Here it is clear 
that it is also of great significance to Milton, as he uses the 
concept of free will as God's defense against the fall of 
humankind. It was simply by the grace of God that humans 
had free will in the first place. A wonderful quote from Book 
III states this concept very clearly—that of humans being free 
and capable to be independent, yet consequently also able to 
fall from grace. Milton's God says that humans were made 
"sufficient to have stood, though free to fall" (99). God makes 
another very important justification for allowing humankind to 
fall. Free will can only be a true gift if it is maintained exactly 
as it is given, not taken away when it begins to prove 
inconvenient. He states, "I formed them free, and free they 
must remain ...... (3. 124) If God were to prevent their fall, He 
would be taking away their free will, and free will would then 
cease to be truly free. 
Milton's God tells the Son exactly why He will let 
Adam and Eve fall, and why He will save them. God states in 
the poem that Man owes his deliverance to only Him, 
demonstrating His grace in allowing them to be "not quite lost" 
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(173). Milton presumably feels that God should point out the 
fact that he is allowing postlapsian humankind to live on, even 
though they eventually must die. 
Milton's God also justifies their being punished in the 
first place. He makes very clear their disobedience to God, and 
their need to be punished. God clearly explains their crime and 
reason for punishment in the following lines: 
"Man disobeying, 
Disloyal breaks his fealty, and sins 
Against the high Supremacy of Heav'n, 
Affecting God-head, and so losing all... 
He with his whole posterity must die, 
Die bee or Justice must...." 
(203-210) 
The reasoning apparently is that since humankind disobeyed 
God, they undermined the sanctity and "supremacy" of the 
holiest place in existence, the place from which everything 
came. In the last line, God states that the proper maintenance 
of justice demands that humankind must die, for if they do not, 
or are not punished, the principle of justice would suffer a fatal 
blow. 
Thus, in only a few pages of the epic poem, Milton 
manages to create the heart of the theodicy that is Paradise 
Lost. The cause and excuse for humankind's fall—free will, 
the grace of God in not completely destroying them, and the 
need for their punishment because of their disobedience and 
undermining of the principle of justice, are all outlined very 
clearly Paradise Lost. Milton evidently saw that it was very 
important to justify the will and actions of God to man. He 
also ignored the fact that there were not many precedents for 
such a thing, one of the few be 	the Bible itself. To add to 
this, he apparently did not see a thorough enough job of the 
justification of God in Job, and so decided the issue needed to 
be further explored, and that he was just the man to do it. Or 
maybe he just thought that he needed to since no one else was 
going to. In either case, he certainly makes a strong argument 
for God. 
Indeed, Milton's God is a voice that speaks in support 
of itself, while the God recorded in the Book of Job is either 
silent or feels no need to justify Himself, simply declaring His 
goodness, righteousness, and wisdom. This is not a comment 
on God Himself so much as it is one on John Milton. Milton 
presumably read the Book of Job, and decided that more 
thorough justification of God was warranted, and indeed 
necessary in light of impious individuals who need 
justification. Maybe Milton did not need any justification at 
all; he simply saw the need for others to have it, and decided to 
include it in his epic poem, making the poem a theodicy, 
among many other things. Regardless of Milton's cause for the 
inclusion of God's argument for Himself, the theodicy of 
Paradise Lost is very different from that of the Book of Job. 
The argument in Job seems to be assumed, and indeed implied, 
as God speaks to the Son in Book III. Of course, some of Job's 
argument is actually spoken by God in Paradise Lost. For 
instance, when He speaks of his "mercy" (3.134) and of the 
"supremacy of heaven" (205), His goodness and righteousness 
is evident. However, Milton's God clearly goes into more 
detail and more lengths to justify Himself. 
In conclusion, the efforts of God to argue for Himself in 
Paradise Lost must be in part a reaction to the lack of 
justification in the Book of Job. Milton, according to 
Danielson in his essay, "The Fall of Man and Milton's 
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Theodicy," felt the need to respond to the dilemma prevalent in 
his time and in current times as well: if God is omnipotent and 
wholly good, how can evil exist? The free will of humankind 
is Milton's answer to this problem, as he discusses in fair 
amount of detail in Paradise Lost. He felt his predecessors 
who tackled the aforementioned dilemma had not done it 
justice, and that the issue of free will played a very significant 
role in attempting to answer the dilemma; and that the subject 
of free will needed to be addressed. Thus, Milton wrote a 
justification for the fall and for the punishment of Adam and 
Eve and their posterity. He wrote this to give theological 
substance to the argument for free will, and also as a reaction to 
a previous theodicy that presumably did not discuss the 
justification of God to his satisfaction. However, it is 
important to note that this does not make the Book of Job a 
lesser theodicy. It simply means that Job is a different kind of 
theodicy, and in fact a very strong one. It laid the foundation 
for the theodical element of Paradise Lost. It was Job that 
mostly likely partly inspired the theodical element, and it was 
indeed Job that established the basis for an individual facing 
supernatural punishment or torment, and that individual 
seeking a discussion with God on why such a thing was 
happening. Job also places God in a position to justify His 
actions, whether He does or not. The element of theodicy in 
Paradise Lost, that element which explains so much of the epic 
poem, was most likely inspired by and definitely was given 
foundation by the Book of Job. 
All of God's assertions about His own goodness and 
righteousness, all of Elihu's assertions of God's goodness and 
power, and even Job's assertions of the same on many 
occasions during Job's own torment were undoubtedly 
foundations of a great theodicy, even though they were not the 
kind of arguments Milton wanted to see and in fact wrote about 
in his epic poem. Job and Paradise Lost are inextricably tied 
through their common nature as theodicies, and through their 
relation to each other, as the former established the foundation 
for the latter, and as the latter was in part a reaction to the 
nature of the former. Whatever assumptions one makes about 
either theodicy, it is unequivocal and undisputed that both are 
monumental and model theodicies, and stand in literary 
brilliance as such. 
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The Great Leviathan 
by Matt Hahn 
It is one of God's most fearsome and tremendous 
creatures. It symbolizes the monstrous summation of evil and 
a force of power beyond the control of human beings. God's 
most famous sea-monster is featured at several points in the 
Bible. I will choose its appearance in the book of Job as the 
focus for this essay. Job is a text that stands out in the Bible for 
its thematic content, its literary style, and its theodical 
supremacy; as such it is one of the finest books of the Bible. 
The Leviathan is discussed at the end of Job, in Chapter 41. 
God talks about the monster as a reply to Job's questioning. 
The entire book is one of the great theodicies, because it 
questions the actions of God, through the apparently 
meaningless suffering of his faithful and pious servant Job. 
The most impressive theme in the book is that of chaos 
versus order. On one side, the torrent of evil that is brought 
down upon Job seems purposeless, with no intent of 
punishment, and indeed epitomizes chaos. On the other side, 
the demonstration of the power of God—to control the 
universe and to control what happens to Job—represents order. 
Thus the reader is presented with a fascinating dialectic—a 
thesis of order, an antithesis of chaos, and the synthesis 
represented with a character like Job, who is presented with 
both, and must suffer the consequences of each; in this way he 
represents humanity. If God is order, and Job is the synthesis 
of order and chaos, then the great Leviathan represents the 
antithesis, chaos. In doing so, the symbol of the Leviathan 
contributes to meaning of the entire book, and indeed the 
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monomyth of the Bible. 
In Chapter 41 of the book of Job, when Leviathan is 
introduced, God says, "Can you draw out Leviathan with a 
fishhook... .Will it make many supplications to you? Will it 
speak soft words to you?" (Job 41. 1,3) In what is God's first 
demonstration of such a barrage of ironic words and rhetorical 
questions, he essentially tells Job that Job cannot control 
Leviathan. He cannot negotiate with it or hope for it to treat 
him well. Leviathan, like the forces of the universe, like chaos, 
is beyond Job's or any other human being's control. Leviathan 
symbolizes a force completely independent of and unaffected 
by human actions. The evil that has been brought to Job is not 
caused by him, nor can it be controlled by him. It simply 
exists, and is manifested in a great and powerful sea creature—
unconcerned with the affairs of humans, and considerably more 
powerful than them. 
God also ties the image of Leviathan to images of 
human creation, suggesting an inextricable bond to humans. 
God asks Job, "Who can strip off its outer garment.... penetrate 
its coat of mail.... Its back is made of shields... shut up closely 
as with a seal (41. 13,15). This sea-creature is clothed with 
images of human war, suggesting that Leviathan is not simply a 
creature, but in fact a force with a warlike, adversarial 
relationship with humanity. When described with these images 
it is not simply an abstract force, but also a foe that Job can 
imagine and visualize. It is at one time a dreaded sea-monster, 
a random and uncontrollable force of chaos, and an invincible 
warrior. In any case Leviathan is an adversary of humanity, 
and it is demonstrated not as a foe that can be conquered, but 
rather as an indestructible force—representing chaos, 
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destruction, evil, and incredible power, power that humanity 
must simply accept. 
Though the Leviathan is shown in one chapter in a book 
of forty-two, the fabulous creature represents a force that is 
present throughout the book. It is chaos, evil, and that which 
lies beyond the control and understanding of humanity. In this 
way it indeed helps to capture the idea of Job, in that it 
represents the adversarial force against which humanity, 
through Job, is pitted. One of the themes of the story is the 
helplessness of humans in the face of evil and the nature of the 
universe, which of course is designed to demonstrate the glory 
and power of God. He alone can control the chaos and the evil, 
because he is God. Thus he represents the order to the 
Leviathan's chaos. The dialectic of the book is created with the 
help of the imagery of this creature who appears in only one 
chapter of the book. Since this creature contributes to the idea 
of chaos and random evil controlled only by an all-powerful 
God, and since Job is the book that first etches this theme into 
the Biblical story of God's might, then in fact the image of the 
Leviathan in a way contributes to the monomythic structure of 
the Bible itself. Thus the Leviathan proves not only one of 
God's most powerful creatures, and not only a literary tool for 
the book of Job, but actually a significant part of the story of 
the Bible. 
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Intention and Interpretation in Visual Arts 
and Literature 
by Jenia Lazarova 
"Who, again, cares whether Mr.Pater has put into the portrait 
of Mona Lisa something that Leonardo never dreamed of?" 
—0. Wilde 
The Tate Gallery in London is a source of national pride 
for the British. For more than a century it has preserved the 
national collections of British and international modern art and 
currently it houses more than 60 thousand works and attracts two 
to three million visitors every year'. The Tate has long ago turned 
into an authority on art appreciation both in the United Kingdom 
and abroad. 
In 1972, the Tate paid a remarkable sum for one of the 
eight sculptural experiments of the American artist Carl Andre 
and turned his Equivalent series into an extremely successful 
work of modern art. The series consists of eight rectangular 
mounds of 120 building bricks each. According to Tate employees, 
this sculptural group expresses the idea that "geometric form and 
simple structure can be the source of higher, ideal beauty," and 
stands out for its "literal embodiment of the values of truth, order 
and simplicity" contrasting the disordered world (The Tate Gallery 
Home Page). 
However, one may say, the same embodiment of truth 
and simplicity can be found on any building site. Is there any 
hidden code that distinguishes Andre's work from the work of an 
engineer, constructor, or even an ordinary builder? Maybe it is 
the artist's intention that turns the product into a piece of art? But 
did Andre really mean to create an "embodiment of the values of 
truth, order and simplicity," or just another work of art? 
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It seems that these questions are not easy to answer. 
Philosophers, aesthetic theorists and art critics have been trying 
to hammer the concept of intentionalism in art ever since 4 c. BC 
when two Greeks—Plato and Aristotle—started the discussion. 
Plato argued that Homer composed his beautiful strains not "by 
rules of art," but under the power of "divine inspiration and 
possession."' Aristotle, in turn, claimed that the art of writing is 
an intentional construction, resulting from a series of deliberate 
choices the artist makes .6  Over the centuries, these extreme 
positions have received different degrees of support, which 
eventually has lead to a whole new array of moderate opinions, 
tending towards the one or the other of the original extremes and 
laying the foundations of the modern aesthetic theory. 
Oscar Wilde was among the first to value both sides of 
the issue, which are widely discussed in his essay "The Critic as 
Artist." The polemic form of the essay affirms with equal ardor 
that "that fine spirit of choice and delicate instinct of selection" 
drive the artist to create "a momentary perfection" and 
simultaneously that "all fine imaginative work is self-conscious 
and deliberate."' Indeed, "The Critic as Artist" is a very special 
work—a critique and a piece of art at the same time—that adds 
to the aesthetic discussion an interchangeable perspective of the 
critic and the creator. Wilde makes a profound analysis of the 
critic's role in the interpretation of art, and concludes that 
"[criticism of highest kind] treats the work of art simply as a 
starting-point for a new creation. It does not confine itself. . . to 
discovering the real intention of the artist and accepting it as final." 
Now, the critic turns from a prescriptive authority of censure and 
reproof into a more informed, sophisticated, and privileged 
consumer: 
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Do you ask me what Leonardo would have said had any 
one told him of this picture [Mona Lisa] that "all the 
thoughts and experience of the world had etched and 
moulded therein that which they had of power to define 
and make expressive the outward form, the animalism of 
Greece, the lust of Rome, the reverie of the Middle Age 
with its spiritual ambition and imaginative loves, the return 
of the pagan world, the sins of the Borgias?" He would 
probably have answered that he had contemplated none of 
these things, but had concerned himself simply with certain 
arrangements of lines and masses, and with new and curious 
colour-harmonies of blue and green. (Wilde, 968) 
Still, the cosmopolitan genius of Leonardo could not be 
so unaware of the effect of his painting—especially since he 
applied some obviously deliberate techniques to emphasize the 
mystic magnetism of Le Gioconde. He endowed her with 
concentric eyes, so that they seem to follow us as we move around 
and make us feel under constant watch, and painted the landscape 
behind her with a strong sense of extraterrestrial environment. 
Apart from such small details, however, we cannot speculate about 
the degree of intent in the picture without consulting the artist. 
At the beginning of the century, a whole new literary 
approach developed to employ unintentional creation. It is based 
on a mode of narration that captures the full flow of character's 
mental processes as a mingle of sense perceptions, conscious and 
half-conscious thoughts, memories, feelings, and random 
introspective associations. Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, and 
William Faulkner used the Stream of Consciousness to convert 
these nonverbal semi-conscious elements into some kind of verbal 
equivalent. Yet, this conversion turned out to be "a matter of 
narrative convention rather than of unedited, point-for-point 
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reproduction."' Altogether, literature seems to allow less freedom 
in unintentional creativity than the visual arts, since its 
constructive material, words, convey too many denotative and 
connotative messages. 
Painting, as one of the most controversially interpreted 
artistic expressions, has generated abundant examples of wide-
ranging styles of creation—from the highly deliberate way of 
Van Gogh, who left numerous letters with detailed analyses of 
his paintings and their intended effect, to the blurringly 
unconscious creative flow of Salvador Dali, who explains that 
art is simply an act of emotional sublimation.9 His critics are often 
confronted with what Dali calls "the paranoiac mechanism by 
which is born the image with multiple representations." ° Yet, 
however multifaceted his message, once the public has seen Dali's 
famous melted watches, it can almost unmistakingly identify his 
style. 
The critics of Van Gogh, in contrast, do not encounter 
problems with diffusive meaning. They usually adhere to his 
own detailed analyses, one of which is this profound color use 
breakdown in Van Gogh's letter to his friend Ridder Van 
Rappard: 
In my picture of the "Night Café" I have tried to express 
the idea that the cafe is a place where one can ruin oneself, 
go mad or commit a crime. So I have tried to express, as it 
were, the powers of darkness in a low public house by soft 
Louis XV green malachite, contrasting with yellow-green 
and harsh blue-greens, and all this in an atmosphere like a 
devil's furnace, of pale sulphur." 
Van Gogh obviously had a considerably intentional 
process of planning his creative expression. His letters are 
abundant with narrative versions of his paintings, and they also 
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contain some sketches and illustrations, but there is no suggestion 
about the chronological sequence of the paintings and their 
descriptions. It is highly possible that he analyzed his works after 
they were completed, or that the intention and the plan developed 
in the process of creation. Such evidence, however, would remove 
him from the extremely "intentional" position with which he is 
associated now. 
Clearly, there are certain authors who tend towards one 
of the extremes, but it would be also effective to have a look at 
some style that suggests such a position. Abstractionists are 
generally known to rely extensively on subconscious inspirational 
flow in their creative process. Moreover, they often name their 
works with the unequivocal "Untitled No.X" or "Abstract 
Composition," which apparently do not reveal some hidden, 
intentionally created message. However, most of them do plan to 
create something, however random it may turn out to be. This 
leads us back to the opening example of the brick sculpture and 
the question what authority designated the work as a piece of art. 
Does any authority have the right to distinguish art from 
non-art? The closest answer to one of the hardest questions of 
aesthetic theory is: "Yes, the artist—the first person who ever 
attracted the public attention to the subject as a piece of artistic 
expression." Assigning aesthetic value to the subject creates 
distance of appreciation, which is the essential attribute of art. 
According to "Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics," 2  
aesthetic distance describes the attitude or perspective of either 
the critic or the creator toward an object when they contemplate 
it as separated from any personal or practical interest from 
themselves. Indeed, the idea to establish aesthetic separation 
occurs rarely, if ever, on purpose. In the whole process of aesthetic 
creation, generating the idea is the most unintentional. 
It is also true that artists sometimes encompass more 
meaning than they intended—either originally, or in the process 
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of invention. A look at a black-and-white painting from the French 
abstractionist Jean Crotti (Fig. 1, see last page) can demonstrate 
one very interesting phenomenon, which often occurs during 
interaction of the viewer with highly unintentional art forms. I 
have deliberately left out the title of the piece to give you an 
opportunity to guess it through simple associations. I would 
readily add some to yours: the mystery of the whole, celestial 
wheels, collapse of the fetters, alchemy of souls, multiplications, 
effervescent freedom, morphology of light.., and did you notice 
that dark-grey plane in back, which creates the impression of a 
gate, opening straight from the edges of the painting—or maybe 
a lowering bridge—that lets the "souls" out of the dreary-black 
castle of gigantic shadows? However, the title of this illuminating 
piece of art is not even "Bubbles," "Rings," or "Hula-hoops." It 
is simply and unambiguously "Circles." 
Crotti did not say much, either because he deliberately 
allowed huge space for our imagination, or because he did not 
have what to say. Probably his painting was simply an experiment 
of breaking free from all traditional color-and-form rules to avoid 
extremes of white and black, to skew in a natural way all perfect 
geometrical shapes, and to work primarily with hues. Possibly it 
is this unintentional touch of the artist that adds the invisible and 
indefinable sensation of volatile departure. 
But many viewers who respond to this emotional 
incitement would feel that his painting is somehow incomplete 
without the spice of intention and would subconsciously seek to 
find—or add—some hidden meaning to the obvious. Synthesis 
of the artist's unconscious and intentional expression in the object 
of creation promotes a complete, unique aesthetic experience in 
the public involving both its emotional and cognitive reactions. 
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Obviously, art experience is a double process of creation 
which entails the attachment of the artist as well as the active 
participation of the public. An important point for inducing a 
creative response in the viewer is not only the intent of the artist 
to produce art and endow it with certain meaning, but also the 
extent of addressing the audience. Many aesthetic theorists believe 
that "the artist, in setting his range of extent, creates toward a 
certain kind of spectator he has chosen in his own mind." 3  
Intentional address to the public relates directly to the intention 
in content and message. 
With regard to intentionalism, many contemporary artists 
claim that through the aesthetic experience they sometimes try to 
materialize a very clear original plan, but sometimes simply 
answer an intutive call for self-expression. It seems that both 
literature and the visual arts are forming approaches of integration 
of the unconscious and the intentional into a new, unique 
experience of art creation and perception. 
Endi Poscovic, a college professor in art and an established 
artist, adds that "the dynamics of crafting the painting almost 
always affects the content and the degree of intention in [his 
works]." "The actual outcome is sometimes planned, sometimes 
random, and sometimes entirely different from my original intent," 
Endi explains. He guides his students through various painting 
techniques, but also encourages them to seek inexplicable 
subconscious elements and add to their works an invisible, but 
infinite spiritual dimension—something a computer cannot 
furnish. Because "whatever else art may be as a cultural product, 
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ON GEOFFREY CHAUCER 
Untitled 
by Shellie Banga 
Ther was also a worthy PRESIDENT, 
Thilke oon in themed perke ben resident. 
For aught I woot, he had ne age ne birthe, 
But oon in the myriest place on earthe. 
Palmeres fro north and south wenden for to seen 
Thilke man who Honestees servaunt ben, 
Where biforn a flagge of sterres and berres 
He preysed Cleo and curses Mars. 
Soothly, Moments Grete With Daun Lyncouln 
Captured ful many touristes attencioun, 
For gaunt was he, and nas wood, but of tree, 
His gretteste ooth was by democracie. 
Ywis, in shortes Bermudis I sat 
To herken his tale, though it repeat algate, 
Of how the roote of his earthliche wo 
Cometh from hond of Harriet B. Stowe. 
Then wolde he stonde, his finger wag, and gynne to spoute 
Fluides hydraulis from his cuff and snoute! 
Though ay gentil, an vicer wolde have he 
At mencion of Southern auctoritee, 
Wel koulde he devyse of his leeve wifes cheere 
Al be it ofte as a sobre Millere, 
And yaf flat of that text a pulled hen 
That seyth that theatre doth boote men. 
No pettes hadde, ne whelp ne beagle, 
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Withouten o chaped, balled egle. 
0 pendaunte upon his brest did lay 
In writying Unus Vincit Omnia, 
Ybete in blew and greye above his herte 
Which served Plutarch, thogh him gamed or smerte. 
Now for Lyncolnes tale our Hoost doth calle 
Thereto leet flipe he a switche reed and smale. 
The Man of Governance—A Portrait in Middle 
English 
by Erin Whittemore 
A MAN of G0VERNAUNCE ycleped Bill, 
Of ladyes in ech toun hadden he his fille. 
He was oute of swynk and lookyng for a hoom; 
But moot he first make pilgrymage to Rome 
To gette oon papal absolucion 
And make unfeyned confessioun. 
This ilke Bill was trew of hy degree, 
But in eight yeeres swich shame and vilenyne 
Broght he upon himself, soothe to sey, 
And eek had he a wyf, by the weye. 
And now, of troutheful mateere will I speke; 
Foryeve me if yoor erys be goode and meeke. 
I woote wel Bill was knowen for daliaunce, 
And sikerly wiste wel the olde daunce. 
So bifil that his privites were biwreyen, 
And al the wend wot of daun Bill's plaiynge. 
His semely nose was ful wel large and reed; 
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Two narwe eyen hadde he in his hed. 
Whanne with his make he was vertuous, I trowe; 
He pleyde the home ful queyntely as he rood. 
A ba yaf he ech mayde that he woulde passe; 
Ne hors hadde he, but rood upon an asse. 
1- governaunce: government ycleped: named, called 
2- ech: each 
3-swynk: work hoom: home 
4- moot: must 
5- papal: from the Pope absolucion: absolution, forgiveness for sins 
6- unfeyned: unfeigned, sincere 
7- ilke: same hy degree: high social standing/status 
8- swich: such vilenyne: here, disgrace or dishonor 
9- soothe to say: truly, true to say 
10- eek: also 
11- troutheful: honest, truthful mateere: matters, material 
12- foryeve: forgive erys: ears meeke: meek, gentle 
13- woot: know dallaunce: flirting, sociability 
14- sikerly: certainly wiste: knew the olde daunce: tricks of the 
trade, the game of love 
15- bifil: it happened privites: secrets, here with pun on "private 
parts" biwreyen: revealed 
16- wot: knew, found out daun: sir, master plalynge: playing, here 
with reference to sexual playing, intercourse 
17- semely: appropriate (for Pinocchio) reed: red 
18- narwe: narrow eyen: eyes 
19- whanne: When make: mate I trowe: I believe 
20- pleyde: played queyntely: elaborately, also a term referring to 
sexual favors 
21- ba: kiss yaf: gave ech: each mayde: maiden 
22- rood: rode asse: donkey, with apparent connotations 
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ON WILLIAM FAULKNER 
Dark In November 
by Chuck McLeod 
(William Faulkner as QC Sportspage s Guest Columnist) 
They met in August, they who, having come together, found 
that they were apart, or rather, having come together in August 
and realizing that they were apart, began to come apart... 
And they.. .that team unfulfilled, no team because of its 
individuality, yet no not-team because of its togetherness, 
which, though seemingly faked, is a form to togetherness: like 
the relationship between two or more symbiotic organisms that 
facilitates life, and therefore reaches success, only through a 
twisted form of commensalism... 
The Poets—the frustrated, tortured, and pathetic heroes 
of the gridiron (the forgotten two-time SCIAC champions)—
shall, once again, hope for victory as they take field on one of 
this weekend's autumn evening, with freshly cut grass, a 
whipping canyon winds, and alas, an empty stadium.. 
Faulkner on Sleeping 
by Susie Benson 
"I slept on the floor," she told Grandfather, not how she got 
back to campus, how she got to Turner Hall, nor that when she 
opened the door, the door that for three months now had given 
her trouble, in which the locks always froze, colder than winter 
in Mississippi, so that the antediluvian locksmith would have to 
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come to adjust the lock, the keys to which she eventually lost 
during the all -hall barbecue, when all of the family was 
present for the last time, even Uncle Brian, who two nights 
later would climb out of his bedroom window on the first floor 
and drive off in that beaten up black automobile, never to be 
seen or heard from again; the losing of which keys caused not 
one but three locks to be recorded, costing her a grand total of 
250 dollars, which the townspeople were like to hear over and 
over again, because she could not believe that it should cost 
that much for something so simple, which she was unable to 
since she had lost her tool box in the river that day twelve years 
ago, when the box sank down to the river bottom, the tools 
swept away with the current, like a feather blown about on a 
windy day, with no control over its own path, a merciless 
victim of a greater force, so that the locksmith had to come out 
to recore the door, and make new keys, keys which she swore 
she would not lose, but which she thereafter guarded with her 
life, which she kept always in her pocket next to the small 
medallion which her grandmother had given her on her 
deathbed, along with a speech: "Take this medallion, which 
my grandmother gave to me, and her grandmother gave to her 
before that, and which I now give to you, which I have held 
tight for these 63 years, in order that I might have something to 
leave you with when I am taken from this world, to remind you 
of what our women have suffered since the beginning, that you 
might perhaps someday break free from the curse"; and which 
she kept always in her pocket, so that she could slip her hand 
into her pocket at any time and finger the medallion, 
remembering and abnegating the curse on her women, and 
reflect on her own nonsuccess, notfailure; the medallion which 
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often clanked lugubriously against her keys, making a 
mournful sound, not unlike the unmellifluous song of school 
bells on a crisp autumn morning, the new keys which were so 
expensive, that she had to work extra days at the cafeteria to 
pay for them, and which she took from her pocket late last 
night, after walking two miles to school, then up those steep 
stairs (which always left her stertorous, and were worse than 
any exercise because she had to climb them whether she 
wanted to or not, and which seemed to grow taller and taller as 
she ascended, as if they were punishing her for hating them), 
the keys which she used to unlock the door, before pushing it 
open, and finding there, in her bed, under the blue and white 
checked bedspread which her mother had bought her her first 
years of college and which she packed up at the end of each 
year, upon which it was stored in the garage over the summer, 
and brought back again at the start of each new year, which 
was lying on her bed undisturbed in desuetude when she left 
earlier that day, along with the pillows she had bought on sale 
at the general store and the stuffed dog that her best friend had 
given to her the year she left for school, the shape of her sister; 
so that when she walked in and saw that shape beneath the 
bedspread, she was surprised, not so much by the presence of 
the sibilant shape, but by its location on the bed, because her 
peripatetic sister had told her that she would be visiting, and 
would be more than comfortable sleeping on the floor, so she 
was forced to open the closet, take out the extra blanket which 
she kept there in the event of an emergency (because she had 
learned long ago that such emergencies do happen, and that it's 
best to be prepared for them), spread out the blanket on the 
floor, and settle down for a night of tossing and turning upon 
the cold, loveless, unsoporific carpet. 
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by Matt Stuart 
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Listening to tapes of Margaret Atwood reading her 
poems, while washing dishes 
by Dawn Finley 
after "Tricks with Mirrors" 
Miss Atwood says to think about mirrors 
As I scrape last night's chicken and potatoes 
from the plates, I think about you-how-I held still, 
as white and silent as the wet countertop 
beneath my red hands. Miss Atwood is writing 
about sex, that tricky thing. In this workable kitchen, 
my arms covered with sloppy water, 
I'm cleaning up-after the family, the marriage, 
the same thing. I drop the breakable, indestructible dishes 
into the sink, watch each reflective surface disappear, 
as I did, as my mother did, into that deep, 
grey silky place where everything warms up, then slides 
off, and comes clean and wet and ready to be used. 
This Rain 
by Anna Neese 
This rain is for you 
his dripping words said 
in my half-woken dreams 
these words cling to me 
as wet hair grips my forehead 
and they plaster themselves 
as pinpricking 
individual drops 
I constructed this poem 
line by line 




with hidden depths 
I avoid the puddles 
because I will become flooded 
with words and then 
no drops will be known 
and you, 
you will drown 
If this rain is for me 
then what part of it 
can I give you? 
Like the blurry streaks 
dripping down my window 
your shape danced before me 
this morning 
early and unsure. Your body 
formed words and echoed 
—this rain is for you—
a chorus for my dreams 
Later, trodding up a 
sidewalk of poems 
your form changed to raining rhythms 
becoming my answer 
giving me pieces to hold 
out to you. 
Have you ever tried 
to hold rain? 
I held rain as I swept 
up hills, gathering words 
as I walked 
This rain that is for me 
pooled in my hands 
and showed me you. 	- 166- 
Katy, Texas 12:00 a.m. 
by Meredith Wallis 
new year's eve on Christina's steps 
watching fireworks that you buy 
at a hick-stand with a confederate flag 
that also sells bullets and bumper stickers 
'the south will rise again!' 
5 for the price of 1 
she says, "they are beautiful" 
and they are, not the big city beautiful, 
but a few, alone 
cracking louder than 
the country music countdown 
blaring from the blue pickup 
in the lawn across the Street 
"but if you watch too many," 
christina says 
holding the top of her plastic 
champagne glass so that 
it hangs loosely between her legs 
"then, they're just fireworks" 
I nod, glancing back up 
her mom comes out 
and stands next to us 
looking at all the smoke 
she is from the old country 
and she shrugs at the colors and 
comments as she refills 
her glass 
"it smells like war." 
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by Alexander Hughes 
He is just a boy from Churchill, Arizona, bend-in-the-
road of two-hundred weary souls that could hardly be called 
anything but poor. Amidst the cacti and the sand there isn't 
much room for wealth or prosperity; only sweat, and plenty of 
it. This boy, too, he sweats, but his is the sweat of fear, the 
cold sweat of some caged creature. He is outside, lying on his 
stomach under the trailer, his big dumb eyes pinched shut 
against the rampaging of his father he can hear all too clearly 
from his hideaway: Glass shattering from somewhere inside, a 
table crashing to the metal floor and reverberating through the 
boy's head, a drunken bellow of anger and intemperate rage 
come hot from the fiery lungs of some abominable dragon, 
"Boy! Get in here, boy, I want to talk to you!" 
The boy's heart churns within his breast, and he pleads 
silently with salty tears sluicing down his fat cheeks and soiled 
fingernails digging for help into the unyielding hardpan that it 
will burst and kill him so that he will not have to confront his 
inebriated father again. Confrontation brings fire, hotter than 
any Inferno Dante ever imagined; white, furious fire borne in 
his father's fists, relentless as they thrash him, unyielding as 
they flail his battered body to bleeding bruises and screaming 
sores, uncaring as tehy splatter his soul to sobbing mush with 
every hate-propelled blow. 
"Boy, goddammit! I told you to git in here now! You 
don't want me coming out there after you!" He swaggers into 
something inside and curses as it shatters on the floor. The 
rusted aluminum door bangs open, and the familiar thumping 
of his old work boots as he staggers down the steps of the 
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trailer fills the boy with an epileptic fear that seizes him so 
fiercely it is all he can do not to cry out and lunge from his 
retreat into the fiery heat of the summer's day. The boots hit 
the dirt and from where he lays the boy watches them twitch 
and stomp as his father teeters precariously to keep his balance. 
"Boy! Where you gone off to? I know you around here 
somewhere. Ain't got the smarts to run away. No sirree, you 
just hide like a goddamned rat." He snickers, a rusted, nasal 
sort-of sound, and spits at the dirt. 
The boy unblinking at that musty, scarred, soiled set of 
boots, twisting and stomping as their drunken master searches 
with squinted eyes for his son who lays but inches from his 
feet. The boots twist suddenly towards him and a parchment 
face appears at the edge of the trailer. The boy screeches and 
the grizzly man cackles with befuddled triumph. His hair, 
sandy and sun-bleached, protrudes from the edges of a green 
John Deere cap, and a week's worth of unshaved whiskers 
frames in his bony, scarlet face. His eyes shine vividly with the 
perpetual intoxication of an alcoholic as he grins, baring teeth 
as yellowed as the desert behind him. He chortles once more 
as his son cowers before him. 
"Whoo-hoo, boy! It looks like I caught you. Now git 
the hell out from under there and git inside. I told you I wanted 
to talk to you." The boy doesn't move. "You little..." With 
surprising swiftness and agility he shoots a gnarled arm under 
the trailer and seizes the boy's left ear, who shrieks and tries to 
pull away. "I told you to get your ass out of there, now you 
want me to put this fucking ear to the stove? You want me to 
burn this goddamned thing off? Maybe then you'll listen, eh?" 
He draws the boy, kicking and squealing, out from his hiding 
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place and throws him ahead of himself up the metal staircase 
and through the doorway into the largest of the four rooms in 
the trailer. The boy has not time to do more than stumble 
inside when he is spun about by a vicious slap to the back of 
his neck. The stinging imprint it leaves, however, goes 
unnoticed by the boy, as gnarled fists pounce upon his stomach, 
gouging and biting at him like knuckled beasts. This lasts mere 
seconds, but the boy falls, wailing, with ribs cracked, to his 
knees. 
"Get up, boy. I ain't done talking to you." He snatches 
the ear again and this time succeeds in jerking it so hard that it 
tears at the base, spilling the boy once again upon the steel 
floor. This only enrages the man further, and the boy is yanked 
to his feet, eyes blinded by blood and by stinging tears. 
Despite this, he sees one of the knuckled beasts rear again. He 
shies away too late, and his nose crumples against his face, 
twin jets of crimson pulp spewing like fire from his nostrils 
whilst the busted cartilage flattens like some fleshy balloon. 
The world is muffled by pain and a roaring in his 
mangled ear as his father drags him by the dangling lobe into 
the kitchen, no calmer than before, as if the beatings he's 
inflicted on his son have served only to amplify his temper, 
augment the palpable rage that seems to seep from his pores 
and gush from every part of his body like an amoral sweat. He 
finally lets loose his son, who nearly passes out from the pain 
in his head as it thumps against the floor, but only to fling open 
the door to the tiny pressboard cabinet that serves as a rickety 
pantry for a quarter loaf of stale bread, seven cans of warm 
soda, and usually a varying supply of whiskeys and other 
alcoholic beverages. Except for now. The man spits at the 
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boy's face, and snatching a handful of his hair he props the boy 
up like a rag doll so that he can see the inside of the filthy 
cupboard. 
"You see that, boy? You see what's missing? Huh? 
Now I wanna know what the fuck you done with it." 
The words are almost incoherent jumble to the boy, but 
even so, he tries hard to think of what his father might possibly 
be talking about. He sees a pair of satin cockroaches scuttle 
silently across the wood. Is that what his father meant? No, he 
said something that's missing. Missing, missing, missing.... 
The only thing the boy can think of ever being missing is Rex 
Beckett, the gunfighter who breaks out of prison in that 
decades-old Western Winchester Valley. With that feeble 
thought, all fear of his father's rage melts away, all of the 
roaring pain that had previously overwhelmed him and 
threatened to push him over the edge into unconsciousness is 
banished to the back of his mind. Drifting between attention 
and listlessness, the boy is a feather in the wind, floating, 
peacefully, lethargically, in a vacuous sea gouged in his mind 
by the towering glacier of his retardation, a thoughtless place 
where the cruel and sinister voice of his father echoes faintly 
and whisper-soft as if from the lip of a mighty canyon and the 
pain with which his body has become too-often intimate dies 
away. All he sees now is Winchester Valley. It is a scrubby, 
desert town in the middle of the Wild West, five dirt avenues of 
clapboard buildings with absurd facades. He is strolling down 
the ever-important Main Street, wearing a matched set of 
gunbelts and Colt .45's, a travel-worn pair of chaps with 
obligatory spurs that clink at his heels as he saunters down the 
road, a grubby wool shirt with an even grubbier neckerchief 
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tied about his throat, and the archetypal ten-gallon hat, pulled 
low over his face so that no one can see his eyes unless he 
looks straight at them; he is Rex Beckett. Women turn away 
as he passes, men glare from under the brims of their own hats, 
and though none but the most foolish ever dare to speak to him, 
he knows, senses, that they all fear him. That is why the boy 
always imagines himself as Rex Beckett. People are afraid of 
Rex Beckett, not the other way around. As Rex Beckett, the 
notorious outlaw, the legendary gunfighter, the boy is not on 
the receiving end. For that little while, he can revel in what it 
is like not to be afraid, not to jump at every little sound because 
he is sure that it is his father in one of his drunken stupors 
come finally to kill him, not to be too scared to talk to the other 
boys in the town because he thinks that they will beat on him 
like his father, and during those wonderful times when he is 
Rex Beckett, he doesn't have to be stupid. There are no 
taunting men or pitying women to curse at him or shake their 
heads and walk away, or teenagers who whisper jokes behind 
his back and pelt him with stones when he isn't looking, 
because when he is Rex Beckett he can fight back. Perhaps 
that is what the boy wants most, to be able to fight back, to 
confront his father, his tormentors, make them apologize, make 
them beg for his mercy until their throats dry up and their stale 
husks collapse into piles of dust at his feet. But for now, this is 
all dreams, realized only in his fantasies in Winchester Valley. 
An inhumanly-powerful kick to the boy's groin jerks 
him back to reality and rockets him into the wall, shaking the 
trailer. Another to his stomach shatters a chair as he crashes 
upon it in agony. 
"Boy, you gone on one of your little retard trips again? 
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You spacin' out on me? Well, listen closely, you dumb little 
shit. I wanna know what you done with my booze and I want 
you to tell me now!" Booze! That is it! The boy smiles as he 
finally realizes what his father meant by 'something missing,' 
but the pain has returned along with reality, and the smile turns 
quickly into a grimace. 
"I.. .1 dumped it, daddy. Yesterday, you told me to dump 
all your wiz-kee in the dirt outside, because you said you was 
going to so-bear up. And you said it was time you started bein' 
a better dad to me, an' even tho' I was a bit kinda slow, you 
thought I deserved at least a so-bear dad." At least his memory 
isn't so retarded as the rest of his mind. The boy can even 
vaguely recollect asking his father whether or not he wanted 
him to save a little somewhere, like in the back of the closet, 
just in case he ever needed a quick sip sometime in the future. 
But his father had said, "No, boy. It's time, I guess, that I take 
some responsibility and start takin' better care of you. No, just 
dump it all, and toss the bottles out into the desert." 
"You lyin' little shit! If I'd have told you such a stupid 
thing, I'd remember it, and I sure as hell don't!" Somehow a 
tiny inkling of logic seeps into his brain, and he says, 
"Anyhow, if I told you to toss all my drink out, how the hell I 
git this, then?" He lifts up a quarter-full bottle of whiskey with 
a shaky hand. 
"I don't know. You must've bought it at Pete's this 
morning." 
"I got fired from my job at the mines, boy! 'Member? 
How in God's name am I supposed to buy anything if I ain't 
got any money in my pocket?" He takes a menacing step 
towards the boy. 
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"You told me you always had a little money put away 
somewhere just in case you ever needed it, you must have..." 
He falls silent. His father's eyes command him as surely as a 
slap to the face. They are wilder than ever the boy has seen 
them before, bereft of anything they had once possessed that 
might reasonably have been called sanity, full of naught but 
anger and a rabid frenzy he can barely contain with the last 
kernel of self-restraint left in him, and his body shakes with the 
effort. 
His voice is low, scarcely audible, but the boy can hear 
it clearly, like the reading of the order of execution by a warden 
to a condemned man. "A boy ought to show his father some 
measure of respect, don't you think, boy? A boy's obliged to 
be honest with his father, ain't that right? That's the least a 
father can ask. I mean, even if the boy's retarded as a 
goddamned monkey, he's got to at least show him that little bit 
of respect, eh? But when a boy ain't honest with his father, 
well, that's like a slap in the face right there. That's like sayin', 
'Well, dad, all you did was feed me, clothe me, give me the 
fucking gift of life, so I'm just gonna forget about all that and 
lie right in yer goddamned face!' And when a boy ain't honest 
with his pa.. .well, certain disciplinary actions gotta follow. 
Now, lam sick of your lyin', boy! If you'd've just admitted 
you swiped my drink like a good, smart little boy, 'stead of 
feeding me mouthful after mouthful of this bullshit, well, I 
might've considered lettin' you off. But now...," his tone is 
insidiously calm, "Now my boy, I'm gonna do somethin' I 
should've done the day I brought you home." 
He turns and stumbles to the narrow coat closet near the 
door, fumbles briefly with the latch, and swings the door open 
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confidently, as if his new mindset has somehow sobered him, 
even though his hands still tremble as he leans inside, reaching 
to the back of the closet for something hidden by the jackets on 
the hangers. 
The boy tries desperately to stand, but his legs won't 
respond, so he begins to crawl, slithering towards the door on 
his battered stomach. He turns his head in time to see his 
father draw a shotgun from the closet, and for now the first 
time in his life, he is truly and utterly terrified that his father is 
going to kill him. His father, though, can't seem to grasp the 
shells to load the gun properly; they slip from his trembling 
hands and skitter across the steel floor. Cursing, he flips the 
weapon around in his hands, and begins to swing it about his 
head by the barrel in a tight circle, as if he holds a cudgel 
instead of a shotgun. 
The boy is crying, tears plotting his creeping path 
towards the door, but even so, his shriveled brain is thinking 
about that shotgun. Where has he seen a shotgun before? Not 
here, not his father's shotgun; the boy hadn't even known his 
father owned a shotgun until he saw him take it from the closet. 
Winchester Valley! The thought hits him like one of his 
father's fists, and instantly he is back in the Western. As 
always whenever he enters his imaginary realm, he is Rex 
Beckett. Instead of on Main Street, however, the boy finds 
himself in the Winchester Valley sheriff's office, a cramped 
one-story building that reeks of wood rot, with a massive oak 
desk near the door and two holding cells at the back. Walking 
towards the boy from behind the desk is the sheriff of 
Winchester Valley, but, instead of Jeb Ramsey, famed lawman 
of the Wild West, it is his father, dressed in the attire of the 
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fictitious sheriff, a small leather vest pulled snug over his 
bulging chest and a silver badge pinned to the right pocket. 
The boy is startled, for never before has he been able to bring 
anyone else into his fantasies with him, but his father is as the 
boy had left him a second ago, swinging a shotgun lazily over 
his head and trudging drunkenly towards him, oblivious of the 
clothing he wears and the office around him, and the boy 
realizes that his father is only there in his mind. 
The man growls at the boy, but the boy,, suddenly, for 
reasons beyond his meager comprehension, is not afraid. This 
time, something is different. This time he isn't just imagining 
he is Rex Beckett; he is Rex Beckett. And he is powerful. He 
rises to face his father as the gap between time closes, and the 
body lying on the floor of the trailer does the same, as if the 
boy is living both of his worlds at once, feeding on the strength 
of Rex Beckett to succor the wounds and failing spirit of the 
other, and he is aware that now something else, something 
borne not his own feeble soul but that of Rex Beckett, is 
burning within his beaten breast, enveloping the pain, 
overpowering it and welling within him. It seeps into his 
groaning arms, lifting them up above his head to snatch the 
weapon from his father's hands as it descends to bludgeon him. 
He hoists it aloft, ignoring the screams of his injured body as 
he is seized by this new and awesome power, smiles as his 
father's eyes widen with the sobriety of fear, and in a voice 
hardly his own, slurred with the melodramatic accent of a 
Hollywood cowboy, says, "Mister, I reckon you done a great 
wrong." He brings the butt of the shotgun down upon his 
father's head with a strength twice that of any normal man. 
Indiscernible matter paints the Sheriff's office of Winchester 
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Valley and the trailer in Churchill, as the skull is accordioned in 
on itself. Gore spurts from his father's ears and trickles from is 
bulbous nose, and even his eyes cry tears of blood. But the 
stock of the shotgun keeps going, going, going, and the entire 
face disintegrates under the force, collapsing inward and 
splattering both rooms with pellets of globular froth and 
organic lather. The boy lets the decapitated corpse fall, then, 
tips his hat, and he is suddenly back in the trailer, his father's 
shredded carcass at his feet, a Remington 10-Guage lodged in 
its neck like a fork jutting from a half-consumed cube of meat. 
Outside, there is silence. The murder has gone unheard. 
He stares down at the body with an almost callous 
aloofness, a multitude of impotent thoughts flash through his 
decrepit brain but sink back into the darkness of his retardation 
before they become anything more significant than disjoined 
images and homeless words. 
The essence, power, spirit, whatever it was that had 
been transferred from the imaginary figure of Rex Beckett into 
the aching and real flesh of the boy had fled his body when 
he'd returned to the trailer, if he had ever really been in 
Winchester Valley at all and not just dreaming the adventure 
like he had every other time before. But this time, there was 
something different, the boy can feel it, if he can't at least think 
it. It is almost as if he became Rex Beckett, and drew on the 
power of that imaginary character to temporarily heal his many 
wounds and give him strength to kill his father. 
His father... 
His father, his tormentor, his torturer, lies brained at his 
feet, but suddenly it is not enough for the boy. It is not enough 
for him that his father is dead, it is not enough for him that he 
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realizes all the beatings and abuses are over, it is not enough 
for the boy, as he stands sobbing, because, even through the 
perpetual haze of his syndrome, the boy realizes that no matter 
how many times he might kill his father, the hurt is still there. 
The innocence that his father had raped him of with every blow 
of his fists is gone forever. And the boy's pitiful mind cannot 
understand why this should be, so he plucks the shotgun from 
his father's corpse, and beats upon the body once again, gouges 
away at his father's body as his father had gouged out his soul, 
until he collapses in a heap from exhaustion. 
The various bleedings of his body are stopped when he 
finally finds the energy to stand and examine himself in a 
mirror. His nose is broken, bent sideways under his left eye, 
and this ear hangs by but a scrap of flesh, though his ribs are 
not fractured, and the throbbing of his forehead has become a 
faint ache. 
Somehow, the boy is calm, unfeeling, unbothered by 
the butchery before him and the atrocity he has committed. He 
strides confidently to the closet with an air of purpose and a 
serenity of mind that is almost like that of a dream. Four boxes 
of shotgun ammunition sit on a shelf in the back, one of them 
almost half empty. He pulls the cartridges out of this and stuffs 
as many shells as he can, about two dozen, into the pockets of 
his coast, and shoves the unopened cases into a Marlboro 
duffel bag he finds buried under a heap of mildewed clothing 
in the closet. These preparations made, he drags his father's 
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body across the carpet and props it up against the wall, wraps 
his arms about his father's waist, and hoists him as he would a 
bag of flour onto his shoulder, steadying him and holding him 
in place with his left arm. With his free hand he retrieves the 
gore-drenched shotgun, slings the duffel bag over his shoulder, 
and trudges through the door, out into Churchill, Arizona, and 
back into Winchester Valley. 
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"Untitled 2" 
by Chris Lahti 
Anything Goes 
by Allison Outschoorn 
He woke up to a niggling pain in his back. His shirt 
sleeve was damp with the spay from slightly-open shower 
head. His body creaked with pain as he sat up and looked 
around. The candle had burned down to almost a stub. It 
hissed angrily in its glass cup on the sink-top. The bone-white 
tiles and tub gleamed eerily in the flickering light. The three 
black and white prints on the wall wavered in the shadows; 
parts of his disconcerting dream came back to him. It was 
askance while he shifted about in discomfort, trying to 
convince them that he wasn't some psychotic pervert. The 
dream itself had been brought on by that Dobyns poem he had 
read a few weeks back, which had latched onto his brain. He 
tried to recall the name of it. It was right at the tip of his 
tongue but he couldn't spit it out. 
Here comes the woman who wears plastic dick.. no, 
prick.., tie 	erm.... hooked to a string around her 
waist.... Something... er 
He stopped, his mind blanking out from the pain in his lower 
back. This had to stop; he mustn't keep falling asleep in the 
bathtub on such a continual basis. It was wrecking his back. 
The next line wouldn't come and that drove him crazy. He 
loved reading poetry and prided himself on being able to quote 
from his favorite pieces at will. Just that now he couldn't, and 
he needed to find the book. He twisted himself up and a thin 
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spasm of pain shot through his thigh like a signal. He sat back 
down. The pain subsided; he couldn't feel his lower leg. It 
was weird to be shaking it around and feeling nothing. Was 
that how he would feel, or would there be no sensation 
whatsoever? He sat there for a while, and the numbness in his 
leg continued. It was like being in an abyss, but it was also 
strangely liberating. 
Around her waist, the man who puts panties- girl's 
panties like.., like a beanie on his head, the chicken molester, 
the lady who like... 
To each man his own. He always thought of things that way, 
but it was a little different when he was the man himself, trying 
to defend his strange fascination. He remembered that night a 
few weeks ago with Monique. As they had sat there passing 
the thin joint back and forth between them, the thought had 
crept up on his consciousness and emerged with a jolt. 
Violence. He wanted violence. He had felt the stab of the 
imaginary blade right through his thigh, and the way his thigh 
would recoil on impact with its sharpness. Then he thought 
about a pencil; how the thin sharp point would skewer its way 
through his leg, and his eyeballs would roll back in shock and 
pain. His body shook involuntarily at the thought. The 
sensation. The sensation to override all other sensations. He 
had really wanted to do it; to grab a pencil from his night stand 
and devastate his leg. He would probably have devastated 
Monique too. She would think him up a fucked up freak. A 
perverted lunatic. He had wanted to explain the draw of self-
mutilation; the thrill of blinding, flashing pain and the smell of 
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trauma. This was only one kind of it. People put themselves 
through other types of trauma all the time- like love. Love was In 
a trauma. His divorce from Elise had been nothing if not 
traumatic. When his best friend told him about the affair Elise 
was having with his ex-colleague, that had felt like a sharp 
blade going through his insides. He had felt ill for days. And 
then when he confronted her days after another skewer being 
thrust through his stomach. When he met Monique three 
months later at a cocktail party, he decided that he wouldn't let 
her skewer him the same way. He kept their relationship casual 
and distant. She was interesting to be around on a not-too 
frequent basis. And certainly, she was no slouch in bed. No, 
they would be civil to each other and she would not injure him. 
Self-mutilation almost seemed more noble. You did it to 
yourself, instead of letting someone else do it to you. Like 
those kamikaze pilots on World War II. 
Who like Great Danes, the boy who likes sheep, the 
old fellow how likes to 	watch turkeys dance on the top of 
a hot stove... 
The poem was beginning to come to him smoothly now, and it 
made him feel the same queasiness every time he read or 
recited it. He thought himself as depraved as the old man who 
liked to watch turkeys dance on the hot stove. 
He didn't know where it came from. He certainly 
didn't fully comprehend it. At first, he had rebelled against his 
own thoughts, firmly suppressing them until his next joint; then 
it had come swimming into his consciousness again and he 
didn't have the presence of mind to fight it. He had thought 
about ripping through muscle, to the epicenter of pain so 
staggering it would probably make him pass out. He had 
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thought about shearing through veins, and the warm blood 
oozing out of his thigh like a steady stream. It always came 
back to his thigh. Past the vastus laterial, beyond the vastus 
medialis, through to the rectus femoris and again out, and out. 
Since he acknowledged his strange fetish, it came back 
to him again and again. It struck him on countless occasions 
throughout the day. In the shower as the thin steamy jets of 
water hit the tender points on his thick neck and shoulders. At 
the sink as he accidentally nicked himself whilst shaving and 
savoured the needling sting on his cheek. In gnarly rush-hour 
traffic. In the sickly pine-scented elevator as he rode up to the 
seventeenth floor. In the restroom as he wiped his hands on the 
beige sand-papery towels and straightened his tie. At the 
bookstore, when he picked up Velocities by Stephen Dobyns, 
and just happened to flip open the page and read what he read: 
• . .the bicycle-seat sniffer, grasshopper muncher 
the bubbles-in-the-bath—biter-they all meet 
each night at midnight and, oh lord, oh lord, they bowl. 
From twelve to six they take it out on the pins 
as they discuss their foibles with their friends. 
I'm trying to cut down, says the woman who 
nibbles the tails of mice. I've thrown away my zippo, says 
the man who sticks matches between peoples' toes. 
There is nothing that can't become a pleasure if 
one lets it, and so they bowl... 
There was nothing that couldn't become a pleasure and at the 
supermarket, he started for a long time at the bloodied joints 
and bones, before choosing a prime cut of rose read meat. He 
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thought about it at the cafe as he ordered a black expresso and 
watched lean, long, short, thick, muscular, toned, flabby legs 
march past him toward their lives and their bodies' dark 
thoughts about which he could only speculate. As he sat there 
in the tub, his own dark thoughts tripped and fell onto the white 
floor as he examined his own legs more closely. He drew his 
hands up and down his thighs, feeling the springy hair and the 
muscle underneath. He felt along his quadriceps and pressed 
his fingers into his calves, gently at first and then harder and 
harder until he thought he might pop a vein, until a light sheen 
of sweat broke on his upper lip. 
• . Their hands quiver at the thought 
ofjamming their fingers in a car door 
and they bowl... 
They could bowl, the poem-people, but what could he do? He 
could get stoned, read and write poetry, fuck beautiful soul-less 
women, but what could he really do to divert his attention from 
self-mutilation? Perhaps his self-loathing. He had never had 
problem with self-esteem. Through childhood, teen-hood and 
then as a young adult, he had always been confident and 
articulate. It was ironic that now, in his early forties, when a 
man was considered at the "prime" of his life, he should be 
feeling this way. 
These are the heroes, these 
grocers and teachers and postmen and plumbers. 
They bring snapshots of themselves and scotchtape 
then fix their photos to the pins and they bowl. 
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They see the hunger in their eyes, 
the twist of anticipation in their lips and oh 
they bowl-bowl to remember; bowl to forget, 
as the pins with their own bruised faces explode 
from midnight to six... 
He hadn't thought about cutting off his whole leg until 
he heard that there were others out there who had placed their 
on a chopping board, for the ultimate orgasm. He hadn't really 
thought about what life would be like without one leg. It must 
be excruciatingly difficult, and frustrating. But people with 
one limb learned how to manage. They didn't have a choice. 
He supposed one would just have to learn to manipulate the 
rest of the body. More feeling spread over less surface area, 
almost like a higher concentration of sensation. Sensation that 
rippled in circles and spread out in blinding waves, like how 
did Dobyns put it; 
those moments when the world seems to stop 
and everything conspires to push some fleeting 
beauty-ripening peach or blossoming rose-
to the queer brink of perfection, where it flames, 
flickers and fades, and is never perfect again. 
Right now, he could only twitch and thrust, imagining until it 
drove him insane. Tomorrow, he would make some calls. 
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by Sarah Tillman 
- 190- 
A Way Home 






Lights come up to reveal the inside of a bar. There are 
several sets of tables and chairs, and the walls are lined with 
the usual bar decorations (pictures, advertisements for beer). 
The bar is on stage left, lined with stools. There are two doors, 
one stage right, which exits onto the street, and one stage left, 
which exits into a back room. Afew patrons are sitting at the 
tables, and a WAITRESS is serving them. During the course 
of the play, the patrons leave stage right, and the WAITRESS 
leaves stage left. Behind the bar is ALLISON, wiping off 
glasses. Enter JEREMY, who cautiously looks around the 
room and walks slowly to the bar and takes a seat. Once he is 
seated, ALLISON turns and sees him. She seems surprised to 
see him, and there is a moment of silence as they stare at each 
other then returns to wiping the glasses. 
ALLISON: You know, you missed last call. We close in five 
minutes. 
There is a short pause. 
JEREMY: Look, it's been kind of a rough day. Do you mind if 
I just have a beer? 
ALLISON: (She glances around.) All right, one beer. 
JEREMY: Can you get me a Coors? 
She pulls out a bottle from under the bar, pops the top, 
and sets it in front of him. 
ALLISON: I haven't seen you in here before. 
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JEREMY: Yeah. I've been stuck in a rut for a while. Thought 
I'd try something new. 
(He looks around.) This looks like a nice place. 
ALLISON: It's not bad. 
JEREMY: Listen, thanks for letting me stay. I needed 
someplace to sit and have a beer. 
ALLISON: What's wrong with your house? 
JEREMY: Someone to talk to. 
ALLISON: Don't you have a dog or something? 
JEREMY: You know, good, healthy conversation. 
ALLISON: (After a pause.) You look a little rough on the 
edges. 
JEREMY: Yeah, well, I feel like shit, thanks for asking. I 
mean, if I felt like roses I wouldn't be alone in bar this late on a 
Tuesday night, right? 
ALLISON: Okay. (Another short pause.) So what's your 
story? 
JEREMY: What? 
ALLISON: Everybody's got a story, especially if you're alone 
in a place like this. 
JEREMY: You really want to know? 
ALLISON: You seem to want to tell me. 
JEREMY: Okay. Well.., it's about a girl. 
ALLISON: I'm not surprised. (She motions for him to go on.) 
JEREMY: She's.. .a beautiful girl. Her eyes, her hair, her 
lips—everything about her is beautiful. She's an incredible 
dancer, too. I mean, she's graceful. Watching her move is 
like.. .watching a waterfall in slow motion or something. It's 
the most beautiful thing you've ever seen, but for the life of 
you you can't explain why. Whenever I try to describe her, I 
keep coming up with words like... Celestial... or some other 
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big, beautiful, poetic word. She's the only girl I've ever really 
been in love with. 
ALLISON: Well, shit. Must be some girl. 
JEREMY: Yeah, but the thing that really got me... was the way 
that we connected. I mean, I guess you could've called us soul 
mates. ..if you believe in that sort of thing. I don't know, I've 
heard people say that there's no such thing as "soul mates"... 
that it's just some stupid idea that hopeless romantics made up 
just to... make themselves feel better about love. 
ALLISON: Do you believe that? 
JEREMY: You know, one thing I've learned about myself is, I 
don't know what the fuck I believe anymore. Anyway, that's 
not the point. The point is, I felt that this girl was the one for 
me. 
ALLISON: And she felt the same way? 
JEREMY: I'm pretty sure. I don't know exactly how she felt. 
I wish I did. 
ALLISON: Okay, so, I think I'm missing the whole problem, 
here. 
JEREMY: Well, the problem is, we were about to get married, 
but it never happened. See, we had the flowers and the cake, 
and our family and friends, but ah ... 1 kinda didn't show up to 
the wedding. And I hear the groom needs to be there for it to 
happen. 
ALLISON: Yeah, I think I heard that somewhere, too. Why'd 
you do it? 
JEREMY: Well, miss, that's a more complicated question than 
you'd think. 
ALLISON: You know, you can call me Allison. 
(There is a brief pause as he studies her face.) 
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JEREMY: Okay. You can call me Jeremy. 
(They look at each other for a moment.) 
ALLISON: I got left at the altar once. 
JEREMY: You did, huh? 
ALLISON: Years ago. Never saw it coming, either. Didn't 
think he was the type. 
JEREMY: And what type is that? 
ALLISON: Well, for starters, selfish. Immature. Unable to 
commit. No offense. 
JEREMY: Right. Sounds like you're pretty angry. 
ALLISON: I was. For a long time. I even hated him for a 
while. Of course, what made it really difficult was that I stayed 
in love with him while I was hating him. It wasn't a pleasant 
mixture of emotions. I felt like. ..I don't know.. .like I had done 
something wrong, but I couldn't figure out what, and I hated 
him for that too. 
JEREMY: Was there anything you didn't hate this guy for? 
ALLISON: It took me months to figure out that it really 
wasn't my fault... that I didn't do anything to deserve 
something like that. 
JEREMY: Did you ever forgive him? 
ALLISON: (She pauses for a moment, somewhat surprised by 
the question.) I haven't seen him since. 
(There is another short pause.) 
JEREMY: You probably didn't, you know—do anything. I 
know in my situation she didn't do anything but love me... 
more than I had ever been loved before. 
ALLISON: What, did that scare you? 
JEREMY: Hell yeah, it scared me. It was the biggest 
responsibility I'd ever felt. 
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ALLISON: Responsibility to do what? 
JEREMY: Well, to make her feel the way she made me feel. 
ALLISON: How do you know you didn't? 
JEREMY: I don't know. I just felt that way. See, everything 
about her was so ... amazing. I was always afraid I was going to 
screw it up. 
ALLISON: And you didn't think abandoning her at her own 
damn wedding was going to screw things up? 
JEREMY: (With his face in his hands.) I know, I know. 
ALLISON: So you left this girl because it was too much for 
you. 
JEREMY: Yes. No! I left her because I didn't know how to 
be with her. Look, she may have been the one for me, but I 
didn't know how to be the one for her. 
ALLISON: What the hell does that mean? 
(JEREMY doesn't answer. He just looks at her.) 
ALLISON: You never talked about this with her, did you? 
JEREMY: No. How are you supposed to tell someone you 
love that you're afraid of them? 
ALLISON: Hello? You might try saying what you just told 
me. 
(There is a pause.) 
JEREMY: So you never really answered my question. Did 
you ever forgive this guy? 
ALLISON: After awhile, I wanted to, but he never gave me a 
reason. I didn't know if he wanted to be forgiven. 
JEREMY: Well, let's just say he does. Let's just say, for the 
purposes of our conversation, that this guy's reasons are 
identical to mine. Would you forgive him then? 
ALLISON: You know what's funny, is I spent so much time 
mulling over what went 	
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wrong and why it couldn't work, and so much time 
being angry, but I 
probably would have forgiven him a long time ago if he 
had just talked to me. 
JEREMY: (Looks down and nods, smiling slightly.) What if he 
wanted a second 
chance? 
ALLISON: That's a lot to think about right now, Jeremy. Let's 
call it a night. I've 
got to close up. 
JEREMY: (Gets up and leaves money for the beer.) Okay. I'll 
get out of here. Are 
you working Thursday night? 
ALLISON: I'm closing, as usual. 
JEREMY: Maybe I'll see ya. You know, around closing time. 
(He exits, stage right). 
(The WAITRESS enters from the back room and walks 
up to Allison.) 
WAITRESS: Who was that? 
ALLISON: (Still looking at the door.) That was Jeremy. 
WAITRESS: Wait... the Jeremy? 
ALLISON: That was him. 
WAITRESS: Well what did he want? 
ALLISON: I think he was trying to say he was sorry. 
(Lights out.) 
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Our Thanks to Prometheus 
by Janes Adonjian 
Stage Right is a college dorm room with two beds, a desk and a 
door that leads to the hall offstage. There is a table with two 
alarm clocks between the beds. A mirror is next to the door 
There are empty liquor bottles, pizza boxes, backpacks and 
papers strewn about the room. Stage Left is a walkway outside 
the dormitory. There is a window between the two sides of the 
stage, indoors and outdoors. 
Stage is dark. Copland's "Fanfare for the Common Man" 
plays. Enter Greek CHORUS Stage Right, wearing white 
robes, etc., drinking Jack Daniels whiskey. 
CHORUS: Now welcome—ladies, gentlemen, nobles— 
Judges to our artistic enterprise; 
Wherin we beg of you embark upon 
A tale of flames, legend of man and fire: 
How mortals live with benefit divine 
Since that crow-pecked altruist to man did 
Smuggle the secret of conflagration 
In the hollowed head of his walking stick. 
(Takes a swig of whiskey.) 
And though we enjoy the rich goodwill of 
Our noblest hearts at this theatrical 
Venue: Reed, de Vries, Brian and Palmer— 
Require we a super'or patronage; 
That which extends not from thy fat purse-strings, 
But from thy able imaginations! 
For we are but mortals striving towards 
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A first place prize in this competition; 
Not sorcerers with spells of flaming pow'r 
To cast upon this dim-lit stadium. 
(To audience, improvising if necessary.) Does anyone have a 
light? I'm sorry, we gotta smoke to get through this shit. 
Anyone? I'm serious. Thanks a lot. (Lights a cigarette.) 
Yet since our vaunted playwright hath to flames 
Resorted, and fix'd his or her pen to 
Conventions far beyond the scope of stage— 
Not to mention the troubling syntax when 
I speak in iambic pentameter— 
We beg of you suspend they disbelief, 
Permit us ref'rence to a blaze off-stage; 
And please you wink with twice-knowing sanction 
If we shout fire in a crowded the'tre! 
As the lights come up, we see two female students, TRUDY and 
CHRISTINA, sleeping in their beds Stage Right. One of the 
alarm clocks goes off and TRUDY hits the snooze button. 
After ten seconds, the other alarm goes off and CHRISTINA 
hits her snooze button. Another pause, and a loud fire alarm 
sounds. Both TRUDY and CHRISTINA hit their alarm clocks, 
but the fire alarm does not stop. 
TRUDY: Turn it off. Alarm clock. Wake up. Christina! 
CHRISTINA: I know.. .(Mumbles incoherently, flails arms at 
the clock to stop the noise.) 
TRUDY: Turn your goddamned alarm off! 
CHRISTINA: (Sits upright, suddenly awake) I'm not the 
noise—it's not my bell—something else... 
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TRUDY: Shit, it's a fire drill. 
CHRISTINA: Right. (Collapses into sleep.) 
TRUDY: A fire alarm at six o'fucking clock in the morning! 
There better be a shooting. (Crosses Stage Right to door. 
Shouts as she goes offstage into the hallway.) All right, which 
one of you sons-of-bitch potheads set off the alarm? (TRUDY 
runs back onstage and slams the door behind her.) Aaaaahhh! 
Christina, wake up. Now! 
CHRISTINA: What? 
TRUDY: Fire! 
CHRISTINA: Alarm? I know. 
TRUDY: They are sounding an alarm because there is a real 
fire and t is burning. 
CHRISTINA: As fires tend to do. 
TRUDY: Get off your ass and help me through the window! 
CHRISTINA: (Rises) Please. Why don't we use the door like 
normal people? 
TRUDY: NNN0000!!! 
Too late for TRUDY's warning, CHRISTINA opens the door 
and looks offstage, into the hallway. 
CHRISTINA: Yes. 
As CHRISTINA stands in the doorway, TRUDY knocks her 
onto the ground. 
TRUDY: (Attempting to put out afire that is not there) Oh no! 
Stop and drop and roll! Smother the flames with your flesh! 
CHRISTINA: Get off me! What's that supposed to mean- 
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smother the flames with my flesh? 
TRUDY: Use what you have. I was trying to save you. 
CHRISTINA: So I'm fat? 
TRUDY: Hey, we all have flesh. You just have an abundance. 
CHRISTINA: Look, I don't know what you're problem is, but 
I do know we have to go outside during a fire alarm. 
TRUDY: We can't! 
CHRISTINA: They'll write us up. 
TRUDY: That fire will burn us up. 
CHRISTINA: It's just a quick walk to the door and then we're 
outside. 
TRUDY: The hall is a raging inferno! If you open that door 
there will be a backdraft. 
CHRISTINA: (Touching doorknob) It doesn't feel hot. 
TRUDY: Well you don't look hot, but that doesn't stop you 
from bursting through the door at all the wrong moments. 
CHRISTINA: Okay. Good luck. 
TRUDY: Stop! There is a flaming menace waiting outside our 
door! The fire is hoping we'll be stupid enough to open the 
door so it can have its way with us. 
CHRISTINA: Trudy, why don't you stay here in fantasy land, 
and I will retreat to the safety of the morning air. 
TRUDY: I am warning you Christina; you will die a painful, 
fiery death if you open that door. 
CHRISTINA: Better than enjoying my last minutes stuck in a 
room with you. 
CHRISTINA opens the door There is no fire. She looks back 
at TRUDY with an I-told-you-so look and goes offstage. 
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TRUDY: (Combing her hair in the mirror) All right Trudy. 
Time to make a grand exit. (She poses in front of the mirror 
puts on a jacket, breaths deep and dashes to the door She 
pauses and then opens the door, exiting Stage Right. 
Immediately she returns and slams the door) Damn! Why in 
hell—God what have I done to deserve this? (She tries to open 
the window, but it only opens partially, not enough for her to 
get out. She puts her hand through and yells out.) I'm 
trapped! Somebody help me! 
By now the alarm has been sounding for some time. 
CHRISTINA and residents have filed out of the dorm from 
Upstage Center, onto the walkway which is outside TRUDY 's 
window. MIKE enters Upstage Center He is afootball player 
MIKE: Who set off the fire alarm? 
TRUDY: I got something you can set off. 
MIKE: What's up, Trudy? 
TRUDY: What's "up" is that I can't get out of my room. 
MIKE: That sucks. 
TRUDY: Yes, goddammit, it sure does suck. 
MIKE: Why don't you just get the hell out of there. 
TRUDY: What a dolt. 
MIKE: Oh damn! I didn't get my lighter. 
TRUDY: There is a fire raging in here and you can't find a 
light? Gimme that you idiot. 
TRUDY takes the cigarette and goes Stage Right. She quickly 
opens the door, jumps out and runs right back inside with the 
cigarette lit. She hands it to MIKE through the window. 
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TRUDY: Here. 
MIKE: (lighting cigarette) Thanks a lot. 
CHRISTINA: I think Trudy is waiting for someone to rescue 
her. 
MIKE: Well, she'll be waiting for a long time. 
CHRISTINA: But... 
MIKE: I won't fall for her. (He falls down.) 
CHRISTINA: A Freudian slip. 
MIKE: (getting up) Look, she's hot and all, but she's, like, a 
totally angry bitch. 
TRUDY: Maybe I wouldn't act that way if you grew some 
balls and decided to help me. 
MIKE: Listen, I don't have time for your mind games. Either 
you come out of there or you get written up. I don't see how I 
fit into this whole thing. 
TRUDY: You play the part of the dumb ox. 
CHRISTINA: Trudy! 
TRUDY: Shut up, ass face. 
MIKE: Look, I'm going to work out. I don't know what you 
want but it's just not cool. 
MIKE exits Stage Left. 
CHRISTINA: Just how do you think you'll get somebody to 
help you if you keep insulting them? 
TRUDY: These pricks have to take some initiative. Open 
doors. Pay for dinner. Fine. But one thing is above all else, 
and that is: you rescue a girl who is trapped in a burning 
building. We'll call that lesson "How to Get Laid 101." 
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EDWARD enters Upstage Center in a silk robe. He has 
forgotten his glasses and cannot see well.) 
TRUDY: Look who just pranced over. 
CHRISTINA: Gay Edward. 
TRUDY: He is wearing a silk robe. 
CHRISTINA: Ask him to help you. 
TRUDY: Yeah right. I swear to God someone could blindfold 
me and let me walk around this place and I would just blindly 
stumble into queers. 
EDWARD: (Bumps into CHRISTINA) Sorry. 
CHRISTINA: I guess it's hard to avoid me. 
EDWARD: I left my glasses upstairs. 
TRUDY: Hell000 Edward! You look great. 
EDWARD: Thanks. Do you know what this fire alarm is all 
about? 
CHRISTINA: There's either a real fire or it's a false alarm. 
TRUDY: Either way, I'm still trapped here in my room, 
waiting for someone to save me. 
EDWARD: Hm. Can a false alarm really exist? Funny. The 
existence of falseness would point to a chaotic universe, in 
which case the function of an alarm—to preserve order—
becomes absurd. It could all be imagined. Maybe a false 
alarm is really a true tranquility. It all depends on your 
perspective. How guilty are we that we must conjure up pillars 
of fire on which we focus our fear. The very idea of a fire 
alarm shows just how paranoid and close-minded we have 
become. It's not at all fair to the fire. How would you feel if 
there were an alarm that existed to warn people of your 
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presence and keep others away from you? 
TRUDY: (Whispers to CHRISTINA) It's called GAYDAR! 
EDWARD: I for one celebrate the proud flame, feeding on the 
wild oxygen as the poet thrives on his unfettered imagination! 
TRUDY: There's smoke pouring out of the lounge! 
EDWARD: Shit! I left my papers in there. (Crosses Center) 
TRUDY: How do you know your papers didn't leave you 
down here?! 
EDWARD: (pause) Oh I heard that. I see. That's fine. 
CHRISTINA: Trudy, don't be so mean. He's really nice to 
you. 
TRUDY: That's because he thinks I'm Judy Garland. 
EDWARD: Thou, Judy! art my goddess; to thy songs 
My faculties are tuned. Wherefore should I 
Bend over for society, and permit 
The prejudice of culture to ridicule me, 
For that I am some twelve or fourteen bar-fights 
Lag of a real man? Why faggot? Wherefore gay? 
When my measurements are as well-endowed, 
My mind as creative, and my needs as real, 
As heterosexuals? Why brand they us 
With gay? with queerness? sodomy? fag, fag? 
Who, in the lusty stealth of nature, feel 
More amorousness and fierce orgasm 
Than doth, within a dull, clean, tired bed, 
Go to th'creating a whole tribe of kids, 
Forgot 'tween church and work?—Well, then, 
My masculine patrons, I still have your laughs: 
Box office cash is to the faggot Edward 
As to th'masculine: fine word—masculine! 
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Well, you masculines, if my showtunes do, 
And my audition thrive, Edward the gay 
Shall fuck th'masculine—I sing; I ballet:— 
Now, gods, stand up for faggots! (Exits Up Center) 
TRUDY: Can't even help a young lady in trouble. What a sad, 
sad little boy. He's failing at the game of life. 
CHRISTINA: Trudy, stop insulting people and get the hell out 
of there. Oh, and can you grab my backpack on your way out? 
TRUDY: Fuck your backpack! Get someone over here with a 
dick who can get me out of here! 
CHRISTINA: Just run through the hall. I got out without any 
help and I didn't see any flames. 
TRUDY: (screaming) Stop screaming at me, you whore! 
CHRISTINA: Fine. Then just give me my backpack. 
TRUDY: Here is your backpack! (TRUDY violently shoves 
the backpack through the window) There is your backpack! 
And may you never have a days luck with it! (She weeps and 
moans) 
CHRISTINA: You're crazy. 
TRUDY: (weeping) No. I'm just misunderstood. 
CHRISTINA: Should I get help? 
TRUDY: What do you think I've been screaming about ?! 
CHRISTINA runs off Stage Left with her backpack 
TRUDY: Okay, someone's going to come. Someone will 
rescue me from this firetrap. 
Campus Security Officer BORON enters, Stage Left. He has a 
flashlight and a badge. He approaches TRUDY's window and 
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talks on his radio. 
BORON: (on radio) Copy that Charlie. The alarm is still 
sounding. Yeah, I've arrived at the room in question. We're 
going to attempt to resolve this situation—over. 
TRUDY: (weeping hysterically) This can't be happening. I'm 
going to die! Nobody cares enough to help me out! Why don't 
they like me? 
BORON: Excuse me, ma'am. Campus Security here. 
TRUDY: Thank God! Where have you been all my life? 
BORON: I'm just hereto do my job ma'am. We received a 
report that someone was screaming and carrying on in this 
room. 
TRUDY: That's because my life is in danger! 
BORON: Okay, that's still not an excuse to disrupt the other 
members of your community. During a fire alarm you need to 
promptly exit your room just like everyone else. You are not 
exempt from that requirement. 
TRUDY: I have seen the face of death and it haunts me! 
BORON: Ma'am, have you been smoking contraband? 
TRUDY: No. 
BORON: Why are you still in the building? 
TRUDY: I can't get out! 
BORON: Ma'am, excuse me, are you aware of the fire alarm 
currently sounding in this residential area? 
TRUDY: Yes— 
BORON: I'm sorry then, ma'am, but you are currently in 
violation of campus policy. At this point in time you must 
vacate your living quarters pronto. If you fail to comply I will 
be forced to write a report and refer it to the duly appointed 
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disciplinary commission. 
TRUDY: I can't comply because I'm stuck in here, fool. 
BORON: (on radio) Charlie, we have a code 39-8. Suspect is 
becoming increasingly belligerent as I talk to her. I suspect she 
is high. If this continues I'm going to be forced to use force to 
subdue the suspect—over. 
TRUDY: Suspect? I'm the victim! And I'm not on drugs! 
BORON: (on radio) 10-4. Stand by—will call backup as 
necessary. Boron over and out. 
TRUDY: I need a big strong man to save me! 
BORON: What you need is to leave your room now! Do not 
attempt to second-guess my judgment ma'am. 
TRUDY: Help me! 
BORON: Do not make me come in there. 
TRUDY: I want you to come in here! (She extends her arms 
through the window, beckoning BORON to come in. He jumps 
back.) 
BORON: Okay, Charlie, the suspect is threatening physical 
harm. She's really fallen off the deep end. She's probably 
holed up in there with several ounces of cocaine or 
amphetamines. I'm going to have to take defensive measures 
to ensure that this does not get out of control. (He pokes her 
with his flashlight through the window.) 
TRUDY: What the hell are you doing? 
CHRISTINA enters Stage Left 
BORON: Sorry ma'am. You are threatening my safety and the 
safety of the greater community. 
TRUDY: What's that supposed to mean? 
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BORON: I suggest you read the Student Handbook, ma'am. 
(He closes the window) 
TRUDY: Do you think I'm stupid? 
BORON: Ma'am, smart people don't abuse drugs and exhibit 
disruptive behavior. Therefore I think you're stupid. 
CHRISTINA: (banging on the window) What's going on? 
Get her out of there! 
BORON: Young lady, nobody should be in that flaming hell-
hole, not your cokehead prostitute roommate or myself or 
anyone else. 
TRUDY: What am I going to do? What do I do? No! No! 
CHRISTINA: Get out! Trudy get out! Oh fuck. Trudy! 
CHRISTINA attempts to open the window but fails. TRUDY 
panics and screams. As CHRISTINA pounds on the window, 
the lights go down on the walkway area outside the window 
Stage Left. The fire alarm suddenly stops. Sound effects and 
red lights Stage Right indicate that the fire grows in intensity. 
TRUDY overturns the table, making a barricade facing the 
door There is a knock at the door. In walks Colonel 
BROMHEAD, British army officer from the 1880s, dressed in 
a red uniform like the soldiers in the movie Zulu. He has a 
rifle. TRUDY screams and BROMHEAD is startled. 
BROMHEAD: I say, what are you doing cowering beneath my 
writing-desk? 
TRUDY: I—I'm using it for a barricade. 
BROMHEAD: Rather you asked first, old girl. Rather you 
asked. 
TRUDY: But there's a fire outside my door. 
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BROMHEAD: (snapping into action) Fire? Where? My 
apologies. I'll take care of this Miss... 
TRUDY: (flattered) DuBauche. Trudy DuBauche. And you 
are? 
BROMHEAD: (clicks heels) Colonel Sir Sidney Harrison 
Bromhead, at your service, miss. (He begins overturning the 
furniture in the room, strengthening the barricade. He grabs 
sandbags from under the bed and fortifies their position with 
them.) Don't panic now, there. We'll overcome that savage 
blaze, what what. 
TRUDY: What do we do? 
BROMHEAD: My dear, I have braved the thundering rapids 
of the Congo, dispatched an column of bloodthirsty 
Mohammedans, and subdued a twenty-foot python with my 
bare hands. I dare say we shall triumph here on this ground! 
Keep a stiff upper lip, old girl. 
TRUDY: Hell yeah! 
BROMHEAD: Tut-tut. I'll have none of that colourful 
language there, miss. 
TRUDY: Of course, your honor—er, beg your pardon, sir. 
BROMHEAD: Quite all right, miss. (A loud crash is heard 
amidst the flames.) Now we must act before the moment of 
opportunity passes. I shall establish a bridgehead across that 
threshold (he motions to the door) and you make a flanking 
motion, bringing up the rear. 
TRUDY: Right. 
BROMHEAD: No, rear. 
TRUDY: Of course. 
BROMHEAD: Now, on my count, we launch our offensive. 
Are you ready my dear? 
TRUDY: Absolutely. 	
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BROMHEAD: One. Two... 
TRUDY: Kiss me. 
BROMHEAD: Shhh. The enemy can sense fear. 
TRUDY: I want you to kiss me. 
BROMHEAD: Quickly now. Quickly. (They embrace in a 
passionate kiss.) That's the stuff. Oh yes. My dear, you are 
magnificent. (TRUDY takes off her jacket and unbuttons the 
top few buttons on BROMHEAD's coat.) My dear, the fire! 
TRUDY: (suddenly composing herself) Oh! Sorry. 
BROMHEAD: There's nothing to be ashamed of now, Miss 
DuBauche. A kiss is as good as a bayonet on a day like this. 
TRUDY: You're perfect! The man of my dreams! 
BROMHEAD: Promise one thing, my angel. 
TRUDY: Whatever you wish. 
BROMHEAD: Marry me when we are within the safety of 
civilization. 
TRUDY: Yes. (they kiss again.) 
BROMHEAD: Rigth then, my dear. Follow on my count. 
One. Two. THREE! (They leap up and over the barricade, 
running towards the door Stage Right. BROMHEAD stands 
up flat against the wall next to the door. TRUDY follows his 
lead. BROMHEAD fixes his bayonet to his rifle.) Four. Five. 
SIX! (He kicks the door open and charges out the door Stage 
Left. TRUDY runs after him, but the door slams and locks 
before she can get out. As she frantically tries to get out, we 
hear BROMHEAD battling the flames offstage.) What—ho! 
Stand back, there! Rearguard! Bring up the rear, I say! Stand 
firm—what. AAAAAHH-YAA! 
TRUDY: (clutching her chest) Oh my God. He's dead. My 
dreams. Sidney! Oh, my dearest Sidney! (She collapses on 
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the barricades. BROMHEAD reenters Stage Right, bruised 
and burned.) 
BROMHEAD: Why in bloody hell didn't you ... Trudy! (He 
tries to wake her, but she doesn't respond.) Dead? (He feels 
her heart and checks the pulse in her neck. She is dead. He 
weeps, caressing her face.) Savages! 
The lights go out Stage Right for a brief moment. When the)' 
come back up BROMHEAD had disappeared. Officer 
BORON and CHRISTINA enter through the open door 
CHRISTINA: Oh shit! Trudy! Trudy, get up! 
BORON: (checking her vital signs) This is what we try to 
avoid here. Come on, ma'am. Don't do this now. It looks like 
she's dead. Damn. 
CHRISTINA: It was a false alarm! There was no fire. How 
could she—? 
BORON: (on radio) Charlie, we're going to need paramedics. 
It looks like the suspect has suffered a heart attack—over. 
CHRISTINA: She was so scared. She was convinced—heart 
attack? Why? Trudy, you fool. Why couldn't you Just leave? 
There wasn't a fire! There wasn't a fire! (She kneels beside 
TRUDY, weeping) 
BORON: (on radio) At this time I would speculate she 
suffered some kind of panic attack—over. Copy that, there was 
no fire. She has no external injuries. Right—over and out. 
Damnation! 
The lights go out and the CHORUS enters Upstage Center 
The house lights come up and CHORUS speaks. 
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CHORUS: And so she died, victim to fantasy. 
Though mean we not to preach, we must 
Point out which morals should be obvious, 
But might require repeating for those who 
Feeble-minded may be—or fell asleep— 
Because that's what a drunken Chorus does: 
Count not among th'faults of the gender fair 
Lack of action, wit or courage; and let 
All know that power, honor and 
Free-will discriminateth not on sex: 
To man and woman equal is bequeath'd. 
Thus, as our business hath reach'd an end, 
We thank our author's blessed pen, 
And give to thee, our faithful artist of 
Whitt'er College, the first-place prize for the 
Winning of this festival of the gods— 
Or God or reason or higher spirits, 
As religious observance may incline. 
(PLAYWRIGHT rises and bows to CHORUS and judges.) 
Go ye forth from here with joyous fanfare 
And let all who pass kneel and give praise 
Whitt'er's first and greatest poet! 
A wreath is placed on the PLAYWRIGHT's head. The cast 
enters and lifts him or her over their heads as we hear Sousa 's 
"The Liberty Bell." Exeunt. 
END. 
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Who Killed Andrea? 
b'Aubri Webb 
Cast List 
NARRATOR: This actor can be either male or female and 
should make most of his/her lines over dramatic when 
"inventing" the scenarios as if s/he were writing a particularly 
exciting book. 
ANDREA: A friendly innocent-looking person. Cute is a good 
word to describe her. Nothing particularly out of the ordinary 
otherwise. 
MERIDTH: A dominant personality with some comedic 
timing. Should be able to do a range of characters. 
GLORI: Needs to be able to hold a single pose for a good 
length of time. This character never expected to be one of the 
actors and puts herself to good use as a techie playing a prop. 
MISTY: The character is only about 7 or 8 years old though 
this should not be reflected in the actor's attire. Must have 
definite childlike qualities. 
STEFFANIE: Possibly an older-looking actor, slightly ditzy, 
but not to excess. 
APRIL: Can look snobby, otherwise no specifications. 
BETH ANN: Sexy, slightly mysterious in appearance, may 
enter with sunglasses on. 
This play is to be performed on a blank stage with a 
curtain through which all entrances and exits are made. The 
NARRATOR either paces throughout the scene or sits at a 
desk facing the audience. The entire play progresses as the 
NARRATOR writes the story, and the actors have no idea 
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what will happen next until it is "written." For this purpose, 
the cast should be dressed in either plain street clothes with no 
representation of their character; or in all black techie clothes. 
The actors backstage that have not yet been given a specific 
character in the scene perform all sound effects and other 
random acts. 
NARRATOR: It was a dark and stormy night, (flicker lights 
and actors make storm noises. Narrator scratches that.) No, it 
was a bright and shiny morning, (lights up, sound of birds. 
Scratch out.) Long, long ago in a galaxy far, far away, (Star 
Wars music) Ah, been done, (Scratch Out) Oh, uh, urn, 
somewhere around noon. There was a boy, (DAVID enters) 
no, it was a girl (DAVID puts on a wig and poses. ANDREA 
pulls him offstage and replaces him.) She had brown curly 
hair, (ANDREA frantically grabs wig from offstage) and long 
legs (shows off legs.) As she sat down on her plush French 
love seat, (GLORI and STEFFANIE enter carrying a bench or 
couch which has a book and a pillow sitting on it.) 
ANDREA: Just put it over there, girls. (She points, the girls 
set it down and run out, she sits down.) 
NARRATOR: She started to read a love story she found beside 
her (ANDREA picks up the book beside her and starts making 
funny noises.) No, it was a newspaper. (ANDREA throws the 
book behind her and we hear a cat roar/hiss, she looks around 
puzzled, but just then DAVID enters.) 
DAVID: Paperboy! (Throws paper to her.) 
ANDREA: (Opening the paper) Oh dear! (reading) "Residual 
effects of El Nino and the Y2K bug threaten to wipe out 
civilization as we know it." 
NARRATOR: As she read on a figure emerged from the 
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hallway (MERIDTH enters.) Sensing the presence, Andrea 
turned to face the new arrival. 
ANDREA: Grandma! (MERIDTH strikes a sweet, old lady 
pose.) 
NARRATOR: No.. { Scratch out } (MERIDTH rewinds her 
entrance) 
ANDREA: Dad! (MERIDTH strikes a manly pose.) 
NARRATOR: No...{ Scratch out} (rewind) 
ANDREA: Sis! (MERIDTH strikes a friendly pose.) 
NARRATOR: Andrea set the paper aside and stood to give her 
sister a hug (ANDREA stands up and holds her arms out 
towards MERIDTH, but before she has a chance to take a step, 
the NARRATOR continues)... .Unfortunately her shoelace 
caught on the rug and she fell on her sister instead. (ANDREA 
clearly hears this part and does a fake fall onto MERIDTH, 
quite obviously following the NARRATOR's directions rather 
than actually tripping) At that instant, a taaaaall man walked 
through the door (DAVID enters with a huge grin on his face 
and a preppy attitude about him.) Well, he was tall for a 
midget. (DAVID drops the grin and replaces it with a hurt 
expression directed at the NARRATOR.) With a preppy look 
he gave a smart remark to the two lying on top of each other on 
the floor. 
DAVID: Maybe I should leave you two alone. 
NARRATOR: As the two got shamefully to their feet, David 
walked over to kiss his wife MERIDTH. (The two look at each 
other, let out an "eeew" and give each other fake kisses.) The 
two lovebirds then proceeded to sit on the plush love seat and 
stare dreamily into each other's eyes. (MERIDTH and DAVID 
sit on the bench as far apart as possible and grimace at each 
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other.) No, they were just constipated. (The grimace changes 
appropriately) In the middle of their, um, situation, a little girl 
skipped into the room. 
MISTY: (Entering, then to MERIDTH) Hi, Mommy, doesn't 
Andrea have just the cutest cat? 
ANDREA: Cat? I don't have a cat. (The people on stage look 
around worriedly) Urn, Glori!!! (ANDREA calls this to an 
actress backstage) 
NARRATOR: At that point Andrea's adorable fluffy cat 
entered. 
GLORI: (GLORI enters and looks confused and says the 
following lines as words rather than attempting to imitate the 
animals named) Meow? 
NARRATOR: No, it was a dog. 
GLORI: Woof??? 
NARRATOR: No, it was a fish. (GLORI does a fish face.) 
No, a bird. 
GLORI: (Starting to get frustrated) TWEET, TWEET?? 
NARRATOR: No, how about (During the NARRATOR's next 
few lines of contemplation, GLORI grabs a loose chair from 
the audience, sets it next to the bench, sits down, and is 
rapping her nails on her chair by the time the NARRATOR 
finally says "oh forget it." This requires the NARRATOR to 
take his/her time thinking up animal names, and improv of 
animal names is permitted, so long as it is the NARRATOR 
waiting on GLORI rather than GLORI rushing to complete her 
task by the time the lines are finished.) a pig, or horse or cow 
or.. .or. .. Oh forget it, it was just MISTY's teddy bear. (GLORI 
takes on the form of a stuffed bear.) As MISTY jumped into 
her teddy bear's lap, she asked her Aunt ANDREA a question. 
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MISTY: Auntie, Auntie, what did you and Daddy do on your 
date last night? 
MERIDTH: (Hurt expression, looking at her sister) Andrea, 
tell me she was talking to the teddy bear!!!! (GLORI gives 
DAVID a suggestive look.) 
STEFFANIE: (Entering the room.) I'm afraid not. (GLORI 
snaps in an "oh, shucks" expression and resumes her teddy 
bear pose.) I regret to inform you Mrs. (looking over 
NARRATOR's shoulder at the "book") Yetheretherither? 
(Unable to pronounce the name, she continues) That your 
husband and (looking over NARRATOR's shoulder again in 
distress) and, urn, HER I I I I I I (Pointing at ANDREA) Have 
been Corning into my establishment and renting the same room 
for two years, and she (pointing again at Andrea) has written 
me one too many bad checks. 
MERIDTH: Andrea, how could you?? My only sister and my 
favorite husband! 
DAVID: I'm your only husband. 
MERIDTH: (pausing) Uh, uh, that's not the point" 
ANDREA: Well, after my husband Richard died, I was lonely. 
By the way, how did this woman just walk into my living 
room? April!!! I told you not to let any bill collectors in! 
NARRATOR: At her call, APRIL, Andrea's snobby maid, 
entered the living room. 
APRIL: What's it to you? 
NARRATOR: Not that snobby. 
APRIL: I'm sorry, Miss, but she came in through the back 
door as I was feeding the cat. 
ANDREA: What cat!?! 
APRIL: You know that small, brown, fluffy.. .(She continues to 
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describe the cat as STEFFANIE talks over her and she finally 
gives up.) 
STEFFANIE: I'm sorry to enter into your little dispute, but 
you owe me a lot of money and I need it! I mean, I've got a 
wife and two kids to feed! (They all look at the NARRATOR 
confused.) 
NARRATOR: Oops, urn, no wife. (erases in notebook) 
ANDREA: All right, all right, would someone hand me my 
purse. 
NARRATOR: Someone reached over and handed Andrea her 
purse. (They look at each other to see who "someone" is and 
finally GLORI falls out of her teddy bear pose and shrugs as 
she reaches over and hands ANDREA her purse.) Andrea 
reached in and pulled out.. .a gun! (ANDREA does this and 
everyone gasps.) No, it was her wallet. 
ANDREA: Oops, how'd that get there!?! (The others give a 
sigh of relief as ANDREA sticks the gun back in her purse and 
shuffles for the wallet.) 
NARRATOR: She elaborately pulled out a handful of bills. 
(ANDREA pulls out some Monopoly money.) Just before 
STEFFANIE got her hands on the money, a woman entered 
carrying ... a gun! 
BETH ANN: (Pointing the gun at Andrea) I'll take that. 
ANDREA: Who are you!?! 
BETH ANN: I'm Beth Ann White, I've been tracking you 
down for twenty years. Your husband Richard was going to be 
mine before you came along. We had our lives all planned out. 
After he was done fighting the commies in Vietnam he was 
going to come back and marry me and we were going to have 
nine children, until you stole him away. And for that, I'm 
going to kill you. 	
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ANDREA: I didn't know! 
MERIDTH: You can't do that! (Snatching the gun from Beth 
Ann.) She's dating my husband! (Points the gun at Andrea) 
I'm going to kill her. 
ANDREA: It was only a couple of times. 
STEFFANIE: (Taking the gun) I'll go bankrupt because of 
her, she's mine. 
ANDREA: I have the money right here. 
APRIL: (Snatching the gun) She wouldn't let me feed the cat! 
ANDREA: What cat 19 19 19 1 
NARRATOR: As the four women got into a heated discussion 
of who was going to kill Andrea, snatching the gun from one 
another and growing closer and closer to Andrea, 	there 
was a blackout! (Lights go out, there's a shot, as they come 
back on the actors are slowly backing away from ANDREA 
who is leaning back on the bench dead, clutching her stomach. 
The gun is lying on the floor. It is important that the actors are 
in a tight enough bundle that no one in the audience sees who 
fires the gun, however it is irrelevant which actor pulls the 
trigger.) 
MISTY: (Lets out an ear-piercing scream) Ahhh, she's been 
shot! 
NARRATOR: No, she wasn't shot. (Lights out, as they come 
back on the actors repeat the actions of before from the point of 
the previous blackout. ANDREA is dead again on the bench, 
clutching a knife to her stomach.) 
MISTY: Ahhh, she's been stabbed! 
NARRATOR: No, not stabbed. (Lights out again. Rip wig off 
ANDREA' S head and cover her head with the pillow, setting 
the wig on her stomach. Lights up, repeat backing away.) 
MISTY: Ahhh, she's been scalped!!! 
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APRIL: Why do all the ladies I work for end up dead' 991 
STEFFANIE: So you did it! (As she says this she whips her 
finger around to point at APRIL.) 
MERIDTH: Come one, for not letting her feed the cat!?! 
ANDREA: (Pounding her head through the pillow) CAT!!! 
(Everyone looks at her and her arm falls limp again.) 
MERIDTH: (Turning to BETH ANN) She did steal your man! 
STEFFANIE: So you did it! (She turns to point at BETH 
ANN.) 
BETH ANN: (To MERIDTH) Well, she almost stole yours. 
STEFFANIE: (To MERIDTH now) So you did it! 
MERIDTH: (Shrugs the accusation off.) I have others. 
DAVID: Am I not here 19 1919 (All of the women together yell 
at DAVID "NO") Just checking. 
APRIL: (To STEFFANIE) She owed you a great deal of 
money, remember'  If 11 
STEFFANIE: So I did it!!! (Pause) Wait a minute. 
DAVID: So who did it!?!? 
GLORI: I know who did it! It was 
NARRATOR: Oh, this is a stupid story" Wt  (Crumbling up 
papers and actors writhe to the floor as it crumbles.) 
Black Out 
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"Untitled 5" 
by Sarah Tillman 
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A Writing Story 
by Jenia Lazarova 
It is a melancholy rainy day, damp and gloomy. I sit at 
my desk and try to focus on the thick textbook in front of me 
and to ignore the constant babble of heavy drops on the water 
pipe above my window. Tap! Tap! Tap! I like the rain, 
because it keeps me home—away from any campus events, 
which would otherwise fill my few free hours this Saturday. 
As I stare with interest at the small rivers and ponds formed by 
the raindrops on their way down the glass, my mind turns over 
every bit of stored information it contains. I do not know what 
it is searching for. I do not even participate in that—I only 
heard the professor assign my paper. Now my mind is 
incubating it for me: it will know where to stop and announce 
the results. 
The idea finally comes—after a couple of minutes or a 
few days. Time and place do not matter—the illumination may 
strike me at the strangest locations doing virtually anything: in 
the gym, or while doing homework for another class, or while 
writing an email. Yet, my most ingenious ideas generate under 
the shower, which would definitely become my favorite writing 
place if it were not for the minor inconvenience of the water. 
My other purposeful mental energizer is music: most blues and 
classics seems to work best towards an inspired, flowing 
thought that naturally develops from the very beginning to the 
end of the paper. Unfortunately, only natural, inspired and 
flowing music can produce the desired effect. Now, picture 
how my roommate's electronic music can block in a flash my 
imagination and confine it into a short, monotonously repeating 
up-beat cycle. 
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The paper is important, too. If I face a completely 
blank page—or even worse, an empty screen—the only 
thought I can come up with is the enlightening idea that ... my 
mind is blank too. There is only one known way in which I 
can trick myself out of the pressure to fill a whole page with 
words: part of the page should be already full. Therefore, my 
drafts are usually not presentable to the wide public, since they 
usually go together with a draft of my biology lab assignment 
or an invitation to the next event of the Psychology Club. 
Most of the time using scratch paper has one more 
soothing effect on me—it eliminates the slightest suspicion that 
my current writing has to be perfect, formal, or final. 
Perfectionism can drive me mad. Unquestionably, I am 
capable of sitting down and toiling over a single sentence for 
almost half an hour until I notice that my deadline is coming 
menacingly fast. Indeed, the most unpleasant thing I find about 
perfectionism is that after I have carved MY SENTENCE to a 
flawless, priceless piece of art, I unexpectedly discover that it 
does not work towards my point any more and needs to be cut 
out. 
I also tend to react peculiarly to pencils. All of them 
might look entirely identical to everyone else and they actually 
ARE: all ideally sharp, equal in length, and, of course, one 
brand only. Yet, I will show a sudden inexplicable attachment 
to one of them just because I was holding it when the 
illumination came. My superstition does not know limits—if 
MY PENCIL is lost, my work so far might be ruined and then I 
will need to start over again from the beginning of the whole 
procedure of incubating, drafting, and revising. The loss of my 
pencil has made me change my topic much more often than the 
loss of my first page. 	
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Familiar with this kind of neurotic conviction, I clean 
diligently my place before I start, so that everything can be 
easily located. Then, I open my drawer, which I have been 
fastidiously loading with scratch paper during the week and 
take out the most shattered sheet. I stare at it for a minute, 
convincing myself that this sheet is worth nothing anyway, so 
why not to use this little space between the two printed 
paragraphs—just to get started. I write one sentence. Then one 
more. And one more, until I begin to feel that what I have to 
say is definitely more than what would fit in between the 
paragraphs. I turn the page and copy on the back the couple of 
sentences I already have. Now the page does not look 
threateningly write, but I also have room to expand. At that 
moment, I have won the hardest battle of prewriting. 
My most productive period begins with a plunge into 
the topic. First, I am at the surface, where many directions are 
available. Floating on the surface is easy and does not require 
lots of swimming expertise. Of course, I do not want to remain 
there, so I quickly choose one direction (I do not say that it is 
easy!) and dive deeper. Underneath, I discern at least a couple 
of appealing approaches. This choice is harder than the first, 
but I finally pick one alternative and dive further. Now I am 
free to swim around and investigate the waters in which I have 
just submerged myself. Hopefully, I will be just delighted with 
what I see. 
Choosing my topic requires lots of personal 
involvement. Definitely, I cannot write about something I do 
not want to know about. Alzheimer's disease, the motif of 
suffering in Islam, or the physiological cause of muscle pain—
it does not matter, if only I can address it thoughtfully and 
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passionately. Once I select my point of view and my approach, 
I almost lose control over planning—the main points of the 
paper simply unfold in my mind with unthinkable speed, and 
make me increasingly eager to pour them on paper. Only 
rarely I would come back to my opening paragraph and thesis 
to revise them in accordance with the rest. 
"Pouring" my thoughts on paper, however, is actually 
"dripping." It does not always seem so gracefully fluid as the 
final product, because I think neither in words, nor in images. I 
think in feelings and perceptions. I have tried different 
approaches to aid myself here—I've used a dictophone and 
flashcards, I've jotted down ideas and thoughts as they 
occurred to me, and I've practiced brainstorming. Whatever 
method I've used, it has always lead to the good old writing, to 
which I stick almost exclusively now. But—after defeating the 
blank page—I use a computer. 
Sometimes, especially if I have plenty of time to hunt 
for perfection, writing becomes an extended process of trial-
and-error searching and matching language tools with thoughts. 
It can be painful, when my eagerness to express myself 
encounters my inability to think of a corresponding word or 
phrase in the language I happen to use. Paradoxically, when I 
write in Bulgarian, I wish it had the abundance of synonyms 
that English has; but when I write in English, I wish I could 
manage the same variety of sentence structures and idiomatic 
expressions as I do in Bulgarian. My first-aid kit for such 
cases includes a thesaurus and.. .a whole arsenal of fruit, nuts 
cookies, or cheese-its. The former—to generate choices; the 
latter—to tempt me away from the constipated sentence. 
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No matter how energy- and time-consuming the writing 
process turns out to be, I need to drain everything at once. At 
least, I must have an obvious direction and an outline of major 
points leading there, so that I can continue following them. 
Otherwise, the next time I read my paper, I will decide either to 
toss it immediately away, because it does not make sense any 
more, or to change the thesis thoroughly, which eventually 
leads to tossing it away. 
My papers take different forms. Depending on my 
purpose and audience, they cover a wide range of attitudes: 
from passionately devoted to coldly informative; from bitterly 
sarcastic to comically absurd; and from whimsically 
entertaining to methodically criticizing. Often, being aware of 
the potential weariness of the professor after reading a dozen 
similar papers, I completely ignore the most obvious ways to 
handle the assignment and deliberately try to catch attention 
with a creative opening or an uncommon idea. Well, such risks 
do not always pay off. Therefore, I occasionally prefer to 
adhere to the instructor's directions, hoping that I can still add 
a touch of originality with the choice of examples and the 
reflective conclusion. 
Regardless of the form, voice and purpose of my 
writing, at some point I start to feel that my attitude and ideas 
are exhausted. I stop, usually half-way through the conclusion. 
That is the time to come back and summarize, then to read the 
paper through and revise. My final revision is limited by 
principle, although I may add a word here or substitute a phrase 
there, for the sake of integrity of impression. Altogether, at this 
point I already believe that I have produced a fine, thoughtful 
piece of writing. I have also explored my topic in depth, which 
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is unattainable in oral communication. I have discovered 
unbelievable diversity of expression in the particular language. 
I have transformed my thoughts and emotions into a beautiful 
flow of symbols of human knowledge. I have begun to love 
and truly appreciate written speech. Now I am done. 
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